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Investigators of an immigrant population have traditionally
viewed their subject of study from four poínts of emphasis, around
which they have tended to form into exclusivistic schools of thought:

disorganization, assimilation, reinterpretation and ethnicity. This
study of the Filipino immigrant garment workers in a mid-west
Canadian cit¡r was done with the four points of emphasis as guid"e-

lines.

The preoccupation in

this study

u/as not to determine

whether or not these immigrants were assimilatíng, reinterpreting,

non-assimilating, or being disorganized since all of these happen to
any migrant community

in varying intensities. The focus , rather,

of the present research was to determine the factors involved in
the variations.

Further, these points of emphasis were seen to be related- to
the range of adaptive mecharrisms open to an immigrant community
and

in the stud.y an attempt was mad.e to ind-ícate the reasons why

one, rather than another, adjustive mechanism was employed.
Culture transplantation appears to be the likely option where there

is extreme cultural diversiqr between the immigrants and the host
society, while cultural assimilation seems to be limited. to the
mjnimum

necessity. Reinterpretation

and modification of culture

items appear to be the likely adþstive options where similarity of

-i-

culture items are observed between the immigrants

and.

the host

population.

Thus, among the Fitipino immigrant garment workers, the
major ad.justive responses to the d-isorganization effect of migration
are cultural transplant of familiar home village values and- culture
items a¡rd total assimilation of factory work habits. And, as there
is extreme diversity of culture between the immigrants and their
host society, few cases of cultural reinterpretation

and. mod_ifica-

tion are found. This study should be seen as a contribution to the
increasing pool of knowledge on canada's and, in particular,
'winnipeg's ethnic
immigralt population. It is a d-iscovery in process

of a variant Filipino as well as Canadian culture.
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CHAPTER I
MIGRATTON STUDIE S
Relevance of the Studv

Todayts frontier is the urban

center. The dírection of human

migration has reversed. Persons leave their rural homes and move

to the nearest city and people from the relatively non-industrialized
countries aspire to move to the relatively d.eveloped areas. The movement of peoples to the more developed countries

is related to the fact

of colonialism. The colonizers admit to their country persons from
former or current colonies. Thus , the urban population has become
inc reasingly heterogen eous .
The

frontier for the Filipinos shifted from Spain and. Europe

when the Philippines became a colony of the United States at the turn

of the century. The steady migration of Fitlpinos to the United States
and.later to Canada has resulted- in the presence of Filipino immigrant
comrnunities in every major
The Philippines

The

city of North America.

is among the oldest fietd area of anthropologists.

first set of studies was concerned with the non-christianized high-

land communities but, since 1950, anthropologists have shifted_ their
attention to the christianized. lowland population. Studies on the

-r-

-2Filipino immigrant communities in the New 'World. would provide a third
set of comparative material on Philippine culture.
During migration the traits, institutions, and values of the
migrating persons are placed in d.ifferent conditions. The slow process

of change that may hardly be noticed in the settled- community is
magnified.. And the effect of migration would- be expected to be
maximal when the migrating persons differ maximally in background,

physical features, values, and institutions. The resulting change
"becomes a mode both of explaining and experiencing the working of

the institution and its people

and.

its milieu, including of course , its

social and cultural milieu" (Bohannan, 1p67: XVI-XVIII).
Present knowledge in the area of culture contact, change and
persistence is still too general to be of any use. Manners has
summarized. the research

in this field.:

It appears that some parts of culture are tmore resistant than
othËist; that some chatges are more or less disruptive of
the total culture than others; ald" that some segments or grouPs
of individuals within a societ¡r demonstrate different degrees of
resistance to change (1956: 158).

The occurrence of a human migration should serve as an occasion to

test

and. extend

this general statement.

Stud.ies of Asian immigrants

in North America is fragmentary. The literature on the Filipino
immigrants is limited to the few articles listed by Lum (1969 z L4).
The following migration study concerns the recent movement of

working-class Filipinos in Winnipeg, Manitoba. They come from the
bottom social stratum and the

rural sector of the home country.

The

effects of migration to a Canad-ian ciqr are expected. to be much more
pronounced among these garment workers than among the Filipino

3educated. immigrants known

as'professionalt.

The study is based on participant observation. The general
goal is to document the major effects of the movement. The main

conclusion reached- in this study is that these immigrant garment

workers have formed- into a close-knit community. They have set up
networks through which interaction among the members is maximized
and interaction with outsid-ers minimized.. They have d.rastically
changed-

in their rrrral work habits but they have, however, trans-

planted. much of

their

home village values and patterns of behaviour.

They continue to live their village life in a Canadian urban center.
Hence the

title of the study: AN URBÁ.N VILLAGE

Models in Migration Studies

A culture is sítuated if it refers to the total ad-aptive mechanisms
accumulated- by a human population

d.icament,

in a particular environment, pre-

or opportunity. Movement

au¡ay from

situation results in the displacement of

this particular

culture.

turn results in stress, loss of id-entity, and the

The d-isplacement in

need.

to readþst

on

the part of the displaced- persons'.
Two related. statements are offered as the und-erlying h¡rpotheses

of the study:

1.

The intensity of stress, loss of identity, and the need to
readþst is inversely proportional to the amount of familiar
culture items retained., mod-ified., reinterpreted., and.
acquired in the new situation.

2.

The amount of culture items retained, modified, reinterpreted,
and acquired is directly proportional to the degree of
similarity between the former environment and the new place.

-4A number of models courd be used. in the study of an immigrant
population. One model is the rdisorganization mod-elt where the focus

of study is the disintegration of culture items resulting from migration.
A second model is the 'melting pot modelr where the focus of study is the
assimilation of the immigrant population. a, third model is the
treinterpretation model¡ where
the focus of study is the retention of
old-er vaJrs by means of d.evious reinterpretations and. id.entifications.

A.fourth model is 'ethnicity model' where the focus of study is the
maintenance of a d.istinct ethnic identity by the immigrant population.
The pioneer studies by Thomas anð. znaniecki exemplify the

'disorganization model'. They investigated the massive migration of
Poles in the united states, relying heavily upon letters and. life

histories. $/ith a grant of $50,000.00, the authors offered ten to
turenty cents for any letter received from poland- by ar. immigrant to
the United States. They collected T54Letters occupying BOO pages
of printed words

. znaniecki

was himself a pole and. acted as a

knowledgeable informa¡rt (À4adge

,

Lg62z 52, 54,

SS).

The results of the Polish migration study w.ere issued. in five
volumes between 1918 and 1920. They showed. that the main effect
of migration on the Polish immigrants was social disorganization.
The conflict and lack of correspondence between the attitudes and
values of the Polish peasants and those of the host Âmerican societ¡r
'were treading to the breakdown of Polish
traditions and the demoral-

ization of the immigrants. The family sustem which had persisted
in the Polish countryside collided head on with the .A.merican system

in wh'ich the individual looked after hís personal interests,

had. a

5career,

and \¡/as paid

for what he did. The results of the study also

showed that the puritan ethic was breaking down the

familial system

in the Polish villages (Ibid.: 62,7g). I¡r a later volume Thomas
(L92Ð discussed the effects of social d.isorganization upon the

individual Polish immigrant girl who had lost touch with her family
and ancestral ties before becoming ad.justed. to, or assimilated. by,
the host society
Handlin's migration study is another example of the 'disorganization modelr. He studied the historical documents bearing

thirty-five million ne\¡comers to the united States in the
century after LB2o. The effects of migration upon these newcomers
on the

,

according to Handlin, are broken homes, interruptions of a familiar
life, separation from known surround.ings, ceasing to belong and.

foreigner. To Handlin, ímmigration is a history of
alíenation and America is a land of separated. men (1951 z 3_6,305).
becoming a

Other migration studies that exemplify the 'disorganization model, are
those by Keesing, Hammond, arrd McAllister (1955), Richardson (1941),
van Arsdate (j.966), Landa (1969), Mitler (Lg6D, preston (1963),

and

Shepperson (1965)

The study by'warner et

al. exemplifies the 'melting pot mod.el'.

The study concerns eight ethnic immigrant groups in an American city:

Irish, French canad.ians, Jews, Italians, Armenians, Greeks, polish,
and Russians. The result of the study was published serially in five
volumes from

I94I to 1959.

'warner et al. observed.
that these d.ifferent immigrant groups
were in varied. stages of assimilating into the .A.merican midd.le class.

-6The A'merican

city was a melting pot for the different ethnic populations.

There are three phases in this assimilation process:

1.

The amorphous stage wherein there is as yet no communit¡r
organization;

2.

The stage of residential consolidation of family structures
wherein appear ethnic stores and informal associations,

church, school, and ments associations; ald.

3.

The disíntegration stage wherein the immigrant group
loses its residential base and forms new association
structures to maintain the communit¡r system.
In the view of 'Warner et aI. the degree of approximation to the status

of native is proportionate to the length of the immigrants' arrival in
the city. The cultural traits of the ethnic immigrant which may have
become s¡rmbols of

inferior status eventually change in time.

The

physical traits which may have become s¡rmbols of inferior staflrs will,

however, be permanent accordingto them (\Ã/arner et al ., 196}z 379,
4ro, 4r3). other studies that exemplify the 'melting pot model' are
those by Á.d.amic (L94O), La Violette (194g),, Eisenstadt (1955),
Kennedy (Lg6Ð, Elkholy (1966), Fermi (1968), Hoff

(Ig6D,

and

Gordon (L96Ð.

Herskovitsr studies on the Negroes in the New world exemplify
the treinterpretation modelt. He had. more than forty years experience

in studying the effects of migration on the Negroes. He travelled to
Africa and talked to villagers in the former areas of intensive sla,very
about their kinsmen in the New World.

Herskovits' main finding is that the New 'World Negroes have met
the impact of European culture without complete loss of their ancestral

-7 tradition and behaviour. Among the New 'World Negroes the part of
culture most resistant to change (cultural focus) is in the area of the
'

supernatural. Old.er \¡ays are retained. through d.evious reinterpretations.
.

The Negroes in the New W'orld have achieved an integration of their

trad-ition and behaviour within the larger framework of Euro-American
norms (cultural tenacity through enculturation). A substantial number
of African customs have been carried over to ¿tfro-American cultures

without neinterpretations. Pure retention, however, is the exception
and not the

form.

rule. African behaviour appears principally in reinterpreted

The d.egree of reinterpretation varies from region to region.

Above all

it varies with economic stafirs (Lg66: IX, X,

other stud.ies of the 'reinterpretation model'

15

, L7,

36).

o.re those by Colson (1960)

and the studies collected by Heath, Dwight, and Richard (1965).

The study by Glazer and Mo¡rnihan exemplifies the 'ethnicity

modelt. Their stud.y concerns five ethnic immigrant groups of New
York City: Negroes, Puerto Ricals, Jews, Italians, and lrish. The
main conclusion reached by Glazer and Mo¡rnihan is that the principal
ethnic groups of New York City continue to maíntain a d.istinct identity,

albeit a changing one, from one generation to the next. From almost
every country in the world. there are enough immigrants in the city to
make up cotnmunities of thousalds and tens of thousand.s with organiza-

tions , churches, a language, some distinctive

culture. Ethnicity,

class, and religion are inevitably tied together. Ethnicity is

the

source of ethnic events through which the distinct identity is perpetuated.
Religion

and-

race will define the next stage in the evolution of the

peoples. The finat form of the still forming rtmerican
nationality with its mysterious processes is as yet unpred.ictable
.A.merical

-B(1963: V, VI, 5, 7,

3L5).

rtn immigration study by Gans is an excellent example of the
rethnicity model'. Gans studied, by means of participant observation,
the culture of working-class ltalians in an American urban
found that the ltalian working-class immigrants had. adapted

area.

He

their non-

urban institutions to the urban milieu. A number of ltalian patterns of
behaviour survived, although the over-all culture became that of the
host Arnerican population. Gans made the practical caution that the

culture being developed by the working-class ltalians, urban villagers,
could not be altered simply by providing them with middle-class

services (L962: 269).

A recent study by C. Matthiasson on the culture of the Mexicans

in a mid-western American city is another excellent example of the
tethnicity modelt. The Mexicans are becoming assimilated. in
the area
of medicine, emploSrment, and education. There seems to be slow

assimilation in the area of language , ritual kinship practices, foodhabits, and family behaviour such as chaperonage of daughter and
respect for

elder. However,

those of Mexican origin will not utilize

the services of the social agencies. Accord.ing to C. Matthiassoïr.,
the Mexicans

will continue to solve their

own problems within the

family or seek assistance of affines and compadres as long as the
trad.itional family pattern with strong ties among the members, affines,

ritual kin,

and compadres rer¡rain intact (1968:

4,

L4O).

Other examples of the tethnicity modelr are the studies by Deetz
(1969), Milton (1960), Brokensha (i-963), cable (1969), Barrh (1969),
Konn¡ru G967), Rioux (L964),, Rolle (1968), Lancaster (1963),

-9Lieberson (1963), Fischer (1960), Lee (1960), peterson (1955), and Ablon
(L970).

This stud-y of the Filipino garment workers in Winnipeg

\¡/as made

with a combination of d.ifferent mod.els. Researchers using one mod.el
tend. to form into sóhools of thought. This study was carried out with
the h¡rpothesis that these mod.els are related to the d.ifferent adþstive
mechanisms opeïì. to the immigrant population.

In summary, the relevance of migration stud.ies,

and.

particularly

of this study as a comparative material, has been indicated. The models
of migration studies and examples of each have been briefly mentioned.

CHÁ"PTER

II

THE ANTHROPOLOGIST AS VARTÁ.BLE
The Anthropologist as Fieldworker

vidich,

, and stein, in introducing their collection
of personal accounts of fieldworkers, state that there is "no \ray to
Bensman

disentangle the research method. from the investigator himself"
(L9642

vii).

The recognition of the anthropologist as an important

variable has been precipitated by the cases where anthropologists
have studied the same communitSr and presented opposing views.
One celebrated case.is

Tepoztlan. Redfield and Lewis did independent

research on Tepoztlecan life and character and wrote opposing

accourfis. Redfield was among the first anthropologists to point out
the neglected variable

:

There is no one ultimate and utterly objective account of a
whole. Each account if it pieserves the human quarity
at all is a created product in whiðh the human qualities-of thê
creator - the outside viewer and describer - are one and. the
same. . . .I think we must recognize that the personal and
cultural values of the investigators influencã the context of
the description of the communlty. . . . The greater part of the
:explanation for the d-ifferences between the two reports on
this matter of repoztlecan life and character is to be found
ín the differences between the two investigators (1960: i-36, 155).
human

other anthropologists have made similar strong statements.
Leach wrote that "the personal involvement of the anthropologist in

his work is reflected in what'he produces" (l-961: 1-). Mead pointed
_1_0_

_1L_
out that

it is as a member of his own culture, as an ind.ividual with a
particular longue that he explores the cultural behaviour
of
others. . . .
anthropologièt need.s ro have brought irrio rris
Tlt
a\rareness his own idios¡rncratic version of his cùlture
(Lgszz 345).
Nurge has written a picturesque description of the fieldworker as

variable:
The fieldworker faces a constant problem of both selection in
.percep_tion and selection in recording. A good deal is lost
throug-h cultural misconce-ptions and. -becauõe we are not giant
recordin_g machine:. A phe_nomenon happening befor. ,r"-h.."
to pass througl selective filters of eyes, .a"õ, brain and.
experience- Then it is further extracted, abstracted, Qnd
funneled as it Ís cha'neled into a notebook and finally
d-istilled on a card. Finarly,_ at the end of the field i"r-,
the investigator takes home the card file and a host of
memories qld impressions and the ard.ous work of analysis
begins (1965 : 7 -B).
:

The anthropologist as variable is recognized. in the few personal
accounts a'd. reflections of field.workers. Notable and. more comprehensive aredrose by powdermaker (1960), Bowen

(L.

Boha¡rnan) (1954),

Lowie (1959), .A.ddm and Pries (1960), Chagnon (1968), Gans eg62).
The anthropologist is a variable by virtue of his physical,

historical,

and

cultural situation. The situating physical factoïts are

age, sex, ald skin color. Every community has d.efinite ruies and
value conceptions regard.ing these factors and. the anthropologist is
hindered or helped depending on his physical make-up which he is
unable to alter. The major historical situating factors are country of
origin, school of trainingr and time of the study. Each communit¡r has

definite attitudes towards other peoples at certain periods which may
be an asset or handicap depending on the field.worker's country of

identification. In the field the a'thropologist brings with him views

_12_
and emphases of

his school and masters. The main cultural situating

factors are language ,

food- habits

.with
effort
, clothing.

the

anthropologist may become a fnative' in these respects.
An anthropologist may be able to combine the roles of scientist,

spy, friend, alien, participant, and neutral observer as Langness
(1968

:

49) claims he

can. Try

as he mêr, the a¡rthropologist will be

unable to combine roles of male a¡rd female, young and. old.o black

and.

white,r native and. outsid.er. He wilt need. the help of anthropologists
u/ith different sets of physical, cultural, and historical equipment.
The objectivity of a stud.y

will

be proportional to the number of

varied.ly situated- investigators. N. Lurie has pointed out the need- to
expand the Judeo-Graeco-Roman-Freudian point of view which is

represented in the bulk. of anthropologr literature (Conference,

University of Manitoba, March

30

,

L972).

Personal Backgrounil

[vlI interest in human movement and culture contact is rooted.,
I thinklrn
life experiences in d.ifferent cultures and sub-cultures.
"o"
T

was born of parents representing two varied. ethnic cultures of

northe,rn L.uzor,. I was born

and- raised-

in my father's community in

Ifugao and., at the age of twelve, lived. with my maternal grand.parents

in Bontoc for two years. At the age of eighteen I moved. to a
relatively new Philippine city in Benguet where I lived. and studied
with others representing different non-christian as well

as

christianized ethnic groups of northern Luzon. ,tt the age of twentyone I moved. to the country's most urban center and. for.seven years
lived. and studied with persons represen.ting the major ethnic population

_13_
of the country. In October, 1968, I moved to 'Winnípeg.
Ifugao culture is composed of seven cultural

variants: Kiangan,

Lagawg, Hungduan, Banaue', Mayoyao, Potia, and Lamut. Each culture

variant is itself composed of several variants represented by a group
of interacting villages. Gohang, my father's community, is one of the
several that compose the lfugao variant culture of Banaue. Gohang is
composed of some twenty-three interacting

clusters of small villages

built atop each plateau just above the privately

owned. ricefield.s.

Each cluster of houses is inhabited by ten to twenty

families.

The

total population would be roughly 1-,000. The village interaction is
based" on a recognized common blood

kinship and the population is

further grouped into blocks of families based on immediate family
geneology. Activities in the village are classed- as male, female, ald.
common. Male activities include carving ricefields from the mountainsid-e

, repairing and readying of the fields for planting, cultivating

family forest and providing dry wood for fuel, house building,

the

and.

basket weaving, carrying home the rice harvest, hunting, wine

makÍng. Female activities include planting, weeding,

and harvesting

the rice fields and. swidd.en, and cloth weaving. Common activities
include cooking, babysitting, pounding rice, poultry and swine, visit.
and

vigil of the field \rater system.
The mountain sides and forests are criss-crossed- by footpaths -

some leading to the other variant Banaue communities. The differences

between these variant villages increase with the distance from each

other. One neighbouring set of villagers speak differently by
rendering our ch as

4: our guttural

stop a as aheavy guttural k.
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I recall one common pastime. Ufith friends of my own age group
(6 -

years), I would hide by the foot path at the approach of our
neighbourhood villagers to catch their malLners of speech. As soon
L2

as they passed by at a safe distance we would ridicule

their

speech

habits and intonation. These variations among the neighbouring Banaue

villages were common causes of fights among students coming from the
different viì.lages to study at the high school located. at the'central'.
The different villagers converge every Saturday at the central to
.'attend
market' with their specialized. products. 'with this weekly

market.interaction the populations are becoming more informed. of

differences. This information is utilized. to make the
contact more intimate. Later, I visited. these Banaue villages where
each otherf s

I had. isolated. relatives that represented- 'branches, of my family tree.
My father was among the first public school teachers in Banaue.

first western style house in his village: that is, rrmltiposted, w-ith four rooms , sawmill floor boards and a galvanized. iron
roof . My family was among the first to become 'converted.' catholics.
He built the

until the village chapel was built our 'mod-ern' house served- on
occasion as the chapel. My family, however, maintained. the fourposted, one room, reed--roofed pyramidal native house. My relative
native priests continued to perform our share of the annual wealth and.
health cylce of animal sacrificial

rituals.

Not without great difficulty

arld opposition my family introduced several 'un-Ifugaor practices such

, rat-poisoning,

killers , chemical fertilizers, pigpen, poultry house, and christianity.
as mêdicine

weed

I had the occasion to visit the other Ïfugao variant communities
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since I

had-

paternal

and.

maternal relatives who married. into these

communities. when my father became town mayor of Banaue my family
had the closer experience of guests from these lfugao variant
communities or towns
Bontoc culture has several

varia'ts, one of which is that of

Barlig, my mother's community. Barlig is an altogether d.ifferent
world from my father's community or any of its lfugao variants . The
mountains are steep and rocky and it has amuch longer cold., rainy,
fogry period., making it perhaps the cord.est spot of the country. The

forest vegetation is mostly pine trees. The rice fields are built along
the immediate river sid-es as the only possible extension is d.ownstream
and upstream of the maín u/ater system that has cut d_eep between the

mountains creating a V-shape formation. The resid.ential ground.s are
covered u¡ith fitting flat river stones to prevent erosion and. in an
attempt to gain ground stone walls are buílt steep aÏld. high urith right

angle corners and tongue-shaped stones are protrud.ed. from the stone

walls in calculated foot-step direction.
The communi$r formation and rmrch of íts cultural practices is
perhaps best explained by the environmental factors. The reed.-roof

pyramidal pine-wood houses are built at the foot of the two steep
mountains. 'whenever possible , the houses are built next to each

other and upwards into the mountain sid.es, making a large compact
village. The village is sectioned and each village section is named
according to its location in rel-ation to the whole víllage,

i.e. middle,

upstream, d-ownstrearn, level bottom, steep sid.es. Each section has
its counterpart in the other sid-e of the river. Each section has

_

-L6approximately a hundred and fifty families.
The swidden gardeTts are perrnanent and passed on as inheritance.
Both ricefields and swidden gardens are constantly fertilized with
manure and easily d-ecayed vegetation. Every inch of pnevious ground

is planted either with coffee , wine sugar cane , or vegetables. Even
the stone walls are planted with cabbage or sweet potatoes. The pig is
housed in a five foot deep and often oblong-shaped pis

pen.

The pig

pen tapers towards one of the four resid-ential posts onto which a

thick wood pig room is constructed. The pig pen is used as a defecating
spot to supplement the nourishment of the usually castrated

pig.

The

ducks and chickens are likewise housed at night in a thick wood
compartmentalized box to keep them warm.
The residential house roof is extended as close as possible to
the ground. as the ground floor is used, also as kitchen. Although there

ís a strong feeling of community-wid-e solid.arity, the population is
divided into several exclusive reciprocating feast and work kin groups.
The extension of the reciprocating groups d.epend.s on whether the
occasion for the gathering is the butcher of the family pig or just a
few

fowls. A vigil is kept for the dead for just a day or two - three

if the dead. person has reached the grand-parent status. A common
burial ground has been dug into a rocky mountain side. Upon a fresh
burial the grave is cleared of its earlier contents,

and-

the bones

remain simply shovelled out by the gravesides.

' I learned the Barlig

speech habits and intonations and. also

participated in the youngsters sectional stone-throwing \¡rar games
and-

bird.-catching exped.itions. However, I was regard.ed- as an

outsider by -y age groups, one froin lfugao (Isap-pu). .(t constant

_t7
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cause of embarrassment for me was the fact that I was not yet

circumcised. It is a Barlig practice to circumcise the growing
youngster as part of the manhood- initiation. The lfugao ridicule
such

practice.

Thus , upon my

return to lfugao I was constantly

challenged by my age groups to 'show' and prove that I was

still

uncircumcised like them. I preferred to be excluded as an I-Baliga
(from Barlig) than to put myself in a ridiculous position.
Baguio

is a new but rapid-ly d.eveloping city within the Benguet

area of northern Luzon. This rlras my first urban world.. I recall
myself standing in arrested awe atop one of the city hills as I looked
d.own on

the giant concrete buildings , the electric lights, the spgeding

trucks and cars, the hurrying faceless city populace. The immediate
effect upon me

\Ã/as a

frightful sense of being lost. It took

me t\ro

years to master the street networks. In the city I lived. and

stud.ied.

with other students from other ethnic groups. I¡r our first year in
the city

r¡re ventured.

out in groups and. w-ith those who came to the city

earlier as guides

,tt the city periphery the various

gold mining plants are located.

where workers from the different ethnic populations are employed.
A large portion of the city population comesfrom the Lowland lloko

christian communities and- the lloko language is used. as the lingua
franca. The city is connected to the nearby ethnic communities by
means of newly constructed-

roads.

One transportation company maintains

at least two ormore buses each day for everymajor ethnic population.
\Mith this daily available transportation there has developed within

the citSr several 'ethnic stations' , i . e . , city corn-ers used for meeting

,

-18\raiting, conversing. The bus station serves as a conì.mon inter-ethnic

corner. My classmates

would often bring me into their ethnic stations.

I felt more at home in the two ethnic stations , lfugao and Bontoc, since
I could. und.erstand- and- speak the language in both stations.
Manila, the four-century
urban

world.

old. crowd.ed"

capital city was my

second-

The immediate effect upon me as a ne'wcomer to this city

was that of disgust and

despair. There

rlras no escape from the choking

foul air, the burning heat, and the deafening noise. I preferred to
stay in-d-oors and read as this was the lesser ordeal. I had frequent
head-aches and

dizzy spells. My general body strength gradually

deteriorated. The thick surface of the palms of my hands

and the

soles of my feet pealed off .. \À/hen my mother and. grand-uncle were
brought to this city they could not stand the foul air and. insisted. to
be taken back home that same night
The majority of the students with whom

from the nearby Tagalog provinces. They

I lived and studied

guid.ed-

came

those of us from the

other provinces in regular tours to their villages. I had a much more
intimate contact with the cigr populace when I assisted- in several

parishes as part of the priestly training 'we 'w-ere undergoing. The

training

includ-ed,

teaching, visiting slum areas

and.

hospitals,

d.istributing relief food and clothing.
The relatively new Canad.ian city of 'Winnípeg rl¡as my third-

urban

world.

tvty

first airplane fLight to this city was itself traumatic.

The vast body of water below arrested my whole being. I trembled

at the thought of being high up in unsafe space. It was always a

relief whenever the airplane

touched. safe ground (Flongkong, Tokyo,

-19Va¡couver, 'Wirinipeg). ¿ts I took on'different roles, jobs, resid-ences

I

came

,

in closer contact with the city immigrant populations. This rich

cultural mixture continues to fascinate me.

ln summary, the anthropologist is situated by physical, cultural,
and

historical factors which may limit or help him in his fieldwork. For

this reason, I have briefty indicated my personal background

.

Fieldwork
Much of the problems faced by the anthropologist d-oing ethnic
study in an urban-area stems from the fact that the urban population

is

much more ethnically composed. Participant observation

much more

difficult as each ethnic

component

its members scattered- resid.entialty

and-

is

made

is made 'invisible' with

occupationatly. In this sense,

the fieldworker who is a member of the ethnic urbal communit¡r und.er
study has a decided advantage.
To effect maximum participant observation I had- four complementary

courses of action: (1) hanging around those places frequented.;

.

Q) taking on varied- jobs ald roles; (3) changing residence areas;
and (3) becoming a member of two resid-ence groups.
I knew no garment workers through whom I

couLd-

reach others.

I knew the apartment bock in which they were concentrated. It would
be improper ald.

fruitless to just knock and intrude. The proper and

fruitful way is to locate

arr

intermediary corltact person. I found

myself constantly bound by this importalt behavioural rule in

Philippine society (Hollnsteiner,
person

1 went

L967

z 2LO). Finding no contact

to some frequented and neutral place where one's

reason for being there is taken for granted. These are the commercial

-20department and corner stores, churches, banks, airport, and

recreation centers
In these neutral places the garment workers go in Jroups that
may range from turo to one hundred. Certain neutral places have
become meeting and waiting

stations. At regular brief periods of

the week the garment workers may converge in a neutral place
become

and.

'visible' as a community.

The garment workers are in their factory from early morning

until laþ in the evening fbom Monday to Frid-ay. To be able to
participate in their work experience and habits I worked in
gartnent factory for five months as a 'bund.le

boyt. Other

a

garment

workers found part time work in other jobs. For brief periods I
worked-

in two d.owntown hotels as houseman in one and. dishwasher in

the other. On two occasions I worked as mail carrier and.mail sorter.

Lastly, I worked. successiveþ in two 'Nursing Homes' as an ord.erly.

I applied as an ordinary worker. Neither my various employers
n-or co-\t/orkers \vere a'ware of my research

them

intentions. I merely

I was a student and now looking for work. This

In this way I

c6rme

told.

uras necessary.

upon certain information and experience which

otherwise I would. not have access to had. I not been consid-ered. a

fellow worker.
The card.inal, rule in participant observation is to avoid-

influencing the event under observation, To comply with this rule I
took on varied. roles through which I had. access to varied. sets of
data in anatural manïÌer. I took care not to present mys:elf in the

role of a researcher as this would scare

and

invite resentment. ¡tn

-2Learlier attempt to d-istribute a questionnaire was aband-oned. in the
face of serious objection: "'We are not quinea pig.] "
I

mad"e

contact in various

roles. Several

garment workers .urere

interested as to how they or their sponsored kin could further their
stud-ies. I was known as a university stud-ent and. I acted. as ,education

informant. I was a researçher at the Department of Immigration
fulanpower in the suTnmer of 'L97O and. I became

to sponsor". on two occasions

tr

and_

al informant on "how

acted as legal counsel and. inter-

preter in three of the first cases involving the garment workers.
some I came to be jokingly ad.d.ressed as 'attorneyr. some of the

To

garment workers knew me in my capacity as assistant priest in

Manila. some continued. to add.ress

me

,Father,. I was called- in to

be an officer of their socio-religious association. ï took on other

roles: editor of the Philippine Association newsletter; barber;
best man; ritual parent; foster father. Each year I was called. upon
tó help in "making my income tax".

For a communit¡r-wide residential participation I found it
important to resid-e in the areas of concentration. I resid_ed. in the
south-end in 1968 to 1_969. I moved. to the west-end.

in L97O.

From

there I relocated. to the north-end-. As this area is close to the main
residential concentration immediately north of the garment factory
area

it

was not needed to relocate further.

For a much more intimate ald. continued. participation I

joined-

successively two resid.ence groups in different resid.ential areas. It

is only with these intimate co-residence group members that I divulged
my activities of "writing a book about us Filipinos in 'winnipeg".
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I would greet the group of garment workers in Tagalog. Some of them
would. giggle and. make the surprised. remark:
you \rere
."I thought
Japanese/chinese'.

" (due to my slit eyes). I yould folrow

jovially started. conversation

first contact:

up the

w"ith the questions commonly asked. on

Where are you from in our place?,; How long have

you been here?; Where are you working?, Theji'would- ask me these
same

questions. The coTÌversation was carried out in Tagalog. I

would shift to lloko as soon as I discovered an llocano among the

group. The conversation

would- become much more relaxed. and-

jovial when the topic concerned- language differences. As

we

separated the group would chorus the norrnal parting courtesy

invitation: "come visit us": .As I was interested in getting more
ful1¡r acquainted- with the group, I did not limit myself to the usual
courtesy acceptance reply' rro-or'. I would- ask where and. with
whom 'were they resid.ing. I would write d.own their telephone
numbers

and"

their names.

Equipped with these names and telephone numbers I would
elevate the casual contact (kilata) to the friendship level (kaibigan).

Over the telephone I would gather more information about the other
members of the residence

group. Before breaking up the telephone

conversation, the rnember who answered the telephone would extend a
more sincere invitation to visit them
The visit to the residence group brings the contact to a higher

level of intimacy. You become a member of their joking group (jokaran).
You are allowed access to personal photo-albums, immigration passports,
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letters. Before ending the visit I would invite them to returrr my
visit. Sincerity of the invitation is evidenced by giving your telephone
and

and residence numbers and instructions on how you could be easily

reached by

bus. In Philippine society the onus to reciprocate the

visit shifts to the last host.
Extended reciprocating visits bring the contact to a

still higher

level of intimacy. You become member of the 'boat' (barkada) group.
The reciprocating visits are occasioned. by the various weekend-

celebrations.
My main focus of participation \r/as among thg

first Filipino

garment workers that arrived in \Ã/innipeg in 1968 and 1969. In the

course of m¡r participation I collected. over L4B letters received by an
immì.grant worker from the home

country. I gathered a few poems

(tuta) delivered on a celebration. one popular tula which has been
copied and sent by several garment workers to their families is found

in Appendix I. I was fortunate to be allowed access to a personal
diary in which the first two years of a garment worker has'been

recorded. I set out to establi.sh the 1968 and 1969 'fLight groups',
'residence groups', and 'factory groups'. (Appendices Il and IIT).

I

soon came upon the parad-ox that the fieldurorker

is later

haunted.

by, that is, "what data not to collect" (Nurge , 1965: 4).
Before my unorganized notes could become an uncontrollable
heap

I formulated three conclusions around which I could organize the

data:

1-. The Filipino garment workers in 'Winnipeg have been
broad.ly prepared in their migration by the western
influences resulting from both Spanish and American
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colonial contact in the home country. Their first
migration and training as factory garment workers
in the home countryrs most urban center have
sufficiently equipped them to relate themselves to
the Canadian working system.

2.

The garment workers have reorgalized themselves
by means of three sets of network groups:
(i) Structural Units
(ii) Stratification Units
(iÍi) Behavioural Units .

3.

The garment workers are adapting themselves to the
new place by means of four mechanisms:
(i) Culture Transplants
(if) Culture Assimilation

(iii) Cutture Reinte rpretation
(iv) Culture Modification.
The next three chapters are d.iscussions of these three conclusions.

Chapter III is a historical survey of the formation of the garment workers

into an urban village. Chapter lV is an interpretative d-escription and

illustration of the social organization. Chapter V is a classification
and brief description of the culture content. In a short concluding
chapter the highlights of the study are recapitulated.

CHAPTER III

HISTORICAL CON SIDE RATION
EMERGENCE OF

A

S:

COMMUNITY

Introduction
The

historical factors

and-

setting which feature in the formation

of the Filipino immigrant garment workers into a close -knit communit¡r
may be classified into (1-) the pre-migration setting, (2) the migration

movement, and (3) ttre post-migration

setting.

The pre-migration

setting refers to (a) village background, (b) training in urban living,
and (c) training in factory

work.

The migration movemen-t refers to

(a) 'America' as the image of the ultimate 'good life', (b) the recruitment process, and. (c) Filipino immígrants

'abroad.'. The postmigration setting refers to (a) types of Filipino immigrants in
Winnipeg, (b) Filipino associations in'Winnipeg, and (c) the Filipino
garment workers and the host ethnic immigrant population. From
these historical considerations the t¡rpe of ímmigrant communit¡r and

its ethnic or class boundaries are indicated.
Pre -migration Setting

Villaee Backsround
The Philippines
and

north of Borneo

is an island world

and.

located- south-east of China

Australia and about five degrees of the equator.

The over seven thousand islands that compose thÍs world appear like
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-26upright dinsaur's skeletal system. The islands are grouped- into three
regionsz Luzon in the north, Visayas in the south, ald. Mindanao in
the extreme south. The total land area

is 1j.5,600

square miles.

Fifty-four per cent of the total land. area is cultivable. only

BBo

islands could be inhabited- and over a hundred of the islands are
already inhabited. The population is unevenly distributed but would
average seventy-one persons per square

mile. of the present

thirty-eight miltlon population the Negritoes make up one percent.
More recent immigralts to the country such as the Chinese, the
lndians (Bombay), the Europeans and Americans make up about ten

percent. Investigators generally agree that the island_ world. was
populated by three major migrations: the Negrito migration 25,000

to 301000 years ago; the proto-Malay or Indonesial migration 5roo0
to 600 years B.c.; and the Marayan movement 3oo to 200 years B.c.
There are tu/o seasons within the year - the rainy season, roughly
from June to January, and the dry season from February to May.
The most recent attempt to relate the physical, geographic

,

and.

cultural knowledge of this island world has been made by 'Wernstedt
and Spen cer (7967).
The Filipino population has been in long and continued contact

with Chinese profit-seeking merchants and Ind-iar traders and teachers.
Thus, the Chinese influence is concentrated. in the economic sphere
while that of the Indian is reflected much more in the fietd- of language
and religious

beliefs. Three notable \¡estern influences have affected

the Filipino population since the fourteenth century:

1.

Islam in the fourteenth centu.ry, most visible among the
Muslim communities in the extreme south.
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2. Hispanic Catholic religion

and- culture since the fifteenth
century, most visible in the ChrÍstian lowland. communities
of Luzon and the Visayas

3. American government, education,

and_

technologr since

19oo

About ninety per cent of the population is lowland ald. Christian. The
lowland and muslim population is approximately foui per cent and. the

non-christian highland population is roughly two percent.
These continuing urestern influences may have significantly
altered. the material

culture.

The social organization, however,

remains basically pre-western. These .w.estern influences are

reinterpreted, incorporated, and absorbed into the ind.igenous
culture. The Nydeggers (j.963: 69Ð pointed out that it is reason_
able to believe that the modern llocano

is substantially similar to

that of the first Christian mirlenium. Davis and Hollnsteiner
(1969: 65), in their review of recent studies, pointed out that

the

folk-urban continuum does not apply in the philippines for as much
as 70 per cent of the total population is composed of rural smallholderfarmers who fit more or less the mod.ern peasant typologr. Nurge
u¡rote

:

Despite more then three hundred years of spanish

fiftyyears of American influencel uttd some years influence,
of

occupation by the Japanese Army, much remáíns of the
indigenous pre-w.estern societ¡r (1965 z 22).

Philippíne historians have presented. a mistaken image of prervestern society. Scott (1969) exposed as forgeries the much cited

historical d-ocuments.as evid-ence of the existence of confed.eracies
and codeces in pre-ìffestern Filipino society. Research into the pre_
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western condition has been made difficult due to the systematic effort
by the Spanish colonists to destroy native culture (Keesing 1962).

,

Scott (Lg6gz

1'4L)

has suggested a three-fold. project of pre-uresterïr

Filipino situation:.

(1-)

comprehensive reports on the archeological

materials; (2) early spanish accounts by Ftlipino scholars with
knowledge of sixteenth century Europe; and (3) catalogue of specific
materials and social culture of non-hispanized. artifacts, ornaments,
practices, superstitions, buriars, and local government.
Investigators of lowland Christian comnmnities have pointed. orrt
as indigenous certain culture items : utan.q na loob, a system of
contractual obligation (Kaut, 196I); social structure and power

(Hollnsteiner, Lg6D; inrermediaries (Jacobson 1969); family dyads
,
(lrlurge, 1965); chird rea¡ing o{yd.egger, Lg6s); pregnaïì.cy
and birrh
customs (Hart

,

1965); illness etiolog¡r and. social control (Lieban,

L96O, L962); arrd supersritious beliefs (Dichoso, L967).

The Filipinos maintain a world view basically different from
the western world- view. Hsu pointed. out basic d.ifferences between
the world views of the chinese, the Hindu,

and.

the America':

1'

The chinese social organization is dominated by the
father-son relationship which feed the situationcentered orientation of the chinese culture expressed.
in the form of mutual dependence;

2.

The Hindu social o_rganization is d-ominated by the motheroTl relation ship which fe ed the supe rnatural trientation
of the Hindu culture expressed in the form or
dependence; ald
""irãì."ãr
s

3.

The American social organiz,ation is d,ominated by the
attributes of the husband-wife relationship whicÏí feeã
the individual-orientation of the Americar- culture
characrerízed by self reliance (1963 z 233).
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The Filipino world view is much like the chinese and Hindu world
views except for one basic difference. The Filipino has an egalitarian
view of the sexes. The Filipino social organization is dominated.
simply by the parent-child rerationship. Following Hsu's manner of
description I present that
Th.e
social .ofquqrration is dominated by the parentchild-Filipino
relationship which
feed the situation-centäred änd
supernatural-centered orientations of the Filipino culture
expressed in the form of mutual dependence among kinsmen
and unilateral d.ependence on the säpernatural.

Descent in Philippine society is

bilateral.

The growing child.

learns to think of himself as related equall¡r to the kin of his father
and- rnother. Primary kins are always important. Non-primary
kins
are made significant through various alliance systems and. mutual

reciprocal services. Marriage is morngamous throughout the

country. However, the 'mistress system' is not infrequently
practiced. Residence practice is dictated- by the need. or sentiments
of one of the sets of parents although the ideal is initial patrilocal
residence with eventual neolocal resid.ence. ,ts to the child.'s
socialization there is no limit, as Nurge observed.:

It is not the parent_s_, nor yet the parents and. siblings, not
--'
yet the parents, siblings,-and seêondary È-,
b"i-;l-f¿f
these and tertiary kin aná neighbours
àú viilajår who
"ri¿
comes into contact urith the chilü. who contriËutes
to"his
socialization (1965: 63).
The Filipino concept of luck is related. to the supernatural
orientation of Filipino cuiture. one,s concrete situation, whether
good

or bad, is

on.e's foreordained. Iuck which one

is helpless to

alter or bríng about. Everyone is d.epend.ent on the supernatural,
for his luck. one's fortunate situation is not due to merit a¡rd. one,s

-30unfortunate situation is not due to orie's
'God's

-Will'.

fault.

Both situations are

Nydegger w-rote:

Luck is rhe tangibler:Srmbol oî the-unpredictability
in the real worrd. The concept of ruäk enabres tñ.einherent
rã"t"g",,
to resolve without conflict ttti-àr"""ìã-uttiìtrr.sis of the
west:

enequality is. accep-ted, yet people remain equal. .ÃLu",.
position is, in the last analysis, dependent ðn the. .-..g."i;,
his uncontrollabre, unpredictabie, ..irr.u."rr.d. luck. . . ."Luck isot
reversible -he_nce-status (especialiy económic status) are held
only tentativety (1963 ¡ 754-_Ð. "
Lieban observed that sibulan, a phitippine municipaliq¡, is a
Catholic community but there remains a strong residue to pre-Catholic
and magical beliefs (1960

z r2B). This observation applies as well to

the country's most urban center, Manila, where magical roots
herbs are sold and bought at the church grounds. Agoncilo is

and"

correct in his assessment that the phenomenal conversion of the
Filipinos to Catholicism was due to the fact that they ,,saw nothing
new in the Spanish religious faith but rather sa\¡/ in

it

a reflection of

their owïr!' (1968 z 4L). The catholic priestly ideal of leaving father
and mother is inoperative as the clergr is caught in the kinship
net_
work that dominates Philippine society. The young candid.ate for
the
priesthood is showered with care, food, money, and gifts by his
family and kin and later as a priest he is surrounded- by nieces a'd.
nephews to be supported in reciprocigr for gifts received. while
in

training. And the priestly rule of celibacy is silently put asid_e in
favor of the social native value of having a progeny.
The Âmerican-introduced. d.emocratic system of government has
been integrated into the indigenous kinship

power is based on kinship

arrd.

system. Allotment of

political arliances. A rook at the rist
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of cand-idates w1ll reveal wives, brothers , uncles, nephews, d_aughters
sons, cousins or in-laws of those in the hierarchy of government.
It

is not infrequent to find that the mayor of the town is the son of the
provincial governor who may be himself a brother, wife cousin,
,
in-law of a senator, congressman, or the presid.ent of the country.
It is estimated that roughly fifty family corporations apparently not
only control the economy but also d.ictate political pourers. Everyone
is intenselv involved. in poritics as one,s job a'd. privileges are at
stake

The elected- head.s of the political units wield. much more po.\¡/.er
than their westerrr counterparts.

'

The Filipino population is affected by western forces in varied
intensities depending upon (1) the person,s political unit of residence

and (2) the person's social stratum. The orientation of the populace
depends on the number of western/industrial systems present in
their
political unit of residence : Barrio (village), Bayan (town), ald
Ciudad (city).

The smaller political unit is a sâtellite of the larger unit. The
number of western systems d.ecreases sharply in the lower unit

(Figure I). The western/industrial systems are concentrated
in the
ciudad with an openly American orientation. The main \¡¡estern
influence in the Bayan is the catholic church with an Hispanic

orientation. The main western influence in the Barrio is the public
elementary school. The orientation of the Bayan remains ind_igenous
as evidenced in the power and prestige enjoyed by the faith hearer,

hlboÌanid:, the hi1ot,

fortuneteller. The city
dweller, tiga ciudad, is highly regarded as progressive. The town
and the manguhula,

,

-32dweller, tiga Bayan, however, is looked down upon as awkward

and.

antiquated. The Barrio d-weller, l!æ_Barrio , is thought of as
illiterate and superstitious. With these value connotations of the
political units population movement is. toward.s the higher prestige
political unit. Manila, the Ciudad par excellance in the country,

is populated by immigrants representing every dialect and ethnic
group of th.e Philippines.

Fizure I. Political Units. \trIestenn/Urban S.vstems. and Orientations,
P_þilippi'.gt

Political Unit

Orientation

Ciudad:

'government' , university, bank,
factory, hospital, printing ,
re staurant, hotel , theater ,
television, radio, airport,
night clubs, telephone,
electricity, d.epartment stores ,
English, cathedral.

Bayan:

parish church, town 4q11,
high school, college (?) ,

:lå?'j,' å:'"T:,;l f ] i3ïi
radio , restaurant.

Barrio:

American

spanish

Image

Progress

Antiquated

t,,,

public school, chapel, radio,
corner store

hdigenous primitive

The Filipino population is brought irrto v,iestern/urban values and

culture items through the agencies of (1) tfre American oriented school,
(2) the spanish oriented catholic Church, (3) the manufactured goods
store

,

and-

(4) ttre factory.

The school system has been patterned. after the American mod.el:
six years of primary and elementary grad.es , four years of high school,
and.

several years of college or university. For every Barrio there is

-33one or more Primary or elementary government school " where free

and.

compulsory education is offered.. The young Filipi.no is taught English,

writing, read.ing, arithmetic,

and- 'mod.ern'

riving.

The class materials

are direct or adapted. transplants from \resterrr authors. There is at
least one second-ary school in every Bayan operated. either by the
parish church, the government, or some rich family. The fee increases
with each higher year. The parish high school tends to limit the
students to children of wetl-to-do families due to its higher tuition

fees.

The public high school stud-ent pays monthly tuition fees of fifteen to

t\renty pesos

(P).

The expenses and the location limits secondary

education to the Bayan populace. A college may be found in the larger
towns but most of the colleges and. universities are concentrated. only

in the larger Ciud-ad. The expense involved in college education makes
it limited to children of the richer families. often it involves a
cooperative proiect of the family. The extent of kin-involvement d.epends
upon the family's financíal

situation. Usually the first-born child is

advised to take the 'shorter courses' such as d.ressmaking, t¡rping,
mechanic, teaching. The status courses such as law, med.icine,

nursing, engineering are reserved to younger siblings in ord-er that
elder siblings can contribute financially.
Every major Barrio has a catholic chapel. A cathechist is
assigned to supervise the prayer meetings and religious teaching.
Occasionally and during the feast of the Barrio patron saint the town
parish priest or his assistant come to the Barrio to officiate in the

socio-religious festivities. Every B.yu+ has a catholic parish church
ruled by the parish priest and an assistant. The church is filled. up

_?/,

_

during the sunday services. During the festive period climaxed by
the feast of the town patron saint the d.iocesan bishop may come from
the ciudad to administer confirmation. The town population is
visibl¡r augmented by the movement of the Barrio people to join in
the few days of festivity. Every ciudad has a cathedral church
under the administration of the bishop. There are t\ro main
noticeable effects of the infruence of the catholic church:

(1.)

and (2) compadrasgo or ritual kinship. Upon
baptism the child is named after a w.estern saint as its personal
v,/estern n¿une,

patron and model. on the occasion of a wed.d.ing, baptism,
confirmation a ritual family kinship is established.

and.

Barrio there is one or more corner store where
assorted sari-sari, factory good.s (cand.y, bread., soft d-rinks,
Irr every

sold. children are introduced to the sari-sari store
early in life. , crying is appeased with bread and candy bought from
dothing) are

the store while obedience is encouraged with "so that I will bring
you to the store". Bread is special food. for it is the American food.
and

its consumption will make the child. gfour "like

an Americaïr,,.

The bigger stores are found. in the Bayan where car?enter tools,
kitchen vare, and small furniture are sold-. Midd.le-men or agents

a'd factory salesmen

commute to and from the ciud.ad.

regularly to

stores. ooly the large d.epartment stores are
in the ciudad. The populace may not be able to. buy the most

supply these town
found

sophisticated factory goods on display but they become awd_re of
these through "window shopping". There are tu/o main patterns of
hehaviour commonly observed in the store: (1) the haggling over

35the prices, taured, and (2) suk!, a commercial patron_client

relationship.
The factory prants and other developed business estabrishments are found- in the ciudad.. The country,s factories
are
concentrated in the cities that compose the Greater Manila
¿trea
CManila, Quezon, pasay, Caloocan). The bulk of the factory

workers come from the nearby rural areas as the intensity
of
dislocation and the financiar expenses involved. are d.irectry pro_
portional to the distance between the home village and
the city.
Those residing in the extreme north of Luzon find. it
much easier
work in tobacco plantations
plants within the

area.

and.

Those

to

factories and in the various míning

living in the visayás have the sugar

and coconut plantations more accessible to

them. Those in Mind.anao

have easier access to the Índustries invorving rrrbber,
hemp, rogging,
pineapple, banana, iron, and. manganese. In any case,
the Barrio
aTld Bayan populace have

to migrate to find work in the ciudad. These
migrant workers are brought in to the city by factory manpourer
agents

or by relativçs already working in the city.
The movement of Barrio migrant workers to the crudad
often
takes the following pattern. The young Filipino works as a
house
helper, katulong, or babysitterr .yâyõrr of a rich famiry, thereby
getting initiated into rmodern'
Bayan to look

for the

living.

The worker later moves to the

same work but

withhigher salary (p 15. to p20.
per month). Those in the upper social levels employ as
many katulong
and yaya as they can

afford.. Status increases with every additional
family helper or babysitter. The worker is given free board
and

-.36lodging' From the Bayal, the worker

sooïr.

finds himself sophisticated

enough to move to the Ciud-ad and find. work

in the stores, restaurants,
hotels, factories , and other urban systems. However, he may
be
unlucky and end up as a house herper of some wearthy family
in the
city. As a katulong or yaya in the distant ciudad he is much more
under the grÍp of his master,

a*o.

The amo has a'effective

practice of keeping his house helpers by accumulating their rü.ages
for "sqfe keeping". shourd the herper insist on going to his home

village he is given þst a portion of the accumulated salary to
.nsure
his return. If he fails to returrr he forfeits the unpaid balance.
His

monthly wage may range from

lodging.

p 20. to p 40. with free board and

He may be fortunate to have aïr. amo who

him to work

in

some factory

will

recommend.

or other establishment in recognition

for long service.
The second most important factor involved. in the intensit¡r
of
the impact of western influences among the Filipino population
is

the sharp social stratification found. in the Barrio, Bayan, and
ciudad. The range of educational attainment is directly proportion-

al to one's social crass. Based. on the family annuar income
in pesos
(P 6. 5o: u.s. $r.), there are three social
strata existing among
the Filipino population :

L. 53 thousand families have a¡r income of p 10,000.00 and over;
2' 750 thousand families have an income of p l-o,o0O.oO and below.;
3. 4.7 mirrion families have an income of p 2rooo or p 2o0.oo
(Manila Times (À4T), December 26, I97O, p. ¿).
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It should be noted- that the average Filipino size is 6.8 children with
a growth rate of 95 percent. Every active Filipino (15_64years)
has one other Filipino dependent upon him (sunday Tirnes (sr),
October 1I, L970, p. 16). The material items olvned
by middle
income families in the cities and. provi'ces are ind.icated.

in

a

survey conducted by the Joint l-egislative and rax commission
(MT, February 3 , p. 4)
z

Household.s
BL%

Percentage of

Essential ltems

toilet preparations, textile
chiefly of silk, wool, nylon,
s¡irrthetic fiber

56%

_watches,

25%

fountain pens and, ball pens

1,O

: n%

clocks, luggage,
bags, other carryin!-kiîs

lighters, electi-ic flat iron,

phonograph records, rad.io,
phonograph, working

applialces, upholstered
furniture

-I%

organs, washing machine , air
conditioner, vacuum cleaners

There is little or no chance for increasing the family income
due to
the labor and emplo¡rment situation. of the 38 milrion Filipinos

(MT, M.y 4, p. S):
million are below 10 years
21 million is the potentíal labor force
I million are in school or sick or old
l-2 million are in the labor force
6 million work full time (40 hours per week)
5 million non-full time
1 million are unemployed.
17

-38The minimum industrial \¡age

in

in

j_968 was

p 6.00 a day and increased.

to P B-oo for Manila and other first-class cities
and p 7.oo
in other cities. The.minimum agricultural wage, was p
3.50 and
increased to P s.OOl(irnf , May B, p. B). The
lower.w.ages in the
non-urban centers and the fact that manufactured
goods become more
7970

expensive as they leave the urban centers limit
the mid,d_le income
famiiy expenses to strictly food items. A kiro

of first-crass rice

'sold atP 2.50 in Manila in 1968 and now sells
ar over p 3.50. A
kilo of milk-fish, ban.qus, sold atp 4,.00 and now sells p
at 6.O0.
A kilo of pork sold at p 6.50 and now sells at p

7.50. Salt now
sells at P 3.25 a ganta, a leap from p 0.65 inI97I (MT,
February
3, 1972). The grapes thar sell at p 30.00 a kilo and_ the apple
that
sells alp z.0o a piece are festive items even for the well-to-do
families. Tabre I is a compiled rist of jobs with the
corresponding
'u/age range

&lT, April 2, L97t, pp. L6_I7; March g, Ig72, pp.I_2i
Volume XXV, No. 2LB , p . L2)
Tqble I.
@
d-octor--dentistnurse

pharmacist

wageRanse

---

----:i___

teacher
stenogrâpher--1.:^t=:h_operator
rrno

operator
tele.grap\ operator
radio technician
clerk., grpistpostal workerbus driver---mechanic
tJ¡pe

-- p

4eo.o0 to 500.00 per monrh

280.00 to SfO.Oó

¡,éóð.oo

per vear
2,s44.õo-s ,4o}.oä='
,,Zel.Oó '

----:

2',676. OO_S
2,g52.00_3',6Ià-.Oó
3 r4Z2.OO-4,
'SA.Oõ
3,464.00-ã',gBZ'.oó

3 ,000 .oo_7,200. O0
34g.ooto z4o.oo per month
E.zo to 9.50 per day
11.00 to 15.00

,
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Table I
'Work

Classification

mlner-: carpenter
factory worker
sugar cane planter
fertilize r .a.pplic ator
plower- - weeder- sugar cane cutters

-Wa.qe

Range

P 19.99 to 15.00 per day
11.00 to i_5.00
4.OO to 13.00
6.50 to 12.50
6.00 to IL.2S
10.00 to 15.00
6.32 to It.t4
6.82 to 13.93.

A significa¡rt number of workers in need. of work settle
for less tha'
the wage range compiled above. The emproyer makes
the job seeker
slgn on paper that he receives the legar minimum
vage while actualry
receiving only half or a quarter of it.
The sharp sociar stratification is refrected in educational
attainment and health care. Kalaw reported that

ooly r{ out.of every 100 students \Mho enter Grade I
ever
get to fourth year liigh school. otrytt"ä.-go
to
colege.
In other *"î1r": 86 pËr cent have t.
f"nding
themselves before cbmpleting high_scfråoi.
"iå"ì . . . O,riyforig
percent of our children who'are"of h-igh
,!.ã"
in school. Some 82percenr are o.,r.t o-f school
"trroot Cföeg,
g>.
In a survey of the health situation ín
Number 3L7 , p. 15) it was found that

1,970

(MT, Volume XXV,

Sixty out of every hundred Filipinos who
in 1970 did
not ge.t proper medical attention; forty perdied
cent
the
overall mortirit¡r were childoren ¡"r"*"ri-.u y.u.""of;i;Ë";
per cent of the country's six miiliã"
f -schoor
"i"-t{
children
is affect_ed by marnutrition; one ,rïiuio'
""
u.""
suffering from tubercürosis; pnuemonia and intestinal
diseases remained top killer.
Èirìpì"""-.
"f
There is a ratio of one hospital bed for every
persons (Nation,
723

pp. s-9). For 38 milrion Filipinos there are 15,000
doctors, a ratio of one doctor for over 26rotoo (sT, volume
xxv,
Lg6g, May 12,

Number 3I1,1971,

p. ID. In a stu_dyof ,Laguna (aprovince

south

-40of ManiLa), Mercado (MT, May tg7L, p. 5) reported rhat the health
situation is worse in the Barrio than in the towns and increasingly
more serious for each child-.born after the first. However, even

in the capital cit¡r of'Manila
some one mil-lion_ live on 90 ceTìtavos a day. Forty-three
percent of Manila's population are slum ð.wellers-. lnstead
9!_b_eing u_rbanized they rrrralize the cities ftlT, January 1,

L97L,

p.

5)

There is every ind.ication that the gap between the social strata will

stil1 u¡iden. Seventy-five percent of the tax collected is contributed
by the 97.5 percent of the population who own only 10 percent of the
nationf s

wealth. The 2.5 percent of the population who own 90 per

cent of the resources contribute 25 percent of the tax collected.
(Indolos

,

L969

z

4).

The top of the social pyramid. is made up of

some 500 millionaires

,

2oO

of whom are sugar cane industrialists

controlling thrée million people. At the apex are fifty family
corporations that control the economy as well as d.ictate political
powers (MT, Volume XXV, Number 23O, p. 4).

In summary, through the agency of the Catholic Church the
Filipinos are initiated into the western religious world. Through
the agencies of the school, the store , ald. the factory they are
introduced into the western

and-

urban material

world.

The impact

of the westerrr forces on the Filipino depends on his political unit

of residence and his social stratum. ¡tlthough living in foreign
masks

, the Filipino (tao) retains hís identity (Farwell,

Lg66).

-4LTraining in Urban Living
The garment factories are concentrated. in the Greater Manila

area.

The larqe

a¡rd.

most d-eveloped factories are owïì.ed. an¿ operated

by the ,tmerican Jews. some factories have branched_ out into the
nearby Tagalog provinces. However, access to these factories is

difficult for those llocanos in the extreme north of Luzon, more
difficult for those from the visayas, and extremely difficult for
those living in the dístant south in Mindanao.

of 166 Filipino
immigrant garment workers in'Winnipeg (Table II) 152 come from
Luzon Of these, 37 come from the Greater ManiLa area , 48 from
Rizal (province adjacent to Greater Manila), 1g from Bulacan
(approximately 25 kilometers north of Greater Manij.a), 14 from

Cavite, 12 from Batangas, and.6 from Laguna (a1l Tagalog
provinces south of fuf.anita). The rest come from other more d-istant
ethnic groups of Luzon z 7 rrom pangasinan, 3 from pampanga, 3
from Nueva Ecija, 2 from the lrocos, and 2 rrom Genguet.
l-4 come from the

ùly

Visayas. None come from Mind.anao.

Table II. Political unit of origin of a sample of 166 Filioino
lmmigrant Garment 'Workers in Winnipes , 1968'_19692
Regiog

Area/Province

Luzon-L522

Greater Manila-37

Rizal-

Bulacan

Unit:

. Ba]¡an, Barrio

: Manila-22, euezoî-2g, p asay -4,

----48:

-15

Ciudad

:

Caloocan-2
Paranaque-1-2, Makati-L0, San
Juan-3, Mandaluyong-3, Las
Pinas -3, Taquig-2, Muntinglupa-4,
Pasig-L, Fort Bonifacio-1
Navotas-1, Angong-1
Valenzuela-l-1, Hagonoy-4,
Paombong-3, Plarid_el-2,
Pandi- 1, Obando- 1, Meycuayan- 1,

Marilao-

1

-42Table TI cont'dRegion

{rea/Province

Luzon-I122 Cavite
Batangas

L4z Bacoor-_S, Gen. Trias -2, yrnts-2,
Indang-L, Tanza-I
12: TalÍsay-4, paug-1, San pablo_1,
Juan_L, Lipa_1_,
T*r.l;1_,_San
,tgoncíl1o
1

1

-

Laguna

6:

Pangasinan

-7.

Pampanga

Nueva Ecija
ïlocos
Benquet

Cabugao-f , _Sta. Rosa-1, Binan_1,
ped.ro_1
Calamba-1, San

!a7urrybio_-2, San Carlos _ 1,
Mabini-1,
Bolinao- 1, Binmalíey_1,

Villasis - 1
3: Tarlac- 1-, Moncado-l, paniqui_l
o. San Isidro-1_, Santo
Domingo_1
2z Loag-L, La Union-1

t. Baguio-2

Visayas-14: Aklan

2. Banga-L, Balete-1
Sorsogon
2. Bulusan- 1, BarcelonaNegroes Occ
1.: Bacolod-1
Marinduque
1: Boac - 1
Camarines Sur- - -- 1: Goa- 1
Iloilo
L: Miagao - 1
Mindoro Orient--- L: Nayan-1
Mindoro Occ.
1: San Jose - 1
Capiz
1: Dumoa-L
Antique---1.: Pandan-1

1

Mindanoa-O
Toral z

166
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,tside from regionar d.istance, language an¿
d.ialect variation is
major factor limiting inter-ethnic movement among the population.
There is in the country approximately 55 dialect groups

one

and 137 sub_

dialect groups of the Marayo-pol¡rnesian ranguage family.
It is

-43questionable that all are mutually intelligible as the Nydeggers
assert
(1963

¿ 7or). Barton (rgso: 30) is more accurate when he writes that

the difference between the ranguages of the same group is
gomparabte to that between späniõrr an¿ lialian; *îilãirrã
lan-guages of differenr sroups compare
ã¡"ìt's;Ji"h*
and Frènch.
",
Mutual intelligibility is proportionate with regional proximity
among
the dialect groups. variation in pronounciation, intonation,
and.

meaning may become localized, to a point where mutual intelligibility
is lost and a lingua franca is emproyed-. Between regional ranguages

such as Bisaya, Iloko, pangasinan, pampango, Ifugao, Kalinga,
and_
Tagalog there is little or no mutual intelligibility. The most
effectiwe
lingua franca throughout the country is English. Tagalog
comes
second as a lingua

franca. English and ragarog are taught in the

schools throughout the country as a goverrrment attempt
to establish
mutual intelligibility. The non-Tagalog is therefore normalþ

tri_

lingual: his dialect, Tagalog, and Engrish. The Tagalog remains
bilingual: Tagalog and Engrish. The Firipino be,comes competent in
more dialects and. languages as he resid.es in more d.ialect or
language groups. As indícated in TabreIII the majority of

the

immigrant garment workers are Tagalog-Engrish bilinguar. Those
from the Ilocos and the visayas are tri-ringual while those from
Pangasinan, Pampaïì.ga, and. Bicol are competent in more than
three
dialects and languages. some rearned spaaish as a herper or

babysitter in a rich mestizo family. competence of a language as
used here may range from speaking and. und.erstand.ing to merery
understand"ing and

famitiariSr. ,ts every language group is

rePresented in Manila, the migrant workers a1d. stud.ents that flock

-44to this crowded capital city become familiar with more dialects

and

languages

Table

IIl.

,,

Language comperel_c_e of a sampre

Lan.zuage Distribution

Tagalog- ----167
English
-----L67
Iloko

Spanish-

Bicol-

167 Firipino

Lan.quage Compænce

No. of Lan.quages No. of Speakers
2

----- ß

7B

J

63

19

4

2I

1,6

5

4

L6

6

1

Pampango

Bisaya
Pangasinan

or

-- -----

10

Total

L67

The migrant garment workers in Ma¡rira

live in sma[ groups of
three or more. Those brought to the city by relatives often
live with
these relatives for the first months or year. Those
coming from the
farther areas may prefer to rive with a Tagarog co-worker.
The

migrant workers from the nearby Tagalog areas go home
on weekend.s
while those living farther visit their home village only
once in tw.o or
three months. Those living farthest go home once a year
either on
christmas or on the home virlage feast in summer. occasionally

the Tagalog workers invite their non-Tagalog co-workers
mates to their communities on weekends.

and. room-

Ân idea of the training of the migrant worker in urban
life is
indicated in the folowing account of a three-member residence

group

of garment workers prior to their movement to canad.a in 1968.
The
account is made in the present tense as it applies as well
to the

-45present situation among garment workers in Manila
The three garment workers occupy a room four meters by
five
in dimension- Each person pays a rent of p 10.00 a month. The
only furniture provided is a double -deck bed a chair,
and. a smalr
,
table. They provide their ou/n one foot tar, hand pumped and
petroleum fueled 'gas

stove'. Groceries per person cost at least

P 7 .oo per week and seasonal food items are taken from the
home
village during the weekend family visit. The workers go to and
from the factory by ' jeep' (American Army surprus jeepneys)
which
costs P 0.10

with no transfer ticket. Transportation by bus
costs P 0'L$ with no transfer ticket. The week's budget for
five work
days

oTre u/ay

is at least P 2.oo per person. Many of those living in the

adjacent towns and barrios commute d.aily to and from work
by
chartered chaperon (sund.o) jeeps. 'Meriend.a' or snacks for

the

week may cost P

3.00. Thus, the week's bud,get per person riving
in the cigr would be a minimum of p 14.00.
.with
week

p 6.00, the total earning for the
P 30.00 per worker. \trrhar is reft of the weekly

a minim,m daily v/age of

is maximally

earning is brought home on weekends. Those who live farther
from
the city send their'surpLus'money home by mail or through friends,

neighbours, a'd co-workers going to the home vilage.

.¿t

rerative

or member of the family may come regularry during the year to get
the migra't workers' accu¡m.rlated. savings. A member of the
resid.ence group stated. that

If I do not buy clothing, do not go bowling, do not so to
poyjes, picnic,, or join the palulwagôn (.äán p"ãf),-i tã_."
P 15.o0 left,to bring home. 'I giveÞrò-.õö'to my morher.
The P 5.50 l1ave. färpr sistõrs and broihers änd
! back to the city.
-ytransportation

-46,tsid.e from living in small groups, the migrant workers findother means to reduce the strain and. expenses of living in the
city.

cheaper food items.are bought. The cheaper brand of rice sells
at P l-.75 a ganta (four and a half pounds). one member revealed

that "a person needs at least one and. a half gantas to carry him
through the week". Meat is bought rarery and in smail quantities

"sufficient to mix with the vegetable,,. vegetables and fruits are
bought cheaper in the home vi[age. The common man,s
meal is

rice (kanin) and dried fish (tuyo). The residence group
living not far from the factory may provide regular runch to a
cooked

number of cb-worker customers who go home by chartered. jeeps
after
work. In the word.s of an informant: ,,They want to rook sexy so
they are ashamed. to hold anything except their bags,,. Lunch at

the restaurônts and canteens is

p 1.00.

The resid.ence group of

three give daily lunch (nagpapakain) to four co_workers each
paying P 2.00 every week. The three workers prepare
the meals in
the morning before rrrshing to the factory. At runch time they

their customers (suki) to their rented. room. one
member recalled-: "we let our customers eat using the chair
accompany

table while ure eat stand.ing.

,{il

and.

of us are sane this \rray,,

Another means of reducing the expenses is by making as few as
possible home visits
The members of the resid.ence group gradua[y form into a
quasi-sibling kinship. An immigrant garment .w.orker received the

following letter from a former co-resid.ence group in the
country:

home
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.We
We are four ,companions, all working at
.
are
very- vsry
as if no roneriness-woüïffico-.-rrrio
þaqpr,
our life. And we are like sisters who arã alert t"
if one has a problem in order to solve ti.
Rn¿ o.r" "ãti.årrorr"u
'we rent is like the houses
in the province as it has bamboo
floors
I am adjus_ting myself , I go home only twice a
month to
unlike õefõre, é-..iy *..t urrã-(_y
translation Eõ;r f agalog)

The weekly income often is unpredictabry ress than p
30.oo.
The workers are sent home each time their roperation, becomes ,weak'.
Those caught by the weak style borrow money from those in the ,strong,
style. rt system of cred.it union has been established_, paruwagan

(literally, brightener) to meet this unpredictabre situation. A
group
of co-workers form a paluwagan by contributing an agreed. amount
of their weekly salary to a cash pool. The members draw lots
and.
alternate to receÍve the tbig moneyr. The rotation may shift to
the
most needy member. This practice is modelred after the willage

'work gangt where a group 'of workers form a gang to cooperatively
work in each member's field. or project, especially in times of
emergency, such as a swift harvest. The paluwagan is an
lmportant response to the worker's plight described_ in the letter
quoted. above

¡

You know our work now is weak (mahina). other workers
here work three
days. By tte Mã"cy of God, I u_
still working the ?"-l*:
fult five work aays of the week for ihe
in is strong (malaËas). Á; you know it
:tyle I operate
depends
on the- styte you aãe hand.rin! G;åk). B..r; .r.r,
though I work furl five davs nothing
- - -Ð i"s saved
bought is dear (mahal). "
"" "..årvrhirg

In summary, movement to the cit¡r as migrant workers invorves
the first traumatic experience

training for urban living. To
lessen,the stress and. expenses resulting from this village to city
and.

movement, the migrant workers

live in small resid.ence groups which

-48gradually develop into a quasi-sibling group. Another village_inspired.
response to the workerts unstable fina¡cial situation is the informal
cooperative union, paluwagan.

'work in
the virlage is carried. on at an irregular speed. and.
rest intervals are dictated. by one's alternating lazy mood- (tinatamad.)

or feeling of industry (sinisipag). The migrant worker has to make a
drastic change in his village work habits. In the factory the migrant
worker is trained to work at a stead.y

starting, rest

speed.

with a regular time of

and termination.

The large garment factories are departmentalized and stratified.
The factory personnel are ,-'r¡niformed- to ind.icate rank, work
d.ay, and-

section. The buildings are spacious

and

well lighted; the electric

sewing machines are clean and. cloth-covered. when not in
use; the

floor is well polished; the benches

and. shelves

are well dusted;

arrd

the electric wiring is well hidden.
one factorv Q96Ð has roughly 6,000 workers divided into
departments. olre department has L,700 workers occupying a
separate build-ing

and-

making brassieres, lace

,

stockings , and

embroid"ery. Each department is managed by an American
Jew with
an office staff of seven Filipinos. The d.epartment manager controls
30 supervisors, each representing varied. operations. Each supervisor comma'ds 30 floor ladies. The floor 1ady is given a charge of

quality controllers , revisers , inspectors , and. operators. The
operators are stratified on the basis of efficiency: speed. workers

,

-49regularworkers , and casual .workers.

speed.

workers accomplish

more than the 'quota' and earn p 10.00 to 11-.oo a day; regular
workers produce the tquotat and. earn the minimum w.age of p 6.00 a
day; casual workers are on a six month training and. observation

period.

They start with a daily r¡¡age of p4.OO with a monthly increase
of P 0.1-0. The workers are ladies with the exception of the four

inventory clerks, fifteenpackers, two shippers, four mechanics,
and two jonitors.
Another factory owned. and managed. by

a'

.A.merican Jew and

his son has more status classifications. Three Filipinos serve
consultants. under these consultants are the heads of the head.

as

supervisors. There is a head supervisor for every style d.epartment.
under the head supervisor are froor herp supervisors who d.ecide
"\trrho work and. who go home, what style is to be d-one by what speed.

worker". There is one supervisor for each corumn of four or
approximately fifteen operators. The supervisor d.ecid.es in case

of errorr checks the bund.les as to the correct size and.number,
calls in the mechanic when the machine breaks down, and- record.s
the production of the operator. The daily records of production of

all operators are publicized. with the intent to increase production
competition. Those who d.o not make the quota are pushed. hard.er or
dismissed. The operators are stratified into (1) utility supervisors
(2) training supervisors, (s) speed workers (4) regular
workers,
(5) casual workers. The utitity supervisors are the best
speed

workers who act as assistants or substitutes for the supervisor.
The training supervisors are speed workers who stand_ in line as

,

and_

-50potential utility supervisors. The casual worker is allowed. to continue
if the report on the trainee states that "the trainee is cooperative,,.
In each factory d.epartment there are

tv,i.o

mechanics, one being the

mechanic, two bund.te boys, one being the head, a fluctuating
number of pressers and two janitors who work rn the evening. For
head.

the whole factory plant there is a personnel staff , und.er the personnel
maïragerr composed. of a bookkeeperr trvo receptionists, fifteen
accountants, four legal advisiers, a doctor, a nurse, and. a d.entist.
In the first sample factory above, the superwisors, floor lad_ies,

inspectors, and packers put on white uniform clothing. Ore informant
remarked: "You would mistake them for being nurses and. d.octozrs
and they walk with

pride and behave like a somebod.y". The operators

w'ear acqu¿rmarine uniforms on Mondays and.

Frid.ays. In the

second.

factory, those in authority wear uni-forms with d.ifferent
shades for each work day: yelrow on Mond.ays, blue on Tuesdays,
sample

pink on wednesdays, oraïìge on Thursd.ays,
supervisors

\Ã¡ear

black coats and pink

and-

shirts.

green on Frid.ays.
The mass of operators

wear gray shirts and. white coats.
The garment worker reports d.airy at ,7:30 in the morning

and_

terminates work af 4z3O in the afternoon. There is a mid_d.ay lunch break
of one hour from 1'2zOO to L:00. .4. ten minute rest and coffee break is

called after every two hours of steady work, one at 9:30 to 9:40 in
the morning and another at 2:30 to 2:4o in the afternoon. A selected
number: of speed workers are asked. to work overtime, at time and. a

half wage rates, on Fridays and saturdays. Gifts, d-iplomas, and
citations are annually awarded to the workers with the highest
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production, perfect work attend-ance, and the best punctuality

records. The garment worker enjoys higher prestige than most
factory workers and other workers such as saresgirrs, waitresses,
and housemaids who receive ress than the minimum wage.
The
garment worker

is a qualified

member of the public insurance

system. Adrnittance to a garment factory is difficult and complicated as there exists a long rist of \raiting applicants i¡r the
major

factories. The worker

urears proudly the factory ring.

The applicant, in order to be employed, has to have the backing
of a patron or contact person within the factory. The patron with
insufficient authority seeks a co-patron in the higher ranks.
often

the contact person is a blood or ritual

relative. In the case of a

non-related contact person or patron the applicant must be
ready to
reciprocate. This may mean the surrertder of the first salary to
the
patron or the gift of food or personal services.
informant revealed that

.A,n

immigrant

I was recommended by a d-istant cousin. \tr/hen I was
admitted
I had to inviie the.head sufervisor duringãe
.week.
My cousin had to
uifÃ"to" boat.
{oly
One head supervisor came with".nt'u.
anothu"-"rr.pu"visor and.
with their whore- family. After the e*cn""itn ttt"y *"ri
home loaded with crabs, oysters, and bangus
C*Ét_fi"f.>
all
for free.

The patron-client system of admittance of workers has resulted.
in the

social division of the workers into clusters of relatives and follourers
of those patrons in the hierarchy. An inderibre debt of gratitud.e,
utang na loob, towards the patron is regularly recipnccated
by

ald favors. The clients r.ie with each other to please
the patron and to be reco'mend.ed for promotion. The worker
may
means of gifts

-52be mysteriously

laid off or given fewer work days for failure to
reciprocate. The applicant, however, must meet certain universal

criteria.

The client must be pþsically

fit and. 'make good.' during
the training period. There is no age limit. Those unmarried. and.
with a high school educational attainment are preferred . Efficiency,
production, attendarrce , and punctuality remain the main factors for
continued employment ald promotion. The whole set-up of the

factory is geared towards training productive workers
screening out the unproductive (Figure II).

and.

Il. set.up of a Garment Factorv in the philippines,l_969:
Managerial
Operational
Auxiliary
owner and manager utility supervisors personnel manager
bookkeeper, receptionists,
head of the
training supervisors accountånts', legai advisers
head supervisors
d-octor, d.erriists-, nurse
Fi.e'ure

head

supervisors

supervisors

,

speed

workers

regular workers

il'ffffffi;,''":î:lî:î'

pressers

casual workers

rn summary, the migrant workers acquire a thorough training in
factory habits in the garment factory. various means are used. to

effect a drastic change from village to factory work habits. Efficiency,
production, attendance, and punctuality are systematically implanted.

in the villager through the quota system, the hierarchy formation,
citations, diplomas , and bonus gifts. Through the patron-client system
of admittõmce, the new worker becomes a member of a cluster of
relatives and co-clients through whose help the transition is made
less traumatic.

-53The Migration Movement

America as the lmage of Ultimate Good. Life
The word 'America' evokes to the Filipino population the image
of the ultimate good life. America is the home of rich and intelligent

people. The American enjoys a high prestige
and

among the popurace

his services ald patronage are preferred.. The Filipino

who

has been to America shares in this image and prestige. The Filiptno
who has studiedin America is considered more intelligent a¡d

efficient than the locally educated. The Filipino who has reached
America has proven his wealth and. the åmily who has a member in
America shares this prestigious image. The members of the family
become choice ritual spoïr.sors. The Filipino who is in .A.merica
becomes a hero to the

family. Although absent

he becomes much

more involved in the affairs of the home famÍIy than before.

This popular image of America as the good rife may have
resulted from the western influences d.iscussed. in an earlier section.

several historical factors have contributed. to the creation and,
persistence of this image. one is the fact of the mestizo spanish/
American-Fítipino remaining the controlling political and economic
elite of the country. The dominant European physical features in

this biological mixture have become s¡rmbols of intelligence, wealth,
ald high status. Another factor is the still strong image of the
American soldier as liberator from Japanese oppnession during the
Iast global war. This image continues to be bolstered by the popular
action (bakbakan) 'cowboyt movies. Another factor is the presence
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These are retired veteran soldiers (pensionad.os) of \tr/-orld War I,
Filipino retired or active 'u. s. Navy'. Their material wealth arrd

their children's high educational attainment is evidently
with their being r.A.merican'.

connected.

The sud-d.en improvement in material wealth and. educational
situation of families with a member in America is one more contribut-

ing

factor. rtmerica is

seen as the place where ,d.ollarsr come from:

for them, they are better off for they have someone in rtmerica
sending them dollars (nagpapadara)". The high financiar expense,
"Good

educational, and health requirement involved. in going to America is
another contributing factor. Grly the very rich could afford to go
to
.A.merica.

ùfy the highly

educated (propesyonal) and the healthy

could qualify for America. The majority of the poor (mahirap), and
unedueated (walang natapos) are aurare that ¿tmerica is not for them.
Finally, the continued. presence of Americans and. Europeans in the

countryts top positions in government, church, commerce, and.
industry is another contributing factor. These urestern immigrants,
missionaries, businessmen,

industrialists are augmented. each
year by tourists and adventurers. The common populace d.erive
and-

from these the image that the American has much money to spend..
summary, there exists among the Filipino population the
strong image of America as the source of the good life.
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The

Filipino goes to America with varying intents and purposes

his economic status. The very wealthy minority go to
America on tour or for business trips. The educated. midd.le-class
depend-ing on

or professionals (doctors, teachers, nurses, engineers, mid_-wives)
go to ¡tmerica as immig
Those in the bottom stratum can go to America only as:
sponsored recruits. Those in the top stratum in the Filipino sqciety

control the export products to America. They send their child.ren to
be educated- in America. They maintain their main bank accounts in

'tmerica but they invariably return to the country after each business
or pleasure trip. It is their American business connections that fix
them on toP of the
go to Americato

Filipino social pyramid.. The Filipino professionals

work.

They leave the country for two main reasoïr.s:

1-. low wages in the country,

and.

2. lack of or inability of a political patron to influence emplo¡i.rnent.
The financial expenses of going to America may involve

the sale of valued- prope'rty

relatives-

1.

and.

, as in education,

contributions from siblings

and.

The professionals go abroad. in three ways:

They are admitted with an immigrant status oïl the basis

of their needed professional training;

2.

They are admitted as immigrants through the sponsorship

of an employer by means of an acceptance letter;

3.

They are sporsored by a sibling, relative

girlfriend who is already in America.

and.

, or boyfriend /
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admitted to America. Young Filipino males were recruited into the
u.s. Armed Forces and Navy shortry after the turn of the century.

In the 1930's male laborers were recruited. to work in the sugar cane
and pineapple plantations in Hawaii. Others \rere recruited also in

this period to work in the fruit industry cjf california. The most
recent recruitment of workers is the subject of this study; the
recruitment of garment workers to work in the garrnent ind.ustry of
Manitoba.
The recruitment of the garment workers was initiated. by two
canad-ian representatives, one representing the government and- the

other representing the garment factory association in winnipeg.
They made aï'rangements with the Canad.ian Pacific Airlines (Cp6ir)
branch in the Philippines to help in the recrrritment. The Filipino

CPAir agents further

engaged the assistance of a philippine

travel

s¡indicate, the Columbia Esquires. one travel agent had. relatives
working in a major garment factory. These relatives spread. by
word. of mouth this recruitment

nevs, balita. Co-factory workers in

turn transmitted. the balita to co-resid.ence members working in other
factories.
The recruitment ne\rs u/.as not taken seriously at

too good to be

true. However, the recruitment rumor

first. It was

was verified. ín

an advertisement in the newspapers. A giant bill-board. was

strategically placed by the front of a major garment factory with the
advertisement printed- in large English letters: \ÃI,tNTED $E\ÃIING
OPERATORS ABROAD.

APPLY: HOTEL FILIPIN¿TS CANADIAN
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The recruitment ad.vertisement was

still

hard_ to

believe as one garment worker informed. me:

we could not believe. orly the rich and. the professÍonal
could go abroad. Besides, we heard of many rackets. \trile
'were not sure if this u/as nÒt a cover
to recioit girls to
become hostesses and prostitutes. so we mad.e Fun of the
advertisement-._..w. laughed and joked: "Let's go to canã¿a
Dry (soft drink)"
A few garment workers followed. up the ad.vertisement

ility of the balita was increased.
was not

"þst for anybod.y

and.

the cred.ib-

These found out that the recruitment

who wanted.,,.

A series of .tests and- inter-

views had to be passed to qualify "like the professio'nal apÞlicants".
The applicant \ras required to demonstrate sewing skill and pass the
med-ical, aptitude, and English proficiency tests. The recruiting
agents immediately cleared away the financial barrier:,
Do not be afraid. You d-o not have to worry about the
trqlsportation ticket. It is the canad_ian gävernment which

will pay.

The gament factory ou/ners and. managers in the philippines
came to know of the recruitment and. feared. the eventual d.rain of

their

best workers. They threatened. immed.iate d.ismissal of any worker
following up or showing interest in the recruitment. The recruitment
movements and developments were

, however, spread secretly

among

the workers. cover-up reasoïLs were given for being absent from

work: "My mother got sick". An informant revealed.:
to be careful for there \¡rere many other .workers
assigned- to spy on us. ooly after passiñg all the tests
and receiving our passports did we resigñ.

\ÃIe had

The garrnent worker's recruitment d.iffers in many w.ays from

the recruitment of the professional. The follouring account is focusedon the recruitment of garrnent workers

in

1968 and j_969.

-58The garment worker applies in person at the CPAir office where
two agents examine and interview the applicant. The early applicants
spread to the following applicants that from their experience the ideal
recnrit is (1) unmarried and between the age of twenty to t\¡renty-five,
(2) high school srudent

or graduate , (3) physically healthy,
(4) permitted by parents. Not a few got the cue
and altered

and
some

facts in order to conform to the ideal. The applicants who pass the
CP¿tir general interview proceed- to take the machine test or ,trialr.
The L968 machine tests were conducted by the two canadian

representatives. In 1969 the trials w.ere conducted by the two
cPAir agents - rn 1'972 certain anomaries prompted. the canadian
consulate persoïr.nel to cond.uct the machine
described the

tests. An immigrant

trial:

During-the machine test we urere observed. as to how we
stepped on the machine , then as to how we could. seur. It
lasted n.o more than five minutes at the industrial machine.
There are three rooms. In the first
u.". ih;--*-'-*'-'
"oo-room
applicants. The second room is the test
where the
machines are. You are sure_you passed. the test if you
are asked to proceed. to the th:.rd
If you are ied to
"oom.
a'other door you know you failed- and.
that's the end. of it.
In the third:oor you are given the green paper (ri"" --'
application form) which means p"ocôäd for your visas.
The applicant is then scheduted for the consulate interview.
The interview is conducted by a ranking officer at the canadian
consulate office, often by the consul himself . The applicant's

personal data is reviewed. The intentions for going abroad. are
determined. Even the issue of personal physical virginit¡r comes

interview. Those who were earlier interviewed. instruct
their following co-workers as to what ansurers to give. Four

up in the

immigrants commented- on their consulate interview:

-59Holding your applicgJion papers ,_asked_ you if you
are_virg_in^or not. !f you answer@Jhey
añd
"niited
said, "Wetll know about that,
The interview was strict. one was disqualified when she
answered the question '\Vhy go to Canadä?' w.ith ,,F.rom
there it is easier to go to ihõ states". so we told our
friends to say "\trIe like and will stay in Canada".

My

disqualified . She was 34 years accord _
her b^aptismal certificate. But it *u." f-o.rrrd out b¡r the consul from an older record. in
that she crranjea
her age. She was really 4O

ils

compan_ion was

t_o

My co-worker-was d.ropped when her real marital status w.as
discovered. she said sñe was srngle. But she got.ã"!rri i"
her answers. so we urere advised]that if you ch-ang"ã
thing

, change all.

"-o-*.-

The consulate interview was an effective \ray to recruit workers

worker. Most of the taapering of personal
the year and date of birth. In Table IV the .id_eal of

approximating the ideal
data concerrred

the workerts age 'between t\renty

and.

thirty'is

reflected. from a

sample of I52 garment workers.

IV. Ag" Concentration of a Sample _of 152 Filipino Garment
'
Workers in \llinnipee, ].968-l_969:
of
Birth Year No of Persons Birth Year No. of Persons Birth Year No.
Persons
Table

19351936
L937
1938
1939

.^)

t9/û

3
5

L94I
1942- -

4

1943

6

TgM-1945--1946
L947 -

1948

I2
7
10
9
20
10
15
L7
L9

L949
1950

195r

1952--

Total: t52

Those who pass the consulate interview are then asked. to take
the medical examination conducted. by an officially assigned. d.octor.

I" fge8 and

official doctor carried out medical examinations
of all immigrant applicants for Canada. He had a staff of one nurse,
1969 one

-- 7
-- 2
--L
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a receptionist, and. an x-Ray technician. His three-room office was
daily packed with applicants. As a \¡aiting applicant in j.968 I over_
heard the official doctor revealing in a telephone conversation that
he was examining ar- average of B0 applicants a day. No additional

official doctor was assigned. to the garment workers. The d.octor's
name has become a joke-word among the immigrant communit¡r.
The

mention of the examining doctor invites ceïÌsure of the d.octor. His
name has become sJ¡nonJ¡rnous with being sick, and full of intestinal
vr'orms, or sexually abused. An immigrant d.escribed- the med.ical
examination:

there. First you firl up a form - names a'd. personal
height, eyes, weight are exalnined and.
{gur your
measured. Then
stool and uriie. Afterward.s, your
ears,
and
then
the
virgin test. After that yoiiake an
þ-1o9d,
X- Ray.
You go

data.

Then

Two informants coïnmented on the 'virgin testr:

Half-s-lip, brar- and panti are removed.. _and- a nurse gives
a quick look, about three minutes an exããatÍon.

it took on_ly a moment. I was having menstnratÍon at
time. I was fortunate not to be touchedl It wàs
"*"rry:
From an unreserved informantts remark it appears that the cpAir
\tr/-ith me

that

agents also conducted the virgin test:

The{really touch your parts. And not only the doctor. Even
the cPAir agents touch y9"" breasts and pärts saying, "Are
you sure you are virgin?"
Those who got delayed'were rumored. to be non-virgins as one immigrant

related:
we know who was, not virgin. Those who got d.elayed. \rere
allgady u_sg$-gp (gam1t nàgamit). They bËcome nägativety
publicized (bulgar na bulgaî).

6LThe common reasons given for the d-elays
and. repeat examinations
were lung defects, malabo (bturred.) a¡rd
removal of intestinal parasites

or 'gastric wash', bulati (worms). To the garment
workers the medical
examination was a painfur ordear. one informant
tord of their herplessness to do anything: "often we vere
asked to repeat stool an.
urine examinations several times an. you cannot
do anything,,. Two
popular cases are mentioned below, one
ind.icating a coûunoïr.
cause

of disqualification,

and.

the other hinting at the d.octor's anomalous

practices:
was disqualified. she ha. x-Ray twice.
she had blurred
she hád u-"th*. '
was alõo disqu_arified. Every:
thing was clear, even herffi
'she also managed to .o*u out of test. Her x-Ray was crear.
the age test. But she was
disqualified beËause in tt* do.to"'"
i.rîÀ*iew it wasfound out
she had lung disease wlrèr,
;;"
ota.
"h.
"'i'Jyä.",
The doctor pre qcribed a medicing for stoor
and
became
allergic to i1,. she goi i*àriã"
;k*;itñ"rpo,"
aããEeckles
all around. Her motËer was ggrng to sue the doctor
in court
through her contact person. "The-¿o.io"
.Ërrr"¿
the
danser.
He helped
thË p_.p""" so she could-reave for canäda.
l""fix
He even helped her in'hËr visa. He p.ri-ur.L"ything
O.K.
Tunes

It

shourd be noted that the informant garment
workers quoted

above talked freely of their medical experiences
after

I related

my

experience with the same doctor:
going for medicar examination
F:fr-".
the official doctor
I had a thorõugh physicar check-up at to
the
san Juan de Dios
Hospital. I-yi_" perfectty hearthy. The officiar
doctor.
howe-ve-r,
tí" irt"uä"aäy" äitãä craimed
:",4ining
thai I
had defects""with
the uãine a,'d stooi
rrË.¿ed treatment
for parasites. I paid p Bo.0o for the"nJ
firsiLedical examination' rhen r

weni ro the rtugao c.;;;;i-H;öiäiî;;:äiirå"
check-up and was found to bË "carrying rãì."."ites,,.
\renr back to the official doctor t." íåpËåiri;åiäã-rr"irråI
examination and was found 'cured.'. t'pãiå þ
zo.oo tor-eã.r,
repetition. The official doctor found that I was
sufferrng
frop high brood pressu"" u.rJhJ;;ì;i;"hi" po."cribed
medication. I went for anorher brood;;;;;""
check_up at

-62the lfugao General Hospital and" was found to be normal bv
the government physiciãn who remarked, "you ú";;h.í
that means - grease_money but d-on't givé up for lrrá-.å--connections in Manila". I went back-to the official d.octor.
My blood pressure was taken five times always with the
same remark, 'lYoq cannot gp to canada as yäu have rriln
blood pressure". I was reaay to-give .tp uni requested.-a
written statement of the mediðal fiãd:.ng. trre ddctor
sensed my purpose and at the sixth bloõ¿ pressure count
I was foundmiraculously normail The repetitions cost me
a semester delay at the Universit¡r.
The med.ical examination record.s are sent to the canad.ian

office in Hongkong for final investigation a¡rd approval. This next
phase in the recruitment process is characterízeð, by the applicant's
frequetrt visits to the CPAir office to inquire
have returnedlf

.

These

"if

the medical reports

visits had to be hidden from the factory

supervisors. In the words of an informant:
'when asked

for reasons for being absent we give the automatic
answer, 'My cousin died'. But they suspecteã the real cause.
But the union was,strong and *. .o"rrld nåt easily be dismrssed.
Instead \¡/e 'were advised to take a vacation. .A.s soon as .we
felt sure and the passports had. been given we resigned..
The CPAir agents then become the focus of the applicants' attention.
They \rere considered in the beginning as helpful patrons, as one

immigrant recalled: "At

first they were my idols, quick to help".

This positive impression became negative when the earlier applicants
spread their knowledge that these agents \rere 'extorting money

and.

after beautiful virgins". The following applicants became cautious.
An informant

I

told:

"\tr/e were always three in my visits to the cpAir.
had my three cousins with me". .word- went around- that "May

isang nabuntis ng

cPAir

agent (There

is one made pregnant by a
cPAir agent)". The cP¿tir agents tried to allay these fears and.
d-enied- the rumor. However, the first garment workers who reached.
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Winnipeg contirrued to caution the other applicants in the home country:
Be careful. Do not go alone with a'y agent. one of us has a
child. There are many more who wdre Tooled.
È"i-trrãy-àr.
lucky not to.Çg! nregnánt. Take care during the fl.ighi." irr.
pgent who will be thé tour guide will try to ãelect th-e most
beautiful to room with.

An informant reported the reaction of the agents to this neurs from the
first immigrants:
Do not believe the first ones. It is not true. you have no d.ebt
of gratitude. '\[/e þst \rant to help you. It is our job. Don't
listen to urhat the first oïr.es say. \fu. u-."., helped. th;.- -

After the medical reports are approved.

and. sent back

to the

consulate"in Manila the applicants are issued- their passport papers.
The 1968 applicants paid p 2oo.00 for the passport papers while the
1969 applicants did not pay anything. rtn informant related:

we in L96B paid over p Bo.oo for the medicar a¡rd p 200.00
for.the pas.sporr. p 9O.OO went to the agenr f"" ifl..
ñ;$à"t
c-ost only P 110.00. Those in 1969 did n"ot pay anything
Ëut
the agents collected from them in many ui.ays.
Ïn delays, repetitions of medical examinations in one building and_ by
a single doctor and the frequent visits to the cp,tir, the garment
workers have forged themselves into closely associating groups. The
several village, dialect, residence, and. factory groups have re-grouped.

into 'trialt , tinterviewt ,

rmed.icalr

,

and.

rvisitr groups.

The 1968 recruit workers kept their application, trials inter,
views , medical examination, and visits unknoum to their parents.
They were sure of parental objection as their child is neither

financially nor educationally qualified. They preferred. to leave
their parents undisturbed until "everything was sure". After
securing the passport papers, an immigrant applicant informed her
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parents thus:

I resigned and I went home. was especially helpfut. I
told_my-mother firsr. I w1it5d! untirmy tatrrJr *"'" i"-a
iooa
mood. 'when my father and I \¡ere aroie I started. the con,-ersation:
Father, how would you like to go to far
That is good. But .we are poor.

aw.ay places?

But father, how would you like youq children to go to a far
away place some day to earn mõney?
That would be good for the family.

Father, I am going to canad.a to work. Here is my passport.
Where do you get the money to go there?
'We

do not pay anything.

The applicants' parents remained skeptical about their children
going to America without educational qualifications and expenses.
They feared that their daughters \rere being lured into an immoral

life as prostitutes in exchange for free transportation. The strong

,

opposition by the parents of the applicants that threatened
the recruitment was reduced when the cpAir agents and, the canadian Embassy
per_
sonnel arranged general conferences for both parents, relatives
the applicants. seven members of a resid.ence group of garment

and.

workers in winnipeg recounted. what transpired in these general
consulate conference

s:

gave us instructions about the transportation
Íc,onsïl)
tried
to make Canada beautiful in front of our parents.and
The
cPAir agents

repeared the

infor-"ti"" - Í;eårü---'

forl nar nothing. Yor wil even receive money as a start.
e_"11d fee.(tralsportation) *t_lt U"
by thet-o-p.r,.y
*iÌ$.]F
(winnipeg factory). The company will givefaia
you iock"t ,noi..y
of $120.0o. you witl pay baËk tä trru .ä;":"y dt.Oõ;;;ili),.
You are under-two years contract in the gärment factory. yo'
will not be dealing with light materials or"bras like
you"do
You will be making heavyl',..u.r.y crothing. you wil find it here.
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harder. Your minimum wage wirl be $1.25 Der hour. Bv
force you will be a member"of the uniån-.itñà-"à-îåvl'
After ruro years yo-u can transfer to ãt ótrrå" fã.r";i;; i"
any other þtace." Th¿;; i" tu.* of five ...rt" for every d.olrar
you
earn.

In canada there is snow. It is very cord. in December. But
don't buy a coat here. It is cheape-r there. Arways takelh.
bus at the bus stop, not like here. Ring the bell it yo,' *u',t
the bus to stop and don't shout 'paral ' äs you do he-re. In
the stores.there is no haggling with the storekeeper as vou
do here. The prices are-fîxeã. you *rt

"li-Läiðåräã.'"

consult the_ Immigration office if you need help. If you need
the Police because of some troubie just phone them. Do not
opgn your door. Many agentìs wil ðome to your residence.
lust
Do not be flIattered by them. "Fo"
ã"à u""i¿ ã;;;;-*'orry. No c^rowding is alrowed as"oo*
you find here. There are
many rooms for rent.
At-the-airport two Immig_ration officers wirl meet you. They
will take care of you anã arra'ge for your accommodation.

in Canada you
spo..rso_r your dependents, brothers,
sisters, cousins, and:qn
boylriendsl

\Ir/hen

The parents allowed

their children to leave for canada, not
without great reluctance and. anxiety. The information they got in
the
parent-children consulate conference of a d.ecent recrrritment
sooTr-

verified. Their children

w-as

sent pictures and. wrote immediately

of their new luck in America. Through pictures they saw their
children standing amidst plenty beside the open food-filled. frid_ge.

Their children urere indeed. in America as shown in their pictures
playing with snow and wearing heavy clothing. Most important w.as
the evidence of their child.ren working as d.ecent garment workers
shown in the clear colored picture of their child sewing in the

factory machine. They felt as they started to receive dollar checks
regularly that their childrens' going to America would change their
hard life.

-66The consulate general conference .uras an effective means of
advertising the recruitment of more garment workers. parents of
non-applicant workers attend.ed. the conference. The conference

information spread to the home villages. The parents' opposition
'was soon replaced by parental
encouragement. The conference .was
an effective

factor in uniting the immigrants families in the

home

country. The conference served as the initial initiation of the
immigrants in their new world-. Basic d.ifferences between their
familiar home and their unfamiliar destination had been pointed out
to them. In the consulate conference the immigrants urere confirmed.
in their suspicion that the cp.A.ir agents \rere expl0iting them:
the meeting we_.w'ere surprised that the cpAir-c;ñäi
aeents
'\fter
were asking yg fór ar sorts of collecii."
;È.'';h.
went av/.ay. Marry of us gave $¿0.00 to $So.O0 ¡o;;;i"."
reasons such as food, hotel, and stop_over tour even if*"
had not taken any. They wiil become ri.h quickly. But that
is their luck. Never mind our money as rong as we are here
w. are ïr-ow earning. n"ãirt"y .;" fool us no more.
ggfelvr
'We
still owe them a lot.

Before the successful applicants leave, farewell parties, despidida,
are given by friends, relatives, blood. and. ritual parents in their honor.

on the occasion of the d-espid.id.a gifts are given ,,to remember me by,,,
usually bags, clothing, shoes, and "all the luxuries". Monetary
contributions are given "as our little help for your baon (provision)
on the long way". The departing immigrant is remind_ed.
"not to forget
us or change when you are auray". The immigrant is requested. to
"write us even a piece and come back when you are alread.y rich,,.
Thus, the immigrant is bidd.en "Goodbye but not foreverl ,,. A few
days before the scheduled fT.ight the immigrants visit those who gave
despidida to "thank you for your souvenirs, big help, and. ad.vice

and.
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to look at you for the last time, for anything ca' happen
and. we may
not meet again".
on the eve of the immigrant's departure the family gives
the
grand despidida. Relatives, neighbours, and friends
attend to share
in the "joys and sorrows of the family soon to be orphaned.
and. the

child

to be isolated". The expected benefits from the child,s
departure are played up by the gathered visitors whíre
the negative
effects are playedup by the family. The party is jovial
0n the whole
as the visitors strive to dance and joke the whole
night:
sooTr

For sure you wirl forget us when you are in the rich
You will find a handsome
(boyfriend) I

c.ro

rand!

(Americano)
and forget him
-:

Eat and eat now-Jor y9u wiII not find our food
America you will eai bread like the a*."i.rn". there! In
you come back you wi[ be American and English
speaking so that we will not understand y"rr" slan!.

\Ã/hen

\tr/ithin a few hours before the flight the gathered
visitors split up and
board the chartered jeeps and buses to chaperone (sundo)the
departing
immigrant. The fusion of several sund.o groups from thirty different
despidida parties makes the airport crowd almost impassabre.
The last moments at the airport are occupied with tearful
embraces with the immediate members of the family. After
receiving
the parental blessing (signing of the cross upon the forehead)

and the

departing prayer (The Lord be with rou) and the finar plea
to be
always the faithful child (magkapabait ka), the immigrant
reluctantly
breaks loose from the famiry and. sundo

visitors.

The line of

departing immigrants reappears as they head to board the
airplane.

-68as the sundo crourd vigorously waves

farewell. The sund.o crowd.

breaks up only after the airprane has disappeared
from sight. The
visitors comfort the worried- members of the family
that their
departed child wilr be safe. The parents of
the departed immigrants

promise each other to pass on any information
they may receive from
"oui children abroad". The flight route normarly taken is
to Hon-g_
king, Tokyo, and. vancouver, the port of entry
to canad-a.
The

first

garment workers that landed in winnipeg
vr.ere met at
the airport by the two assigned lmmigration officers
and the officers

of the Fil-canadian Association, one of the
two existing associations
of Filipino immigrants at the time. After hearing
welcome
speeches

from the early Firipino immigrants, the newry
arrived Filipino garment
workers were led to an ord. d.owntown hoter where
they stayed. for the
first few days. The factory foremen and managers
came to the hoter
to pick who and how many garment workers wourd
work for them on a
trial basis. Then the immigrant flight group of about
thirty split into
smaller residence groups. The first resid.ence
apartment blocks w.ere
arranged beforehand by the lmmigration officers.
These Immigration

officers asked the help of the Fil-canadian Association
officers to buy
the basic kitchen and sleeping materiars for the
new immigrants. The
money used for the purchase u¡as ad.vanced.
from the Manpow-er
Train_

Íng section and rater refunded by the garment worker
according to
items received.
The

first

garment workers who arrived in winnipeg
immediately
took over the main responsibility of welcoming
the new arrivals. As
soon as they found their way to the stores,
they d.iscovered. that the
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items bought for them by the "professionals" (Filipino educated
immigrants) were much cheaper than the price they were asked. to

back. Immediateþ they bought or loaned necessary articles for
the new arrivals. They brought Filipino food to the hoter where the
pay

newly arrived garrnent workers were being temporarily accommod.ated..
They also secured residence groups for them. An immigrant reported.
that

As soon as \re

found-

our way, we took itupon ourselves to

welcome and help each other.

The recruitment of workers was d.one through other means. This
resulted in the existence of different layers of recruit workers. There

are no'w five main layers and two minor ones. Each layer represents
the range of possible recruitment forms.
The

first layer is composed of the 1968 recruitment (Table v).

This totals rL4 d¡v¡aed into five flight groups. After six months of
trial workr proven efficiency, and. ability to live in the new enviiljonment, these recruit workers are granted. land.ed. immigrant status.
Not only do they pave the way for the recrrritment of more workers,
but they also take an active part in helping the arriving garment

workers. Thus , they are referred. to as the 'trial and. 'mother,
layer. Many of the members of this layer are in fact add.ressed. as
'Mommy'. There are eight mares in this layer who arrived in 'winnipeg
within the short span of one month. Twenty-five carry native family
names while eighty-nine have w.estern names.
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V.

l-968

Filipino Immigrant Garmen! Wo@

Flieht
Group No. size

---- 1------- o------- 3
1,6 ---- 2
B----2----

One

30
30
30

Two

Three
Four
Five

LL4----

Total

I

Sex
Arrival
MaIe Femare october

B

----

29
30
27

15
23

6

31

106_

Native
4

1
B

t4-

Name

----

3L days

5
9
6

'western
26
25

2I

L

10
9

-25

B9

The 1969 garment workers make up the second layer (Table VI).

289. They arrived in'Winnipeg in ten flight groups within
a period of two months and eight days. They entered canada with
land-ed immigrant status. There are seven males in this layer who,
They total

like the males in the first layer, are skilled garment cutters. A
significant number of forty-nine workers in this layer have
indigenous family names. This is indicative of their more distant

Barrio origin and low social stratum: the more d.istant from the
city and the lower the social status the more native names found..
Table

vI.

1969

Filipino Immigrant Garment 'workers in

\ÃIinnipeg

Sex
Arrival
Eljgþ!
Name
Group No. size Male ]l]]]@ Month Day Native western
One ---- 40 ---- 0 ---- 40 ---- June-i- 25 --- 7 ____ 33
Two ---- 30 ---- L ---- 29 ---- i,rry --_ -, ___ 5 ____ ,\
Three ---- 29 ---- o - --- 29 -___
g ___ 6 ____ tb

Four ---- 30 ---- ____ 27 ____
16 ___ t ___- zB
Five ---- 30 --__ 3+ ____ 29
____
23 ___ 4 ____ ie
1----28____
9i* ----29
30___
Seven ---- 30 ---- 0 ---- 30 ---- A,.s.-__ -6 ___ i4____iS
____ t6
pight ---- 39 ---- 0 ---- 30 ---_
LS ___ 5 ____ iS
Nine ---- 23 ---- 0 ---- 23 ---_
20 ___ 1 ____ L6
Ten
27 ---- j. - --- 26 ----Sept.--- 3 ___ 3
24
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third layer is

spouses (Table

composed of sponsored.

siblings, cousins,

and

vll).

These immigrarts were sponsored individually by
the early factory sponsored workers in j_968 and. 1969. The sponsored

worker is referred to as 'sponsor'while the sponsoring worker is
called 'nag-sponsor'. The factory managers and the familiar cpAir

Filipino agents encourage a'd. help the early immigrant workers to
sponsor their sisters and brothers or boyfriend.s who are experienced.
factory workers in the home country. The sponsoring immigrant
handles all major exPenses and. responsibilities. tn this layer there is
a substantial number of brothers and. boyfriend.s. The extremely
imbalanced sex ratio among the early immigrant workers is becoming
corrected by the continuous arrival of small groups of sponsored.

brothers , nephews, and boyfriend.s.

significant number in this layer have attained a higher level
of education than the early immigrant workers. Several are teachers
Á.

and commerce graduates in the home

country.

some have worked in,

the factory previously and have quit work to study und.er the support
of their 1968 or 1969 immigrant sister. The educated brothers or
boyfriends are often younger siblings selected by their family to
pursue further education under the cooperative support of working

elder siblings. They reluctantly work as bund.le boys and factory or
hospital workers as they are unable to find emplo¡rment in their area
of

training.

They prefer to work rather than stay at home and. be

supported- by the sponsoring

sister who has d.one, in their view, ,,a lot
by sponsoring". It is customaïy for the sponsored. immigrant to take
over the pa¡rment of the "ticket" (transportation fare) loa¡r.

72A significant number of the earry immigrants have sponsored.
more than

two. usually the sister ald_ brother are

sponsored. before

the spouse. .A-s of september rgTr over 160 sponsored workers had
arrived in 'Winnipeg. These .\¡/.ere "taken" (kinuha) by I3Z early

immigrants. Of the 1_60 sponsored in the sample 84 are sisters
,
are brothers, and 29 are boyfriend.s or husband.s.
Table VII.

/¡1

d Distributign Among the Lg6B _ Lg6g
fqgn¡ or lSponsore
FiEpino
Garment workers in 'winnip.g"." of September,
L97L
197

Sponsor Distribution

Flieht No. Size Sponsors

Sponsored Distribution

Sisters Brothers Bo.yfriend.s Family Total

1968

one
Two
Three --Four

Five

30 -- 14
30 -- t6
30 -- 7
16 -- 9

B--

2

7

5

2

7

15

7

4

4

0

1B

3

B

1

0
2

1_

T

5
2

0

1_

1

6

4

L

L

2

4a

t

0 ---0 ---0 ----

7
11
a
J

L969

40 -- LL
30-- 4
Three --- 29 -- LL
Four
30 -- L4
Five
30 -- 5
Six
29 -- 10
Seven --- 30 -- 1L
Eight
30 -- I
Nine
23-- 9
Ten
276
One

Two

Total ---4L2 --I37

B

2
10
5

J
4
7
B

6

4 ----B4

1.

a

ó
ô
J
0

2

0
0
0

15

4
L2

õ
()

1B

I

6
1L
11
T2

L

o
0
0
o

J

1.

2
2

4L ----- 29 ----

5

1.L

6

----

160

The fourth layer is made up of those workers recruited. by means
of job-acceptance letters (Table VIII). They are referred to as simply
"3ob acceptance". The early workers secure from

their factory managers

73letters of job acceptance for their dista't relatives, friend-s,
and.
co-workers in the home country. The recommend.er or patron

send,s

these letters to the recommend.ee or

crient.

The crient normarly

handles the expenses in securing land.ed. immigrant
status. As soon
as the client is ready, the patron send.s the transportation

fare. often

the patron borrows money from ferlow workers to put
in his bank
account. h this way the patron qualifies to borrow money
for the

client's transportation ticket from the bank. The
'guarantee_loan,
money is returned with no interest after it has served.
its purpose.
The early clients join with the 'sponsor'immigrants
in small ftight
groups of five to

ten. one patron may have as many as fifteen clients.

The CPAir agents rater help the patron by securing
transportation

tickets for the numerous clients to be paid back on a flIy-no\¡r-pay_
later agreement. And the emproyer issuing the letters of job
acceptance assists in providing pocket money of
$50.00 to be paid
back by the client at a rate of $5.00 eachmonth.
Some employers
send patrons to the philippines to assist the
clients

landed immigrant

status. In a personar

in securing

communication a factory

manager revealed- that over 500 job-acceptance recruit
workers
have arrived in'W'innipeg by the summer of 1972. The

will

arriving client

workers are acconunodated. by their patroïrs
help of friends.

and.

the patrons ask the
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"Job-Acceptance " Filipino Immigrant Garment
!?7?
Workers in Winnioes

Flisht No.

Group Size

One

March

20
31

Two

Three

April

.A.pril

45

Four
Five
Six

M.v
M.y
M.y

60
30
32
60
40

Seven

Eight
Nine

Mav

Twelve

Thirteen
Fourteen
Fifteen

15

30
20

Total

20
L4
15
7
13
20
27
3
10
17

Junê
June
June
June 24
July
July 1,2
July 1"9
Jrrly 22

30
40
45
30

Ten
Eleven

¿trrival

532
Tlne 1972 newly

arrived workers are on a tu/o-year work contract

with the employer who issued the job acceptance letters. They are paid
$1.65 per hour. Accord-ing to several Lg72 informants, the recruit_
ment cost per worker

is

as follows:

P 6.50 -- per application form or 'trial'
P L00.O0 -- first medical examination
-- DassDort book
20. OO - - hotef (Hongkong

P 400.00

$

or Tokyo)

$ 7fO.0O -- transportation Ïare ($2þ.60 monthly pa¡rment for two
years)
According to several educated. immigrarits the normal cost of migration

to-winnipeg, whether worker or professional, is as follows:

P 90.00 --

medical exEmination

P 1-L0.00 -- passport book
$ 5OO.0O -- tranðportatiCIn fare

The application forms are given without charge and the ftight hotel
accommodation

is included in the transportation fare.

¿tn informant
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made the following remark on being told of the big difference between

the legal cost and the actual cost:
\Ã/hy like tha1, Just because 'ure are not educated. they want
to fool us. Lhey rearly make much money on us. That we
are fellow Filipinos do not mean anythin! to them.

The fifth layer is composed of those workers who have worked

for two or more years in Holland- before coming to 'winnipeg. They are
called simply 'Holland' (Table IX). The work contract in the Holland
garment industry is for two years and can be renewed. once. The

workers enter HolÌand with only a work visa. The community they
form in Holland is very similar to a temporary work camp as can be
seen by a description of a work camp given by one 'Holland.'worker:
'we were
t\¡r''o.groups, arl

in all l-20. we Lived in one big
residence. Thers was 'Ma'am' (Filipino sociat wort<er)i.
our rooms urere next to each other a.td. M.'u- toot-.."á'ot
the grocety",-9f the laundïV, of everything. She does tfr"-by phone. +11 exp_eïr.ses are deducteä froñ our pay. $/;'w'e
ptayld nearby.
attended parties of the Hollänä *o"ku""

an{ {ilipino p_rofessionals thére. Ma'am assigned the cooks
a¡rd. cleaners by turns. we had a Dutch chaplaiî. $/.-""rãyea.
But there is more money so ìve d.id. not rene\r our contract.
-Hãii
_L\trtrinnipe g garment fãct ory re pre s entative) . ;-; õ
¿
and gave us contract. some of us \rent home first before - ""
applying to Ytp-rt_p.g: There are at present (September-I97I)
tu/o groups in
Holland. 'we write them. They are apptyin!
here after their t.uro year contract.
Another tHollandt worker mad.e the following
comment:

Here in w'innipeg you are forced. to be on. your o\¡/rì.. you buy
your own grocery- You find your ourn rooms. you are free
to go anywhere. It is more exciting here.

Several 'Holland"' garment workers have finished their college
education. Many have transferred. from the factory to work as nursets
aids while a few have moved. to Toronto to look for 'office work'.
o:re tHolla¡rd-' worker revealed- a.orr'nor,Ì practice: "I am a teacher
but applied as a garment worker in ord.er to be accepted, abroad.".

-76Table IX. 'Holland' Fili >ino Immigrant Garment Workers
in'Winnipeg
{s of Ma¡r 1 2

Elight Group No.

Size

Date and Yean of ..trrival

One

Three
Four
Five
Six

76
L2
5
6
20
L4

March L3, L96g
November 77, L96g
December 78, I97O
February 79, L97L

Total

73

Two

The

November 7, L97I
March 7972

first minor rayer is composed. of the sponsored. sisters

and.

brothers of the educated Filipino immigrants in'winnipeg.
A number
of 'professionals' sponsor their siblings after having first sponsored

their spouses. These sponsored siblings

and. boyfriend_s

are them-

selves educated and experienced. teachers or accountants.
Finding
no emplo¡rment in their field of training, they train as
factory workers.
Although they betong to the middle-cla-ss social stratum
and" are used
to house helpers, they have to do their own cooking and laund_ry

in

the new

place. A few find work in the gaïment factory as tJrpists and

receptionists but they feel isolated and frustrated because
of their
unexpected traumatic experience. They are vocal in
their plan to go
back "after earning transportation

fare". onry turo, however, have

returned to the home couatry so far.
The second minor layer is composed of those who enteredCanada
as tourist's. They are referred to simpry as
'tourist'. These , too,
have attained a higher level of education than the majority
of workers
and belong to the midd.le-class social

stratum. This layer has been

slightly augmented by tourists who have

c¿rme

to canada after fulfilling

-77

-

\rork contracts in the u.s. N.-.y. These are referred to as
'Navy'. Most of these tourists are males. several have married.
with an early garrnent worker before the expiration of their
tourist
visas. These tourists train to work as garrnent cutters, factory
workers, and hospital helpers (orderlies).
some

In summary, the recruitment process has been d.escribed. as
related to the social stratification in the philippines. The layers
of the working-class immigrants representing the varied ways
of
recruitment have been isolated.

selected young Filipino students of mixed Filipino-spanish
blood (mestizo) \¡rere allowed to study in Madrid, Barcelona,
and

other countries in Europe only in the nineteenth century. Those
who
returned formed the elite of western trained Filipino intellectuals

(Guerrero, 1963). At the time, the word
'abroad' meant spain
Europe. Barely a decad.e after the American take-over in the

and

Philippines, Filipinos started to enter the New wortd in increasing
numbers as indicated in the U.S. f96O Census @ascual Lg69z
22)z
,
1910

-- 5;

1930

-- 30, 47o; t96o -- L76,310. Before 194r- there

vere over 65'000 Filipinos spread. throughout forty-eight u. s.
States. The State of concentration in 1960 was California with

65,000

Filipino immigrants. Of these , 2I r45O w.ere in the San Francisco
area, 12,869 in the Los Angeles-Long Beach area 21333 in the

,

san Jose area, ald 2rooo in the state capital at sacramento.
other
1960 areas of Filipino immigrant concentration were Hawaii
with 69,070

78York with 5,406 (Ibi¿.2 22_24). There are at present
200,000 Filipinos in southern california alone (MT, october 2,
and. New

t97L, p. /+). An average of 7,000 Filipinos emigrate annually to
the United States GÁT, February 26, 1"gTI, p. 4). Some 2,OOO
Filipinos flock to the u. s. Embassy daily to transact visa
applications (À4T, April

r,

1971,, p. 10) and as many as 600 leave

the country each month OIT, Volume XXV, Number L96, p. 4).
The five Filipinos found in the u.s. in 1910 \¡/.ere probably
houseboys brought by some America'families returning home from
the Philippines. The first Filipino immigrants who entered the u. s.
from L92O to L94O were mostly uneducated male workers. who
averaged fifteen to turenty-five years of

age. They entered the u. s.
with national status and owed allegiance to the u. s. They could
exercise all the privileges of any American-born citizen but could.
not vote, become naturalized u. s. citizens, nor hold. public or

private offices on any level. They worked at menial jobs: farm
laborers, janitors, houseboys, d.ishwashers, cannery workers
(Santos

, 1969: 16).

U.

S. law

made

all the 40,0O0 Filipinos

who

entered the U. S. before May 1934 automatically naturalized U. S.
citizens so that they could be drafted. into' the u.s. Armed Forces.
Many of these fought with MacArthur in the philippines and with
Eisenhower in Europe. Having become the first Filipinos to become

naturalized citizens, they could vote in both state and National
elections (Ibid.). ln 1947 the phitippines authorized the unired
States to recmit Filipinos as laborers and. employees in offshore
American Bases. As of 1968 there .were j_6,000 Filipino workers

79on offshore Bases of which 2,006 had been directly hired
and
1'3'894 worked on a contractual basis. several of
these first

Ftlipino immigrant workers in the New world supported themselves
while obtaining a universit¡r education. Some returned. to the
home
country after receiving their doctorate d.egrees to become d.epart_
ment heads in the country's newry opened- universities. The
rest
sent their mon-ey to their parents for the educational support
of
siblings and cousins (Ibid.).
The bulk of the more recent Filipino immigrants to the u. s.
are midd-le-class educated. job-seekers such as: d.octors, nurses,

teachers, engineers , mid-wives , medicar technologists accountants
,
,
and mechanics. Many of these have been supported in
their education
by the

first working-class immigrants and later
The movement of Filipinos to ca'ad.a

sponsored to the

u.s.

is fairly recent, mostry

within the last two decades. The early Filipino immigrants
to
canada \rere mainly d-octors, nurses, a'd. teachers who move"d.
from
the u' s. after the two year period of their visitorrs exchange
program terminated. Instead of returning to the home country,
they
moved to Canada. This provision has been recently aborished
as a

result of u. s. Immigration Law becoming much more riberarized.
Those under the exchange

visitors program may stay und.er a

permanent visa without returning to the home country after
two

years of u.s. residence, provided they have not been sent by
their
government (MT, Volume XXV, Number 22O, p.
4). By 1968
Canadian Immigration Law was mad.e ress líberar regard.ing
the
admission of nurses, teachers, engineers, and. other trained.
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persons whose services vere no more in d.emand_. The arriving
Filipino immigrants are now rimited. to siblings, cousins, and.
spouses/family being sponsored by those who entered ca'ada
before 7968. Filipinos who worked previously in Europe find

it

easier to enter canada as immigrants. presently there are 3r000
Filipino nurses and seamstresses in the various German cities;
and 300

nurses, 60 seamstresses,

and. LrToo mid--wives

in

Lond.on

(À[T, Volume XXV, Number 356, p. {). The European policy
is to
issue only a work visa. The Filipino becomes an immigrant only by
marriage to a European national. probably the majority of these
Filipinos in Europe will migrate to the New'World after their work

visa expires.
The migration of Filipinos of different social strata at different

periods in the New'world has resulted. in several t¡rpes of Filipino
immigrant communities. Throughout the u. s. and canada five types
may be distinguished.
The

first t¡rpe is made up of the Filipino immigrant

communities

in Hawaii. These communities are well established within the host
society a¡rd are much more permanent resid.entially. The majority
are laborers from the llocos. In a study of the 3,000 Filipino
immigrants in wailua,

fifty-two social

Dr. Florangel distinguished

and community bod.ies, mostly

from their villages of origin (MT, May

as many as

cultural transplants

5, I97L, p. 6). Six Filipinos

born in Hawaii have become members of the state Legislature an
impressive number'. CMT, May 25, L97O, p. 6). The first Filipino

to graduate as an engineer from the university of Hawaii in

i_930
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'was a hotel boy

-

(Larry Frento) who rose to a top position in the

Department of Transportation (Nation, June L6, Lg6g, p. 61). This
set-up of a small number of politically and. socially established elite

with a large bottom stratum of rrrral population is analogous to the
Philippine situation.
The Filipino immigrant cor'nunities in california (Los
Angeles and San Francisco) and in seattle, 'washington represent

a second- type. Most of these are military men, retired. or active.
These first Filipinos to become u. s. nationals have brought very
young wives from the home country. They have spoïr.sored. siblings,

family, and relatives who have

formed. various

associations: ethnic

restaurants, stores, and clinics. They also raise food plants from
the home country, as referred to by one informant:
In California you know when it is a pinoy (Filipino) house.
The gardens are planted with salrryot (Iläcano iavorite
vegetable).

classes on Filipino life are given for the younger generations (MT,
March 27, I9JI, p. 16).
The Filipinos in Alaska represent a third

of the population have come from the more stable

type.
and_

The majority

increasing

Filipino communities in California and Seattle. This branchimmigrant population is largely augmented. in certain work seasons
when workers from the mother-immigrant population arrive to work

in the fish factories. Many Filipinos work as foremen with native
Lndian and Eskimo workers und.er them.
The more recent educated

Filipino immigrants, commonly

referred to as 'professionalsr , make up a fourth t¡rpe. This t¡rpe is
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the most widespread throughout North America. The recent

immigrants are mostly femalesì *rr"ru", teachers, mid.-wives.
They either sponsoriheir boyfriends or eveïrtually return to the
home

country. several of these have entered. into

mixed. marriages

with the host society arrd with male dominated ethnic immigrant
communities such as the Indians (Bombay), pakistans, chinese,
and Japanese. This type

is characterized. by maximum contact \vith
the host society, residential mobility, a',d. mixed. marriages. Those
residing in canada strive to migrate to the u.s. for higher pay and
prestige. wtth this t¡rpe , cultural transplant and. persistence are
minimal while assimilation or cultural acquisition is maximal.
The Filipino immigrant garment workers in ïV'innipeg, which
are the focus of this study, represent a fifth

type. Like the immigrants

in the first turo tJrpes, they come from the bottom social stratum and.
have minirnum educational attainment. Unlike the former, the garment
workers under study are overwhelmingty female and. come from a
wid.er area in the home country, although pred.ominantly from the
Tagalog regions.

transplant

.A.s found-

and. minimum

predicted of this fifth

in the first tu/o types, maximum cultural

assimilation should. be expected.

type. This expectation

and.

can be

and prediction is

borne out in the following sections and. chapters.

All these types of Filipino immigrant communities

may be

characterized as labor camps. .A.merica (canad.a) is consid_ered. the
place to obtain the 'good life'. The communities remain oriented.
towards the home country. .Whatever ethnic formations or cultural
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transplants are set up, these are

to increase the efficiency of
the work camp. The immigrantrs earnings are sent home for the
family and for future personal provisions during his retirement. A
d.one

common comment by the

Filipino immigrant is "I will stay here as
long as I have the strength to work." The immigrant,s home
vacatíon at regular intervals during his strong years is climaxed.
by the final home-coming of the retired- worker or his remains.

such is not the case with the three major types of migrations
that
populated the New'world (European, Negro, Native Indian
and

Eskimo). The European, Negro immigrants see the New \)üor1d as
their new=found home both in 1ife and in d.eath. There is little or
no contact with the home country of

origin. For the many

immigrants whose migration had been politically enforced there is
no home to return to.

In summary, the migration to the New World of Filipinos
from different social strata, educational levels, and. period.s has
resulted in several types of immigrant communities. The migration
of Filipino garmen.t workers to 'winnipeg has resulted in a new type.
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Post

-Migration Setting

Filipino Immigrants in'Winnipeg
The

parallel arrangement of cities, towï's,

Canada is a contrast to the
The canadian situation

and.

hamlets in

circular formation found. in the philippines.

is a three-layered. formation:

the urban

centers are at the south, the towns which are mostly single enterprise communities are located north and. make up what is referred.

to as Mid-Canada: and. the hamlets which are mostly Ind-ian reserves
and Eskimo relocation centers are situated. farther north.
winnipeg, a mid-western city of canada, is populated by varied
ethnic immigrant groups. The cit¡r population has grown more from
migration of new inhabitants rather than from a natural rate of

increase. The population in

1901 was 48,000 and gre.w

in

1961 to

475,989 of which 265,429 inhabited the city

proper. This population
increase was followed by a popuration drop. The population of the
city proper declined 66 percent in 1951 and 56 percent in 1961 and
'winnipeg
dropped from the fourth rarges metropolitan area in
Canada to seventh (Ricfr, population Study Ig6L_1968). The
immigrants came mainly from Europe. of the total 1961 Manitoba
population of 92L1686, only 4,.LJJ were rtsiatic while 29r4Z7 were
Indians and. Eskimos. The British immigrants composed the

majority with 396 ,445, followed by rhe ukrainians wirh to1,37z,
and the Germans urith 91 ,846. The French immigrants numbered
83,938 followed by the Dutch wit]n 47 ,78o, the polish immigranrs
wít]n

4,37L , the scandinavians with 37 ,716 , the Jews urith 18 ,BgB ,
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a:nd

the ltalians with 6,476 (Manitoba Mosaic Report

, L97O: 1l_, 13).

The British within the Metropolitan area of winnipeg numbered.
2L3 ,964 or $.95 per cent of the total population of 475,g8g.
According to the Population study for 1968- 1969, the British
urere the most widely ald evenly distributed. immigrant group
although they were more heavily concentrated. in the
and least heavily concentrated

in the North

and.

St.

James area

west Kildonan and

St. Boniface areas. The Ukrainians numbered 53,000 arld were
more concentrated in the North End and point Douglas

areas.

The

Germans numbered 50 1000 and were more concentrated. in the North

Kildonan

area.

The French'were concentrated. in the

st.

Boniface

area while Polish immigrants \¡rere concentrated. in the North

End.

area.

The least dispersed immigrant group \ü-ere the Jews with
75 to p6 percent of them residing in the city, notably in the 'west

Kildonan area (Rictr, population Study I96B-Lg6gr

ro. 4I_42).

The Fílipinos were among the latest to arrive in 'winnipeg.

In the years after 1950, isolated" Filipino teachers started to arrive
in '\l/'innipeg. some nurses and doctors moved. from the u. s. to
'winnipeg
as a result of the former u. s. requirement of t\¡/o years

limited residence for those under the visitor's exchange progr¿rm.
These early immigrants furnished- their classmates and- friend-s with

information on where and how to apply for emplo¡rment in'winnipeg.

ln

L967 CP.A'ir

travel agents took

a¡r active

part in recruiting over

300 Filipino nurses by securing letters of job acceptance and

transportation fare loans from hospitals within the city. The
recruited nurses worked at these hospitals, fuIfilling a turo year
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contract, during which time they paid back the 'fly-now-pay-laterl
loans from deductions made from their monthly

salaries. \llith the

reduction of emplo¡rment need and the change in Canadian Immigration
Policy, the flow of 'professional' immigrants was d.rastically reduced.
and limited. to sponsored siblings, spouses, and- families. Now

'professionalst number approximately 800 and. are resid.entially
dispersed throughout the city, although they tend to coïr.centrate
around the fifteen cigr hospitals where most of them are employed_.
¿\nother estimated 300 work in the various town hospitals and.
schools throughout northern Manitoba where they are
upon

first

their arrival. The number of 'professionals, keeps

assigned

on

fluctuating as those in the northern towns move to the city and. then
later move to the u. s. The arrival of large groups of working-class
'garment' immigrants since L96B abruptly augmented. the number of

Filipinos in 'winnipeg. At this writing the 'garment workers' number
approximately Ir2OO and are residentially concentrated- in the d.owntown northern areas contiguous to the garment factory location

and-

extending towards the city's West End. and North End.

In summary, the Filipinos are among the latest ethnic group
to ioin the predominantly English immigrant population of 'winnipeg.

flrst Filipinos to arrive \rere teachers, followed by nurses and.
doctors movingup from the u.s. who u/ere in turn followed by their
classmates and friends. These early immigrants were largely
The

increased in number by the arrival of hospital-sponsored. nurses

in

L967 and factory-sponsored. garment workers since October 1968.
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The early immigrants

_

all belonged to the

same philippine

social group of 'professionals'. There was no need of setting up a
formal organization since they alread.y mad-e up a circle of closely
associating fellow immigrants, frequently attend-ing each other's

informal gatherings. Any new arrival could. be easily noticed- and.
introduced to the circle of Filipino immigrants. with the arrival
of more immigrants, the one circre of Filipinos splintered. into
several clusters of associating friends based. on such factors as
place of work, similarity of professional training, and Filipino
ethnic group. The arriving new immigrants w.ere noticed. only by
the concerrred cluster of friends and the different groups tended. to
be isolated from each other.

As a corrective to these isolated. cruster formations, a group
of early immigrants 'old timers' set up in 1960 the Filipino_Canad_ian
Association of Manitoba, or Fil-can, with tw.o specific purposes:
(1) to help the ne\rcomers adþst to the Canadian life and (2) tp make

life worthwhile so that the Filipino immigrants would be induced. to
stay in'winnipeg. The officers of the association w-ere mostly
doctors and teachers, several of whom bought houses in d-ifferent

parts of the city. These officers became choice wedding ritual
parents of those who sponsored boyfriends or entered_ into mixed.
marriages with the host population. The association developed into
a

patron-client affair as the ritual parents devoted more time and.

attention to their ritual child.ren and vice

versa.

Those who were

outside the ritual kinship drifted away from the association.

BBNew immigrant nurses and some doctors then arrived-

and.

worked in large groups of thirty to fort¡r in the hospitals within the
city. They associated more with each other than with the early

immigrants. At first they joined the Fil-can but later separated to
form a neur association they named. Kal¡umangi (brown). The ïleu¡comers resented the special patron-status enjoyed by the old-timers
and refused to have

their social

stand.ing measured. on the basis of

their nevness to the place instead of their professional training.
Formed by the end of 1967 , the new association w.as, as the name
indicated, a reaction to the assimilation orientation of the first

association. The founding officers of th. EuJ**ang! revealed two
specific goals of the organization: (1) to help the immigrant maintain
his culture and (2) to set up occasions where Filipino talents
be presented to the host

society. Ä state of rivalry

could,

developed

between the two associations. Many immigrants maintained.

neutralityr rÊfusing to become members of either association so as
not to offend. "my friend who is on the other sid.e". The membership
of the tu/o associations became gradually reduced. to the officers,
clusters of friends. The rivalry between the tu¡o associations
increased with the arrival of the 'garment workers' for whose
membership the tu¡o sets of officers

vied.

They competed with each

other in d.riving the new immigrants around the city, bringing them

to bowling places and fishing grounds, and inducing them to buy

and

sell party tickets.
upon their arrival in 1-968 the

first flight groups of garment

workers proceeded to set up their own association which was class
oriented, as hinted in the name, Filipino Garment workers'

:89Association

.

The organizers of the garment workers formed. their
ou/n association "to 100k after and help our fe110\¡ garment
workers

for our problems are d-ifferent from the professionals,,. This class
association, however, uras short lived. as the officers of the Fil-Can
succeeded in convincing the officers to d.issolve their newly
formed.
association and fuse with them. The fusion 1n ITTO was the
work of
the two sets of officers. The generar body of garment workers

their officers of being 'rsociety and. status seekers who
think they can be on the same revel as the professionals,,. contrary
to the expectations of the officers, the majority of garment w.orkers
accused

became disenchanted and. remained. unconcerned_.

order to renew interest among the majority of neutral
immigrants, the officers of the existing associations decid.ed.
to
Ln

form one united Filipino organization. This move attracted.
the
attention of the immigrants and- a spirited. campaign for officers

and.

for the name of the new association uras carried. out.

The

a contest

name
was chosen as the most neutral
it does not suggest or incorporate i.n any u,ay either of the two
dissolved associations. The seed of division.was, however, evid.ent
in the manner of voting. On election d.ay, February 2g, Ig7O, the
candidates and voters vüere classified into their social or pro_
fessional status. The immigrants erected. officers from cand.id.ates

of their respective classes as their representatives. The top social
stratum or 'Group 1' was composed. of the d.octors, nurses, and.
medical techniciarrs. The second. stratum

or 'Group 11' was
composed of the teachers, engineers , and social workers. The
third class or 'Group 1-11-' uras composed. of the newly arrived.

since

-90garment

vorkers. As the latter

formed. a clear majority of immigrants,

four garment workers were elected. to represent their class while
the
other two groups chose two of their peers. Although the election
organizers made known vocally that "there is absol-utely no intention
of discriminating against any profession", n.ot a few garment workers
mumbled that "they are making

it like at home".

The final break-up between the garment workers and the

'professionals' came three months after the general but classified.
election. Five garment workers hesitantly joined. the contest for

'Miss Philippines-Manitoba' after they rvere assured by the
organizers that educational attainment \¡ras not a factor in the

selection.

On

April

17

,

L7ZO

the five contestants entered the

beauty c-ontest wearing no 'make-up' as they were led. to und.erstand.
that the sole basis of selection was natural physical appearances.
Two canadians and two Filipinos acted. as jud,ges. since

it

was

cohtrary to urhat they had been told, the garment urorkers.w.ere
surprised at the þdges' first question to the contestants: "'what

is your educational attainment?". Not one among the Filipino
'garment' contestants u¡on a place as they u¡ere all eliminated. at
the first question. Their English .w.as not as proficient as those

of the other 'professional' contectants and their nonsensical
responses to other questions w'ere repeated. as jokes. The garment
workers were deeply humiliated and walked out of the auditorium
en masse without witnessing the conclusion of the affair. They
labelled the 'professionals' as the ,shameless ones' (mga walang
hiya) and. resolved to maïì.age by themserves in future. They
stopped inviting the 'shameless professionals' to

their parties

and.

-9rat this writing onry a very few friendships exist between
a garment
worker and a professional.

As a resurt of the recent break avay from the ,professionars,r
the garment workers u/ere easily rallied_ by two Canadians
to form
a neur association which was named philippine
Canada Friendshþ

societv.

The orga'izing Canad.ians .were compretely t^rsted_
since
one of them u¡as a wed'ding ritual parent (ninong)
of two newry

married garment workers. The officers .,rere appointed
by the
canad-ians. one main attractive goar of the association
was

"chartered flights to and from the philippines,,. These canadÍans
presented themselves as investors belonging to ,'Associations
Management Ltd.

"

a'd- asked the appointed. officers to campaign

for charter passengers. The basic cost of a ,one way ticket,
from
to the philippines wourd be onry $375.00 but a deposit
of $175.00 wpuld be required. of each passenger before being
\tr/'innipeg

booked. ¡t tbonus' of $25.00 would be offered for anyone
who
convinced another member to join the chartered. frights. parties
'were held to produce funds

the proposed chartered

for the association a'd to advertise

frights.

The funds from the membership
and. 'ôharter' d-eposits .were put in a

fees, party ticket sales ,
trust bank under the name of the two canad.ians. Those ca'ad.ians
suddenly disappeared and the immigrants realized
that they had
been cheated and exploited. once more. Those who
mad.e rd.eposits,
pleaded with the officers to contact the canadians for
refunds but
always got the ansurer: "we d.o notknow where they are; you
are
not alone ; many of us \i ere fooled-". A few revearing remarks
from
garment workers concerning this incid.ent are as follows:

-92They just made money on us. The appointed. treasurer
did not hold the money but we trusteã-them for
is even a ninong (ritual parent) of_

That is the price of tmsting anybody þst because they
are whites.
Ever¡rbody,lþinks they can fool the uneducated garment
workers. There is no one to help us except our own
selves.

to February L97L the garment workers formed a new socioreligious association which they named after the parish church
located at their residential concentration immed.iately north of the
factory area - The sacred Heart Fllipino Association of 'winnipe

or simply sacred Heart. The organizers were educated. siblings
of the early garment workers encouraged by the parish priest to
set up their own parish association sjnce they formed. a large part

of the congregation. The goal of the association uras both social and

religious and the tspiritual director' was the parish priest himself .
The officers were elected by the members and. social gatherings and.
meetings were to be held at the parish auditorium and classrooms.

Most of the activities sponsored by the officers of the
Sacred Heart are socio-religious practices observed. in the home
country, such as the 'block rosary' and. the rsanta Kruzan'. In

the 'block rosary' a leader is assigned to take charge of his
residence block and his job is to bring along withneighbours, the
Image of the Virgin (Poon) to each residence group where the

rosary is then recited at the house altar. This religious practice

is carrieril out during the 'virgin's' months of May and. october.
In the first year of the association the officers orgalized. a Santa
Kruzan on May 29, L97O. This practice is the most popular annual

'
socio-religious affair
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among the

philippine villagers. It involves

a

procession of persons impersonating both biblical characters and
mundane status professions (doctors, nurses, teachers, lawyers)

originating from the church and proceeding around. the community.
Many of the immigrants bought several copies of the Tribune that

featured their

first santa Kruzan presentation, to keep as souvenirs

to send home. The priest has also introduced. them to another
religious practice - the penitential recollections during the church's
and

lenten season during which five priests are called. in to help in the
recollections and confessions. For wed.ding and. baptismal

celebrations, the parish hall may be rented by the members of the
association for an optional fee. The spiritual ad.visor has also
encouraged other religious devotions and associations familiar to

the immigrants.
In the preceeding section the Filipino associations in 'Winnipeg
have been pointed out. In Figure III below the characteristics of
each association have been arranged. ind.icating how the garment

workers \rere led to form their own association oriented. toward.s
culture transplantation .

ot_
Fieure IIl.

r_t_Sur¡rg¡._of

JuLy. L972

Filipino Associations in 'Winnipeg as of

Time Span

Name of Association

1950- 1955

(Circle of Filipinos)
(Clusters of friends)

1955- 1960
1960- 1970

Class / Status

Orientation

professionals unity
professionals division
Philippine-canadian old-timers
assimilation

Association of
Manitoba or Fil-Can
1967 -1970

1968- L969

K^a¿umangi

Association newcomers

of Manitoba or Kalrumangi

Filipino G.arment

Workers Association
of Winnipeg or

garment

ethnic id.entity

workers class identÍty

Garments

1969-L970

Fil - Can

professionals

assimilation

old-timers
newcomers

stratification

garment workers

L97o-

Filipino Association

of

Manitoba

garment workers

t970-r97r
L97t-

social

Philippine-canadian carradians
chartered home
Friendship Society
garment workers fLights
sacred Heart Filipino garment workers culture transplant

Association
of
'Winnipeg

Contact with the Host Population
The garment workers use code terms to refer to the different

ethnic groups and persons with whom they are in contact. The
caucasian is referred to as puti (white), the American as cano

(from Americano), the Canad.ian as Ca'a (from Canadian), the
native American Indian as Pana (Arrow), and the Negro as ltim

(black). M"!g (eye) is used to refer to the watchful factory foreman,
while Matanda (old) refers to the elderly non-Filipino co-workers.
An informant gave the main reason for the use of these code terms:

"They might think we are talking against them".

-95The garment factory, where a large percentage of the host

ethnic immigrant population is represented., continues to be the
primary area of contact with the host society. The majority of
the canadia' garment factory workers are fairly recent
immigrants from the disturbed countries of northern Europe,
notably the ukraine, poland and czechoslovakia. Like the
Filipino, they came to 'winnipeg in their younger years and" thus
are in a good position to und.erstand. the Filipino ne.wcomers. M*y
have befriended the Filipino co-workers and eïì.couraged them with

the words: "In our time nobod.y cared- a'd. we know how you feel,,.
The Filipinos immediately reciprocated the kindness of their
Canadian co-workers by ad.opting them as "mommy,,. since

their

co-workers are themselves in the process of learning the English
language, the Filipino workers are able to find courage to talk with

them. An informant related:
'We

were shy,at fi"r, to speak. \Ã/e .were ashamed of talking
'wrong English. But when we heard
them (canadián .å-*ã"i."r)
we discovered that we are all the same. so we talked English
even if lots of mistakes. we thought at first that asl,cng a-s it
is a white he klo¡,rs English. our-Mo--y asked us
where we
learned to speak Englisñ.
The five fLight groups of Filipino garment workers .were

for trial in ten factories. The number of factories employ_
ing Filipinos rose to t\renty-two when the ten flight groups arrived
accepted

in 1969. one flight group may be split into as many as eleven factories
(Table iX).
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iX. Distribution of 1-968-L969 Flight

Groups into Factory

Flight Group No. No. of Factories

Flight Group No. No. of Factories

1968

L969

One

One
Two

.)

Two

Three
Four
Five

4
5
6
2

B

10

Three

6
10
7

Seven

10
6
6
11

Four
Five
Six

Eight
Nine
Ten

I

The factory groups remained as rarge as the fright groups although
urith different members. Thus , the factory group represents a

significant factor in pulling together the different flight groups and,
with the large size maintained, any culture shock is made much
more bearable (Table X[ Appendix II).
Table

XI. ?!Zç and Composition of Filipino Factory
1968-1969

Factory
'Rice

'Western

'Peerless
rolympic

Flight Group Composition
L96B Flieht No. 1969 Flight No.
Size
_ 1O__ L
__ 28__2r3r4,5,TrgrL}_SB
- 13 -- 3,4
25 -_ !',2',6',j',g',1O _ ãg

- 2g-- 2,3',4,5
'Freed' -- .L7 -- Ir3
'Great Westerrr' 0 -Pantsr-'Marr.
O -tAcmet
O-jrljlpit'
0 -fWescott'
7 -- 2,4
0
--'Jlrnior'
'-9dr. !pt". -- 7 -- 3,4
'Cdn. Shirts-- 0 -United'
0 -4--4,5
]tanJay'
'Victoria - 0-f

Groups,

g' '
15 -- 2,416,8
4

__

_ 32
_ á,
29 __ L'r3'r4'r;r6r7 'rBrrc_áõ
23 __ t'r1'r5',1'rg' ' _ 13

22__L'r4'rS'r7'r-BrIO _ã2

zt __ 3',4',6',i',8' tI
13 -- 2',4',5'r.t0 - rO
tg -- I'13'16'18 - 19
_ 1.4
T -_ L',lo
13 -- 2',S,7 rIO
_ 13
_ L2
L2 -- 1,',é'rtO
_g
5--2',2',7
g __2'r;'r7rIO
_ t
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Table Kcont'd.

Factorv

Flight Group Composition

L96B Flieht
tPanther

0
0

lFloridat

rSuperior
'Richlu'
rSpts.

tJacob'Easet :- --

6
0
5

0

__ 109

Total

No.

L969 Ftisht No.

Size

B
7

3,4,g

B

5

9,10

7
6
5
5
2

2

0

t

o

2,6,1-0

))

_?oo
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Gradually, the initial r¡rarrn tmother-d.aughter' relationship
between the Filipinos and

their 'Mommy' co-workers turned. into

cold.

indifference. Apparently this was due to three main reasons:
(1) work competition, (2) food differences, and (3) value d.ifferences.
The Filipinos eagerly accepted 'over-time' and. 'part-time' work even

at lower u/ages. This weakened the bargaining pover of the old
workers who formerly could demand higher .wages by refusing to
work over-time. The canadian workers began to look no longer
upon the FÍlipinos as 'children' but rather as "those who are hungry

for money". The Filipinos ate d.ifferent food preparations and this
drew negative comments from their non-Filipino co-workers. The

Filipinos, on the other hand, after tasting the 'canadian, food in
their 'Mommy's' homes, found the dishes foreign to their taste and.
gradually sought \rays to evade further invitations. In the factory
they ate their food well out of sight of their Canadian co-workers.
An informant related:

if we do not like their food we pretend that we like it.
say'It is very nice'. We even ask ho* to cook it. As

Even

'We

soon as \re go home \re are very hungry and we

hurry to eat

-98again. It is better to go to a Filipino house for you
become full and there it is happy. You go to a
Canadian house and you are given wine and they
even ask you to smoke and give you different food.
The Canadian 'Mommys' tried to counsel their 'children' Filipinos
to adopt certain values that went against the new immigrantst rstrong'

feelings. This alienated the 'Mommy' who uras expected. to be a
substitute for the Filipino's absent parents. One Filipino worker
related:
Before we all had. Mommys. Now we have given them up.
It is irritating the way they like to d.ictate how you should
spend your money. They tell you not to send money to your
parents every month. They say a gift on Christmas is
enough. _ They say: 'Why are you sending all your money
home. Save for your future. You cannoi be supporting
your parents and family all your life. Move to ã bettef

apartment. Don't sacrifice everything for your family'.
They are surprised when \Me say that we are supporting
brothers and sisters. But we cannot do what they say.
That is for them. They have different customs so why
follow them.

The Filipinos tend to move to fewer and fewer factories after

fulfilling their two-year work contract. There are three

main

factors involved in the decision to move to another factory (1) tfre
presence in the factory of many Filípinos, (2) the reputed kindness

(mabait), understanding (maunawain), and jovial disposition (mabiro)
of the factory staff ,

and- (3) tfre

possibility for over-time or part-

time work and higher salary. As there is a constant flow of
information on the factory cond-itions, the arriving sponsored
immigrants and those whose work contracts have expired are
warned- of the 'bad'

factories and motivated to apply to the 'good-'

ones. At this writing the Filipinos are concentrated. in ten factories,
four of which have approximately one hund.red workers each. In

-99these popular factories the mecha¡rics and garment cutters are also

Filipinos, most of whom ìvere already familiar to the operators
while still working in the home country.

,t

second major area of contact

is the residence location.

The resid.ence movement is characterized. by a gradual spread.ing
out into mo1ç streets and postal zones followed by a steady movement into fewer streets and

zones. The lmmigration Officers

selected the \tr/'est End of the city as the resid.ence location for the

first

L96B

'trial' recruits. The L96B workers

expand.ed_

to the south

later to the North End until the group was dispersed. throughout
ten postal zones ,n L97t (Table X1.0,
and

Table XII-. \llidest Area of Residential Expansion From a sample
of L97l- Forty Filipino Resident. G"orrp" (S". lnãå.

No. of Resid"ence Groups
15

No. of Streets

Postal Zone

I4

'Winnipeg

7

2

\trIinnipeg 1-0
\tr/innipeg 4
Winnipeg L3
'Winnipeg

6

6

3

3

J

3

2

2

\llinnipeg

1

L

'Winnípeg

T

1

1

1-

Winnipeg 9
'Winnipeg 1-{

L

1

\tr/innipeg 1g

40

39

The main reason

3

16
1

10

for the initial residential expansion of the

Filipino immigrants was that their nMommy' canad.ian co-workers
advised them to move into rbetterf and- 'cheapert residences which

.
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Location: Zones 2,
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Filipino Garment'Workers' Residential
1968 Re sidence
L969 Re sidence
1971 Residence
197 2 Re sidence

Distribution
Distribution
Distribution
Distribution
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10
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-101 often meant the 'Mommy's' house or location. Thus, from their
original residence in the west End, the five fltight groups from
1968

split into eleven resid.ence groups while the ten ftight groups

from 1969 spread into forty-five. Newly arriving flight groups
are split into as mafly as nineteen smaller groups and- join an
already established resideïr.ce group, depending on the availability of bed space (Table XIID.
Table XIIL Djstribution of the 1968_1969 Flight Groups of

Filipinos into Resid.ence Groups

Flight Group No. No. of &:sidences

Flieht Group No. No. of

L968

1969

One

4

One

Ig

Two

3

Two

7

Three
Four
Five

5

Three

4

5

Four
Five
Six

I

J

The residence groups

tenrd.

B

8

Seven

72

Eight

7

Nine
Ten

7

13

to concentrate around. the ethnic

catholic churches (French, Polish, ukrainians, Italians,
czechoslovakian) where the Filipino workers go on sundays to

fulfill their religious devotions.

The members of the residence

groups belong to different flight groups. This is another

significant factor in pulling the Filipino garment workers together
(Table xIV, Appendix III). A total of rL4 from the five Lg6B fLight

Residences

LOz -

groups and 285 from the ten f1ight groups in 1969 originally resided

in a total of 49 streets, of which
from 46 to 10 immigrants.
moved-

Street
(in code)
Md

Wr

Le
St
Bn
Mn
WW

Ce
Gd
\trIr

SK
Oe
Se
\À/m

od
Tt
Cn
Ge

Mcn
As
Bs
Ry

My

Gy '-:

\ÂIy

He

G"y
Lae
Re

Ms

of Filipino Residence Groups,

T4!"*position

Fli.eht Group Composition
.

An

ùly nine workers in the sample later

- 196q

1-

Á"d

total gro-up size ranging

to either live alone or w'ith some tprofessionals,.

Table XTV. Size

To
En

14 had a

L96B Flieht No.

--L,2,3,4,
L4--3,4
0._

39

0-0 -0-12 __3,4
0-0 -0--

L4

--2,5

0 -5 --2

4 --r

9 --1 ,3,4,5
5 --5

o--

7 --3
0 --

Size

L969 Etieht N..
L7
10

-- r 1416,7 ,B rg
-- 1",2,3

27--5,8,9,10
20--2,3,4,L0
20 -- 6,7 ,B,g
L99 -- 6,7
6 --'J',4,6
6
L77 -- 5,7 ,r0

5--9,10
1.4
4--B,9,IO
15

n __
0

T2

-- 4

6 __ 10
6

--L'4'5
I --9
4 --L12
B --Lr4

0

--

113

o-o-0-o--

--7"8'9
6 -- 1,1-0
6 --2
6 --7

=-5
0-0--

0

5

o-Q--

0 --

0-0-o-0-0

7

5
5

-- r
-- L,2

5--z
5--4,9
5--6,8
4--1,5,10
4--2'4'6
4--6
3 -- I,6
3 --2

46
24
21.

20
20

t9

1B

L7
15
L4

I4
1.2

11

10
9
9
B

7
7

7
6

6
6
5
5
5
5
5
5

4
4
I

-a

.)
a

!)
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Table XIIV cont'd.
Size

9treet_ .
un cod_e,)

t96B Flieht

No.

1969 Flieht No.

An
o-,'Fm
O -Be
0 -Ln
0-sk
o-B1
0-Pe
0-Ad
1. -- I
Ct rEn rAy,
Cl,As,Lun,Ey--0-LL4

49

3-3 -3 -3-2-2-2--

a

3

.)

4rB

J

7',LO

3
3
2
2
2

a

7'
r
5
5

1-

7-- 4,5,5,7,7,7
285

7xI
s99

After this initial residential expansion the garment workers
gradually moved to the areas immediately north and north-west of the

factory location where they are presently concentrated. The southern
area uras vacated

there nou¡ remain only two secondary residential
areas, the North End. and the 'west End. There are three guiding
and-

factors by which the Filipino workers select a residential areas

(1) proximit¡r to the factory , (2) proximiry to a Catholic Church,
and. (3) preseTLce

in the area of fellow Filipino immigrants.

,t third major area of contact,
is the residential

home

and perhaps the most intimate

,

or Bahay. The immigrants continue to live

together in groups that average five members; This is an important

adþstive means since it was used- by them while they were migrant
workers in the home country. A significant characteristic of the
house group

is the fact that the members attempt to integrate them-

selves with the family of the house owner or apartment rcaretaker' by

_ LO4 _
adopting them as "Mommy" and

"Daddy". "Mommy'', "Dad.d.y",

and-

l

their children are invited to the celebrations or hand-a of the house
group. The "Mommy" -ay return the invitation to her "child.ren-like"
(parang anak) tenants and teach them how to cook canad.ian food.. In

this area the new immigrants are becoming increasingly aware of
cultural differences in family life. They are thus able to make comparisons and comments in favor of their familiar values: "our
custom is much

better.

They are different so why follow them".

Another significant characteristic of the house group is the
constôrrt shift of its members often caused by conflicts that may
develop from the violation of the 'house

rules'.

The erd.est

immigrant in the group assumes the role of mother or ina while the
youngest is considered the bunso (youngest child). The rest are
ranged in status accord.ing to their ages. The member with the
highest educational attainment gets a special status as a contact

person with the larger society,

i.e.

paying

bilts, receiving agents,

calling the taxicab. The commonly given reason for this is that
"the educated know English better and will not be

shamed.

or fooled.".

The 'eld-est "mother" assigns the house duties or "duty-duty" among
the members , each one getting alternately assigned. d.ays to cook,

clean, and buy groceries. Each member washes his own clothes
although there is a tend.ency for the members to

d-o

laundry

and-

ironing in pairs of I'intimate' or 'mag-asawa' spouse-like members.
The members of the house group come from different 'fltight groups',

factory groups , and Philippine ethnic groups. This is an important
house group characteristic which makes

it

the most effective means
to bring the garment workers into close physical contact. 'With the
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arrival of sponsored sibrings, spouses, and. 'cr.ients'

and.

their

forming of a new house group with the sponsoring worker, conflict
is less likely to develop. A strong force of utang na loob or debt

of gratitude is established. between the sponsored_ immigrants

and

their sponsor which over-rid-es any conflict and- keeps the house
'family' group much more stabre. The sponsoring worker
a stronger mother

assumes

role. often a sponsored. sibling entrusts his

or her salary to the spoïtsor.
At this time there is a noticeable trend among the garment
workers to move to a cheaper old apartment or house where there
are already house groups. Ther.e is a strong tendency for d.ifferent
house groups to merge and occupy a 'full house' where the landlord.
does not

live with them (Table X,V). Another increasing practice

is the purchase of a resid.ential house und.er one or more
immigrantsr names, with fellow workers as boarders or tenants.
As of this writing, there are over t\¡enty old residential houses

'bought' (on mortgage) in the area of residential concentration,
costing from $14,000 to $15,000. There are three reasons
commonly given

for buying a house or renting a whole house:

(1) "You can cook any food- you want", (z) "The more Filipinos
the happier", and (3) "You can make as much noise as you .w-ant,,.
The immigrants make frequent

and. unannounced.

visits to each

other's 'houset and may suddenly become engrossed. in merrymaking to the annoyarrce of the landlord and non-Filipino tenants.
out of rshame' the house group searches for a new house "where
'Mommyt and tDaddy' are kind.

and.

und.erstand.

Filipinos".

The
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Filipinos prepare native d.ishes whose smell may 'invade' the whole
house and disturb the non-Filipino resid.ents w.ho joke about ,,that
rotten stuff". Rather than charge their taste, the immigrants look
for a tfuIl' house "where nobod.y interferes". In a sampre of 250
garment workers divided into 70 house groups, L1 occupy a
whole
house. The immigrants living alone , tnag-rorooming' in

,

sample are those who have some college education and left
house groupg due to conflict of status wÍth the eldest

the

their

'mother,.

Table X V. Size of a Sample of 250 FLlipino Garment 'Workers

No. ofMembers No. of "FulI"Houses No. of¿tpartments

1.-O
20
30
4O

5o
6B
7L
B1
10
Total

@

0

10

0

19

15

o

11

o

4

0

o

0

o

0

0

0

1

0

0

11

30

?o

Mention'should also be mad.e of several minor areas of contact:
buses, stores , banks , churches, hospitals, schools, nursing homes.
In these areas, contact tend.s to be reduced. and carried. out on a
group basis due to the combined- factors of environmental setting

and-

the immigrantsr practices. one metropolitan bus commutes all the
way from the North End to the factory area and. then proceed.s to
the
\trIest End, thus covering alrflrree resid.ential

concentrations. The

_r07_
The riding immigrant is seldom alone. Going to a¡rd from
the factory
by public bus has been drasticarly reduced. by setting
up private
chaperone or sundo transportation

'service'.

The immigrant workers

are divided into chaperone groups and are 'serviced.' by approximately
tu/enty fellow Filipinos who have purchased cars.
The garment workers patronize some eth¡ic stores, such as
the chinese, Portuguese, and. ukrainian ones, rocated within
the

factory area. In the city's rargest department store they buy
groceries en masse every Friday afternoon and. saturday, making

it a regular
up the

meeting

place. In L969 a 'professional' Filipino

set

first ethnic corner store in the main area of the ,garmentst

residential concentration. And. in early 1972 a garment worker
put up a second sari-sari(assorted) store in the .West End..
The
workers patronize the five banks immediately south of the factory
concentration. These banks have become gathering places every

Friday afternoon when the week', pu.y is d.eposited. The majority
of workers have five Filipinos as their doctors for the obvious
reason that "you can explain everything easily in Tagalog". .Where

non-Filipino doctor is involved, the more highly educated friends
are asked to come along, "just in case my English is racking',.
A small number (about eighty) of workers attend evening classes
a

in two training centers for ¡short courses', such as typing. They
enroll in groups of two or more " just to give company" to someone
who

is really interested. The Engtish class may be an exception,

where the immigrarrt prefers to be alone because "a companion
might repeat my mistakes to other workers and. I do not w.ant to be
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laughed at".

As mentioned in a previous section, the garïnent workers
have concentrated themselves resid.entially around. an eth¡ic French

catholic church where they have formed their own ethnic church
Association. This church has become more a meeting place for
fellow Filipino workers than a contact place with the larger host
society since the Filipinos only attend one ,English Mass,. when
several workers recently transferred to the d.ifferent nursing
homes in the city to be employed. as ord.erlies and. nurse's aid.es,
they were appalled by the practice of separating the aging parents
from the family. The whole institution of the nursing home counters
the immigrants' family values
of their village

and. has mad.e them

strongly d.efensive

culture. This is revealed in the following

remarks

Here the old ones are pitiful for they are alone in the
nursing home
I_want my children to groui up in the phitippines to learn
the Filipino custom before thèy come here.

-will stay here while still strong
old and live in the Philippines. I
Ín a nursing home like here.
I

and go home when I am
am Jfraid to be thrown

we are here only for the money. But life is much happier
at home for you have all your iarents and grandpu.".rifi
You have everythinq hele but yog cannot enjoy it very
much because your iamily is nôt here.
A Filipino is a Filipino and he will not change and throw
pway his parents for he does not vant the salne d.one to
him. In our home, the more age the more honor.
Contact with the larger host society has been d,rastically
reduced even further through the presence within the group of
garment workers of persons providing various kind-s of services:

barbers, hairdressers, d.ressmakers, photographers,

food. agents,

:
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cosmeticians, and furniture movers. For other services they patronize a few familiar toutsidel persons such as furniture
agents,

insurance representatives, income tax rmakers¡, and. realtors.

In summary, the Filipino immigrant garment workers tend

to reduce their contact with the larger host society through:
(L) factory concentrô.tion , (2) residential concentration (3) ohousen
concentration

, (4) duplication

of need"ed services, and (5) patronage

of familiar agents and institutions. contact is carried. out in groups
which results in largely reducing any strain and. uneasiness that may

arise due to differences in practices

and.

values.

Conclusion

In this chapter we have dealt with the immigrantsr village
background-, low social stratum, a'd. pred.ominantly Tagalog

regional area of origin. We have pointed. out the western inflrrences
and the training in urban life and factory work habits which are the
major factors in their migration to winnipeg. The recruitment
process has been seen as the important factor in the formation of
the garment workers as a new type of Filipino immigrant comrnqnit¡r

in the New \tr/orld. In investigating their factory, residential, thousel,
associational movements w-ithin their first three years in the city,
we have observed. a gradual reduction of contact with the Filipino
educated tprofessionalr immigrants and- the host immigrant population.
tostead, they have maximized. their contact with one another.forming
and-

a close-knit ethnic class community with a social organization

and.

cultural content analogous to those of the home viltage. The social
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organization is d.iscussed in Chapter IV while the culture content

is presented in chapter v.

An inside view of the immigrants¡

fortune in coming to Canada may be gathered from the emotional
and

yet historical poetry Tula found in Appendix I, several

copies of which have been sent to the family and relatives left in
the home country.

CHAPTER IV
SOCTA,L ORGANIZATTON

Introduction
The Filipino immigrant garment workers in 'winnipeg are
organized into three networks composed. of a series of
units of memberships through which each member is known and identified: (1)
The

structural Network , (2) The stratification Network, and (3)
The
Behavioural Network. The structural units refer to the
social
d-ivisions based- on a certain fact, event, or agency whichmakes
the
membership permanent. The stratification units refer
to the social
divisions based on marriage , work, property, and. the ,id.eal,

which are indicative of status. The behavioural units refer
to those
social divisions based on alliance and conflict which are indicative
of the nature of a personrs interpersonal relationships. Fourteen
structural, eighteen stratificational, and. eleven behavioural units
may be distinguished (Figure
emphasized

IV).

Each social network has an

effect.

Through the structural network the members are
pulled together within a stable boundary of social operation,
while

through the stratification network they are oriented to operate
within
a social value and pattern of behaviour. Through the behavioural

net\rork each immigrant is caught in maximum interpersonal contact.

-11L-

_ 1.L2 _

A more concrete concept of the social organization may be
illustrated by the following: (1) an immigrant's d.iary , (2) a faatory
group, and (3) a house group. The first illustration consists of
excerpts from the personal diary of a garment \rorker. The second.

illustration is a report of my work as a 'bundle boy' in a garment
factory from June 1st to September 30th , Ig7L. The third illustration

is a historical account of a 'house' group in its first three years.
Fizure lV. Social Organ_ization Network Units of the Filipino Garment
Workers in Winnipes, L9722
Network

Base

Structural

home country

host country

Units
1. village 2. language
3. house {. factory
5. trial 6. flight
7. year B. house
9. street 1-0. factory

Effect

1. parent 2. married
3. steady 4. marriageable

Orientation

Boundary

1L. bank l-2. church
13. chaperone 14. kínl
family

Stratifica-

tion

marriage

g. old
work

6. mechanic 7. cutter
B. floor lady p. office

10 . aid/orderly 11 .
work 12. time work

property

piece

13. helper
14. house ou/ner 15. car
o'wners l-6. with furniture I
appliances

Behaviour

ideal:
a) physical
b) cultural
alliance

conflict

l-7. Caucasian vs. Filipino
1B. Filipino vs. Caucaãian
1. unintroduced. 2. known Communication
3- ;f,nie-rrd.6j.:i,: i .ì,: ii .,.,r-, I.,
4. joking circle $. boat'group

6. spouse partner
7. estranged B. verbal aggression
9. physical aggression 10. shameless 11. dead

_ L13

Stnrctural Units
Certain groupings found in the home country retain their force
in the new place. These are among the first units of membership
that
are established on first contact

and. used.

as ad.d.itional reference a'd

identification items for each immigrant worker. The new immigrant
is
introduced' to co-villagers, kababayan, which refers to persons
coming from
the same or adjacent villages in the home country. This unit of
membership is established by the question: "where are you from in our
place?,,
This unit is acquiring greater importance with the annual chartered.
vacation flights to the home country during which time co_villagers
act as mail, gift, or information carriers to a'd. from each other,s
families. closely related to the vi[age units are the ranguage or

dialect groups. The immigrant is introduced to those who understand
and speak the same ptnlippine ethnic ranguage, nagkakaintindi.
The garment factory groups in the home country continue
to
operate as identification marks of the immigrant. This unit
is

established with the question: "'where did you enter (work)
in our
place?" and- is then folrowed. by the mention of former co-\¡a¡þsrs

or

ka-pabrica (with the same factory). Related to this unit are the ,house,
groups forrned by the workers in their first movement to
the home
country's capital city. The members refer to each other as former
'houseflates' 'or ka-bahay. An interesting observation is that,these

former 'house-mates' d.iscourage each other from staying together in
the new place: "'we know each other arready very well,,.
Members of the same recruitment group or 'trial' applicants
continue to refer to each other as'co-trial'or ka-trial. This
unit is

established. with the
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inquiry: ,,\[/ith

whom did you apply and take the

trial?" closely related to this 'trial' unit is the 'flight, group into
which
the immigrants have been d.ivid.ed. for their movement
to their new place.
This unit is established by the question "'what group
are you?,,, and.
the members refer to each other as ka-.qroup/batch and
gathe¡ annuall/
ranniversary'
to celebrate their
or arrival 'reunion, party.
The

celebration may mean a group d.inner in one of the chinese
restaurants
or an excursion to some resort area.

tr

the new prace the immigrants have formed into eight
units of
membership. The layers found in the immigrant population
are

established by the various forms of recruitment

and_

are indicated by

their year of entry. These year units indicate status. The
ronger
the immigrant year group has been in the new place,
the more respect
and status he

achieves. some of the groups are as forlows: (1)
'tria1/mother'group, (2) Lg6g recnrirs , (3) 7g7o,Holla¡rd,group,

1968

Ø) 197I sponsored kin, and (Ð tgZZ 'job-acceptance, or CpAir
recruits. This unit is established by the question: "How/when did
you come here?"
The immigrants are referred. to by mentioning their present
previous 'house-mates' in the new place. As will be shown
in the

and.

illustrative survey of a'house-group', this unit is a major integrative
unit among the garment workers. This unit is established with
the
question: "who are/were your house companions?,, A
crosery related.
unit is the 'streetr or 'postal zone' group. The street and postal
zone
of residence are used- as id.entification information for each
member,

i.e.

from Osborne/Winnipeg

lJ. This residential unit is

established by the inquiry, "'where do you rÍve?", folrowed
by mention
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of neighbours or kapit=bahay.
The garment factory of emplo¡rment, whether past or present,

is used to identify each immigrant worker. Ninety percent of the
Filipino workers berong to t\¡o factory groups: (L) pang-araw or d.ay
group and (2) pang-gabi or night group. As will be indicated in the
second illustrative report on a factory group, this unit is an import_
ant integrating factor'. Membership in this unit is established by
the question: "Where are/were you entering?,,
The immigrant workers may be identified with the bank they
patronize. The 'bank' group is large as only the five banks
immediately south of the factory location are patronized.. several

workers maintain two of these banks, "oïre for saving and one for

withdrawing". The bank group membership is established by the

inquiry:

"'Where do you drop your money?"

Over eighty-five percent of the immigrant workers are 'eatholicsr.
There are three minority church groups: (1) protestant (2)
Jehovah,
and (3)

Iglesia. The first two minority church groups

have become

active within the church in the larger host society. The 'Iglesia'
Iglesia Ni christo (church of christ) is a philippine founded church
and has no counterpart

in the new place except among the Filipino
communitíes in California where they have 'brothers' and. make annual
'mission' trips. The members of the 'IgIesia' hold bible services in
each other's houses and go from house to house to enlighten or
paliwana.q

their fellow Filipino immigrants. church membership is

established by the cautious question: "Are you catholic?"
The immigrant workers are divid.ed. into trarisportation chaperone
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or sundo groups. Â garment worker car owïLer may make as many as
six chaperone tservicest invorving six different sund.o groups in a d.ay.
Membership in a chaperone group may be established by the question:
"'Who chaperones you when and. w-ith whom?"
\ÃIith the

arrivar of sponsored sibrings , relatives, and spouses

the garment workers are re-grouping themselves into kin or family
groups and forming thouset groups. The composition of the kin group

is becoming increasingly that of the factory

sponsored. worker and. her

personally sponsored husband and their jointly sponsored siblings
and cousins in 'event numbers. The members of the kinship group
are established by asking "Do you have a sibling here?"
member is referred. to as ,sibling/sporrse/sponsor of_,.

and, each

Stratification Units

sex.

There are five stratification units in the areas of marriage ald.
The lowest stratum is composed. of those who have passed. the

marriageable age and are still unmarried at their thirtieth birthday.
They are jokingly, but pejoratively, referred to as 'already old',

na. or tthe left oversr, nai\ralan. The common reason given
by the members of the community for passing the marriageable age with-

matanda

out being married is lack of good manners or physical beauty. There
are

, however, alleviating

and nobre reasons

for becoming

'old.'

,

such as the support of siblings in their education, or na.qpapaaral,
and being the only breadwinner of the famiry,

or nagpapakain.

The

next stratum is composed of those who are still within the marriage_
able age, dala.qa/binata. Most of these are young sponsored sisters
and brothers who are

in their early twenties. unlike those who are

Lt7 'already old' and have rsilent birthd.ay' celebrations, those who belong
to this 'eligible' stratum indulge in elaborate birthday celebrations

and

intense socialization I'so that I might become lucky',. The
next
stratuln is composed of those who are already
'going stead.yr. The
majority of the immigrant workers belong to this stratum who
have

either left behind a boyfriend/girlfriend in the home country or

have

found one irr the new prace. The absent rsweetheartr is pubricry
known among the community and. there is a subtle pressure
,sponsor,,

to
for an unexplained delay would be interpreted as a ,breuk-rp, or
outright lie told in order to enha'ce oners status. socialization
among

this group is subdued, since

'somebod.y might

steadyr' The next stratum is composed. of those
mqy asawa (with spouse). The members of

an

report to my

,rvho

are married.,

this stratum are increasing

with the arrival of more spoïr.sored. rstead.ies'

and.

the subsequent

mandatory marriage within thirty d.ays upon the 'stead.yrs¡ arrival.
The married immigrant is referred. to as having embarked.
on a ,settled
and quiet

lifer with 'no more problems'. The status is evid.enced. by the

establishment on the occasion of the wed.d.ing ceremony of murtiple
pairs of ritual parents drawn from those who have reached. the

top

stratum of parenthood and ritual siblings d.rawn from one,s friend.s
The birth of a child elevates the married couple to the top stratum
of parents a'd they are referred. to as now having a ,responsibility'
and able to 'give counsel'to others. The father or tatay receives
a

title of respect,

, while the mother or nanay is henceforth
respectfully called Ali"g. The birth of a child is
'God's approval,
of the marriage

Man.q

the 'only repaJrrnent for one,s parental d.ebtr,
i.e. gift of birth. The parental status is evidenced by the creation
and.

.

-
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of a large baptismal rituar kinship group made up of multiple pairs
of
co -paren ts, compadre s (co -fathe rs) and. command.re s (co
-mothe rs).
In the area of work there are eight

strata.

The bottom stratum

is composed of those who work as 'helpers' or katulong, which refers
to the load carrier bundle boy or na.qbubuhat, the janitor or na.qwawalis,
or the dishwasher, naghuhu.qas. Those who are in these most menial
jobs are secretive about their tbad. luck' or malas and.
ind.icate their
dissatisfaction with the comment that'r they are looking for a better
job". The next strafirm is composed. of those roperators, who are
paid the regular or hourly minimum u¡age or ¡time workersr. They
are referred to as weak or mahina and. the majority of them are

unskilled recently sponsored siblings who can find no other work.
The next stratum is composed of those operators who are paid by

their piece production

and. hence

are referred to as ,piece or

speed.,

workers. They tmake the quotar and. are strong malakas and_ there fore have the easy chance to get rich, may¿rman. Most of these are
'old-timers' who are picked. out for 'over-tíme' work and. are easily
accepted for 'part-time' work in another factory. They are also
selected to d-o tsample work' due to their expertise. The next
stratum is composed of those who have transferred. from the garment
factory to work as nurse's aid.s and. ord.erlies in the hospitals and.
nursing homes. Most of them come from the tHoland.' groups and
from the newly arrived sponsored. siblings who have attained- some
college education in the home country but are unable to find. work

in their area of training in the new place. They are paid the
minimum hourþ vrage but the prestige is derived from the fact that
"they speak better Englishr put on white uniforms, work in

a

-LLghospital, and have a chance to stud.y". ooly two workers
have so far
successfully trained as licensed practical nurses (LpN)
after quitting
factory work. The next stratum is mad.e up of those
who work in the
factory offices and are hence referred. to as ,office,
workers. These
are garment workers who have been promoted. to work
as secretaries,
t¡rpists, ticket collectors , a'd. receptionists as a result
of their
training in these fierds. This group has been ¿rugmented
by the

arrival of sponsored

educated. sibrings and. other

recruits

who

'covered upt their educational attainment in ord.er to be qualified
a
recruit. They are paid the minimum hourly wage but their prestige
comes from the fact that roffice' connotes education
and. mental

work.

The next stratum

is

made up of

the 'froor ladies'. o:rry a

very few number have reached. this stage and. many of
them are
assistant floor ladies whose main job is interpreting
instructions

to

the less efficient in Engrish. Goly one has
und.er the sponsorship

trained." u. floo" r.áy
of the factory where she works. Their

prestige is enhanced by their reputed. speed., expertise,
education,
ìvage, and their 'power' to recommend. empl0¡rment of
a newry

arrived worker. The garment 'cutters' make up the next
stratum,
most of which are the males in the 196g and 1969
'flight, groups.
They have been augmented by the sponsored brothers
and ,boyfriends' who have trained. as rcuttersr. The top stratum
is mad.e

up

of the 'mechanics', most of which have been sponsored.
by the factory
on the recommendation of the 'froor lad.ies'. These
are the familiar
mechanics in the major factories in the home country
and. most of
them are concentrated in the rarger rfactory groups, in
the new

place. Their prestige is derived from their higher wages and
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own

training. There are fifteen

mechanics and., as most of them

cars, they chaperone workers to and. from work.

In the fierd of property there are three strata.
The bottom
stratum is made up of the majority who own furnitures
and. appriances,
gamit or kasan.qkapan, most important
of which are television and.
stereo sets, sewing machines, t¡rpewriters,
tape-recorders, tables
ald chesterfields, cook u.are, cõuneras, an. radio-alarm
clocks.
The''middle stratum is composed- of the few but
steadily increasing
number of car owners, most of u¡hom own
second. hand. or used cars
bought from Firiptno 'professionals, who
are leaving the prowince.
Members of the house groups encourage the ,richepf
among them
to

buy a car and offer any financial herp as rong
as ,ryou chaperone usl,.
The top stratum is composed of those who have
purchased resid-ence
houses. The number of house
'wr€rs increased. when an eldei:ly
Filipino 'professionarr entered. the realty business
agency. The

immigrant, on occasion of cerebrating their wed.ding,
the arrir4al of
a sponsored sibling, or the birth of a child. are
tord ,,no.w you caïl
buy a house". A few houses have been acquired.
on a dual ownership
basis by two intimate 'spouse' partners or ,magasawa,.
owning a
house is considered the urtimate mark of wearth.
The prestige is
enhanced by the stability and freedom of
'making arl the noise you
urarrt and cooking any

foodyou liket. The house-o\¡/ner has immigrant
workers as tenants which erevates him to the patron
status of ¡tmo or
Master.
In the area of physical appearance, the immigrant,s
status
increases in proportion to his having traits approxirnating
those of
the caucasian or puti (white) : white skin, pointed
ïlose , curry hair,
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blue eyes, extended eye lashes, tail

figure. such a person is referred

to as 'pogi', (inversion of the spanish word for hand.some, quapo),
or maganda (beautifuI) or artista (actor/actress). In contrast, the
person who has t¡rpical Pino.v (Filipino) features, such as dark skin

or itim, 'flat'nose, straight
as pangit or

d.ark

ug1y. certain beliefs

hair,

and.

short stature, is

and practices

dubbed.

exist regarding the

acquisition of the Caucasian physical ideal:
The conceiving wom¿rn who craves for some 'white' food.,
object, or person will give birth to a handsome
white ¡ãby.
pulling of the child's r.ose will extend and sharpen
9r:**t
tne ïlat nose.
Babies born-in the new place w-ill acquire

curly eyelashes.

fair skin and extended

will become white with extend.ed. residence
in the new place. Becoming black is the price of going t
for vacation.
"-.
one_'s complexion

standing immediately after mears or on any occasion
make one grour tall, slender and tsexy'.

will

Eating grapes will give a delícate fair skin.
In the area of the ideal personalit¡r and. character, status
increases in proportion to having 'Filipino' manners and. values:

reserve, religious, generosity, ability to communicate,

and-

family

orientation. such a person is praised as mabait, the good child.
In contrast, the immigrant who acquires the values

and.

habits of the

host society or Puti is despised as a'misplaced white'(puting
naligaw) and described as 'going astray' (nagwawala). He is
aggressive, individualistic, society-minded., and. has no family

responsibility. As far as the non-educated Filipino garment workers
are concerned, the Filipino 'professionals' have become 'white' in
character and marrners .
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Behaviouq_Units

There are six arliance units which are arso stages
toward.s
increasing cohesion and intimacy. The first stage
is composed. of
those who are as yet unknown and. unintroduced.
to each other.

Among

the members in this unit, the proper behaviour
is caution, respect
and, preferably, silence. It would. be consid.ered.
rud.e

for

an

'unknoum' person to introduce himserf directry to another
unknown

party. Likewise, it

would. be improper

for a person known to tv/.o

or more persons unknown to each other not to make
them known, or
pakilala, to each other. A person who wishes
to know an unknown

party should ask the service of a'contactf person,
i.e.
fairly close to both of them.
The next stage

oïLe who

is

is composed. of those who have been ,introduced,

and are therefore 'knowrr' or magkirala to each
other. persons in
this stage of alliance exercise extreme caution and. guarded.
speech
for this is the period- of 'measuring one a¡other,s feerings,,

or

nakikiramdam. The id.eal behaviour is 'humility'
and. , consideration,,
or mapagbigey. The boastful and the authoritarian
are dubbed as
proud or mayabang and with such persons no
further alliance unit

is established.
The third stage is composed of those who have found
themselves
to be compatible in character, or magkaugali, and.
thereby have become

friends, or magka-ibigan. Behaviour

among members

in this unit is
relaxed and informal. They greet or bati at every ,seeing,,
invite
each other to their celebrations or hand.a, and. introduce
each other
to their respective friend.s. They are expected to promote

and.
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protect each other's good name (kampi) and. cover up the friend.rs
faults (takpan). The number of one's friends is an index of good

character, trustìvorthiness, and reriable companionship.
The fourth stage is composed of those who have a joking
relationship with one anotheî ) or jokaran (from the word
¡oke).
Members of this unit are much more relaxed. with one another and.
are not hesitant to make jokes about each other's shortcomings since
"'We are tSokaran' and he won't get offend_ed".

A fifth stage is made up of those whg form a 'boat' group, or
barkada (from

Þ""þ), for they move together "as if in one boat,,.

They attend parties together arthough only one of them may have
been invited. and., unless every member can join

in any activity or

lakad, that activity is cancelled. The members expect help from
one another in such matters as lending money and- cooking for a
member's celebration. They visit one another without 'appointment,.
The number of persons forming the barkada is favorably small to

allow common movement and often

it involves three or four closely

interacting'house' groups .

A sixth

and the ultimate stage

in alliance and intimacy is formed

by two persons of the same sex who have established. a spouse-Iike

relationship, or magasawa. sex is not involved.. The term asa.wa
or spouse is meant only to refer to the sharing that is anal0gous
to that between husband and wife. They share the same room, bed,
and personal secrets. They acquire property in common. They buy
a

car or house in a joint ownership. In a few cases one of the

partners has married a sibling of the other in ord.er "not to lose
the relationship".
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Conflict and cleavage may deverop within the a[iance units
mentioned above. The intensity of the conflict is proportionate
to
the intensity of alliance among the members. The conflict

may develop

between just two members of the

'friend' groups, reaving the other
uninvolved members to act as effectively as possibre
as ,ioiners,.
In the case of the boat group, the conflicting members
are not
easily ' joined' for the other members 'remain neutrar,. Therefore,
one of the conflicting members has to leave and- find.
another barkad.a.
In the case of the joking group, aïly conflict is much
more serious as
it may split the group into siding factions. However, the most
serious conflict is that betureen 'spouse' partners which
is often
runpatchable' and
a total d.ivorce or hiwalay is necessary.
There are five stages toward.s increasing confrict. The first
group is composed of persons who have been estranged.
from one
another and feel badry toward-s each other or masaman.q

loob.

The

ínternal conflict is expressed. in being uncommunicative and"
uncooperative or sumpungin. It is often caused. by a breach of
confidence or improper behaviour as a member of a' alriance
group.
other members of the arliance may solve the confrict by eliciting
the cause of suspicion from the offend.ed. person and. getting an
explanation from the offending party.
The second stage is composed. of those who have escarated.
their estrangement into a verbal aggression, na.qsagotan or

bungangaan. They bitterry accuse one a'other of miscond.uct.
Favors done to one another are recalled. to emphasize rack of
gratitude or wala¡rg utan.q na

if

one of the conflicting

loob.

The confLict may be resolved.

parties rad.mits guilt

and. asks

for forgiveness,.
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such admission, however, is unlikely to be mad.e for
that wour¿ admit
,
on'e's untrusturorthiness in the eyes of other members
of the alliance
group.
The

third stage is formed by those who have further escarated

their verbal confrict into physicar aggression or kaawgy. (enemy).
Persons in this group seek to d.estroy one another,s name
by bringing
out previously kept personal secrets of the
'enemy'. There is little
or no hope of reconciliation as the persons involved s.w.ear
,,1

that

will never forget this fight as long as I rive". However, because
of
the rrurch dreaded name destruction involved., few persons actually

let their conflicts arrive at this stage. To this d.ate there are
only
,
five known cases of 'scissor, belt, and. claw' fights
The fourth stage is mad.e up of those who are in a state of
character assasination by declaring each other as ,shameless, or
walang hiva

- a very serious accusation. persons engaged. in this

'moral warfare' seek the friend.ship of the enemy,s friends a'd.
attempt to alienate them from the enemy or they may even
supply

their enemy's enemies with d-enigrating personal secrets acquired.
before any conflict developed. There is almost no possibility
of
reconciliation here, as the reconciliating party would. thereby
declare that he has been a riar. The great fear of eharacter
destruction is the main factor that prevents conflicting persons
to
escalate their physical conflict to this sta,ge.
The

fifth

and ultimate

in conflict relationship is reached when
the conflicting parties d.eclare the 'enemy' a,s 'd.ead., or non-existent
as far as they are coïr.cerned. It is a positive d.enial of the
enemy,s
existence, or hindi ko kilala (I ¿o not know him). However, they d_o
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maintain internal interest in one another and. friend.s keep them
informed about the 'dead' enemy. persons in this situation d.o not

look for any reconciliation for "any reconciliation would. never be
like before". The very serious effects of such a situation is itself
the strongest preventive factor for conflicting persons to bring their
aggression to this extreme stage.

tr summary, we have mentioned. the units

of membership that

criss-cross the Filipino garment workers in winnipeg. The social
structural units provide the basic network which lead.s to maximum
contact w-ith fellow 'garment workers'. \Mithin this structural net_
work there exist two other networks: (1) the status network whereby
each member

is oriented to familiar vi[age va]ues and (2) the

behaviour network through which each member is involved. in various

interpersonal relationships arong the lines of conflict or alliance,
and thus caught in a network of intense communication.
Excerpts From an Immigrant's Diar]¡

.tt the conclusion of an intensive interview, the informant
stated that "Everything is in my diary". when I was told that
certain members kept personal diaries that "have locks and. keys",
I never hoped to gain access to any of these persoïr.ar writings.
The informant hinted at the reasoïr. for relaxing vigilance on the

diary: "I

stopped

know my love

writing and I have nothing to hide. Even if you

affair, it is al1 over".

The person involved. requested.

that I'you may read it butno names, age, education, or groups may
be mentioned in your book". The diary is \rritten in Tagalog.
Towards the middle of the writing, English phrases and sentences
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appear (LB, 25-39 in quotation marks). \ÃIhere
possible the trans_
lation into English is made literal. The diary
is written as a witness
to the immigrant's approaching new life (1) which
is too good to be

true

, (2).

'winnipeg

flight route a¡d schedule from Manila to
and the early contacts with the Filipino ,professionals,

The normal

and the host societ¡r are documented

(3_18). Activities within the

'house', 'factory', rstreet' groups are mentioned. (Ig_2g).

The

popular annual sufllmer vacation trips to the
tion with the famiry in the home country and

u.s., the communica_
, finaly, the acquisition

of property are documented (29-39). The writing
and reception of
letters compose the major part of the diary (Table
XI ).
The letters received. from the home country revear
a regular
theme: how difficurt rife is in the home country with
the prices of
everything going up and how the people are not
safe anymore; how

fortunate the immigrant is to be 'rich and. safe,;
a.,d how the family
is sharing in this fortune through the 'cheque,. An
information on
how the previous cheque *as murtipried into pesos
and. spent on
necessities, as werl as their current prices, is
invariably given.
Letters received from sibrings and. friend.s contain
the request to
"help me to come abroad" (4O_4L).

1) Dear Diary ,
You are the first to witness what will happen
to my life inside
this 'plane'and what w'l happen to
nitî".
Iife and pre-y
destined experiences in Canàda

2) I could not sre-e-p the whore nighl
I was thinking of my
departure. I courd not brirrg myserf for
to berieve that I am

Ieaving.

3) I was tifted from the philippines enroute to canada at
L0:L0 a.m. This is my first
"i¿. t, tfrã oi"pturr.. As soon
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as ure vere uD I noticed the letter of
read it. 'we
alighted here at H.ÎqkTJãiìr:30 añ-and proceeded
to
the Grand Hoter at r7.:30-p.;. - ñ;'ä --and
;ï-"how bad other
foods tasted. Anyway,_*å ;;"e happy uu.ãrr""
w.e .w.ere
able ro taste differeni ônirr""à foods."

Ð

'\tr/e

looked around the other places of Hongkong...after
which we went to the Grand Hotãt to colrect
àï.-" things.
\Me left here at_L:00 p.m. f""
U¡;;;;ärr"a
¡aparr.
Japan
around 5:00. \Ã/'e sJa.Igd two hours at the International
Airport' At about 7:oo in the-evening we proceeded to
Vancouver.

5) We are no.^r at Vancouver. .tt 1i.:30 we landed. How
beautiful is the.Airport at Vancouver. Here
met one
person from (Philippine rown) who show"ã;" Täround
this
airport.

6) I witl never forget what happened to the life of (fl.ight
group member). As \re \rent d'o-wn to the
to eat' a white man came near her and. totetãi.ri"g-;;;_
you,,.
.We
\trIe all ran back to our rooms, afraid. "ãi¿ì;ilove
did
not
like
'We
go down to eat.
told the *.rru.g"" ,rr"_."" riind., whentohe
asked if we wanted our food n"ãugit t" oi"
"oå*.

7) we attended mass at the Misericordia church. As we
left the church we befriended

from (phifippine
-is
province) who also came here "orr,_.or.
to Canad.a. 'at 4:OO \re u/enr to (Fil-Car otiiceÐ ;ä'sheãve the name;
me cloth
which I made into apron.

B) I started. to work .t
garment factory at Notre Dame.,
Canada. My work was TEIaii"!
=
a,r"*g my first day here.

9) I thought I already knew
to get to the ,fabrica, but
it turned out ure lost our wayhow
in theäorni.n
in
afternoon also. Ir was tunnj.. H;;;;;ïfi";.""re
""ã the
many
'we
kind people- here.
urent"to u. gu."oline staùon and gave
the name of the fabrica to someonä and he phoned.
from the fabrica came ro take us from *h";;;;îere

Tõit.

10) We were taken by (Filipino professional) in his car and
brought to his house and thén shown around the
,Zoo canada,.
always taking pictures. Our companions
.Y:1L1:'^l1nn*.and.
'were
(three lilipino nurses).
11) The snow started. to come d.own. This is the very first
time that I've seen snow. I was happy and. at the same time
afraid. because it would be very
äutside.
"oid
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1,2) I celebrar:_d,py b.irtf$af-

here.

my nurse
Filipino friends (four). My'brlrhday I invited
ù;;J,
-;.
I was not in the ?hilippineË. o""ìËijhil;5i"treeteven though
also came in and how-happy and 'mixeã-";;;; w.ere. group)

13) Oh m-y salary big but the tax is also bi.q. 'when
the
¡s irrlating:
tax is deducted iJ is
i;;he
$7.35
ii..o*"
,u.*
removed from $6f .5f : Howeîer, I .ro tfrà"truf
to the
Almight God (punong Dios) ro" Hé g;_"
;;;äat
I _g.?r,a money orderäf $ZS.OO to send tomorro.w.things.
This
will be used to_b-uy benches for the church ah;" barrio
chapel). Now I hãve sent mv verx fi"^rt-;;t order ro my
parents. I sent only $L6.0ö to
tlîem to"
onry a trial
to see if Ír u¡ill realry reach them withoutirri""is
ãy
iroblem.
el/en wrapped it with carbon paper and then iriä it inside I
christmas card-. I should have sent more but this is onlya
a
trial.

7Ð Now is our first
church'. The

time to attend mass at the ,Magnus
!y15ame t.-piãil us llp.--oË,-i-tiu"" w.ere many
of us from the phirippin_es
*ho u-tt.rråed maés, almost the
gltire congregation. We were so happy,
happier than
on an excursion.
"-.un

15) we went to friends house who came from
oh,
they were.,rery kind, especially their bachelorEngrand.
son
who
arurays talked to me. He even- danced with me.
How tall he

was!

16) 'Mommv' oicked g.s up, two of us with (three house group
members). -l-i't e the firsf-iirit-.

i:v:-;ã'.,""."uft,ã-,,-id;i;#tüî3t¡n1Ti"#;3"ir-;oðï.",liu

They even wanted us ro Jt."p in"their ho;;.. 'Ho* very
they really are, this German couple, .;";ìh;gh we do kind
not
understand each other well.

L7) I could no longer_r_efuse Mommy's request to sleep in
(spou-se_]ike p."t.'."jåiã åriätã".'o,.rtd
so .,re
ltcourct
llhouse.
go home but still they did not drive us home. They
really loved me and befo¡:d she went bed she embraced me
very tightly. And in the morning shetosaid
¿"..-t of me,
which also happened with me (dr-eamt of Mommyj.
"rru

18) "Mommv _phoned me at 7:4O p.m. She
me to
take a salte"r-EtElËecause it-'" L..y and it rides taught
faster than

;i
;i H'äËp
ïä",.
this daffi[-I'11__go home
zrSo p._*. I waffiry happy when
we urent to the Ka¡rumangi"tparty.' I enjoyua *y".tf theie.
I
ht?

JiJïïî^'3"=;

:rå*tflæ#

1ar1-Mopmr and Daddy utt¿ trtuy
" en¡oyéðthemäerves there.
Daddy danced w.ith me.,,
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19) 'we received a letter from my friend. It was who
wlote (Philippine co-workerã). *"itu¿ tr
today. =
I mailed -y letter to_and to:__(relatives)."tt-.-"
Afterwards we went
to worklT-w".
arrivino
home because I received letters frorn-ft-"
"f*Tâpirlroon
Ë'rrürpír"" Ë"_ '"'=
workers).

Ou.r c.ompanions (þo¡se group members) went
Town,
?O)
to
watch the coming ,of santJctaüs. I should have'Down
sone
them but I could nol teave_(nou; e"";t;;;ú;f;iå.;i' urith
the house because she feli-Tõñely. I;ity ñ.; for she is ,close
to myself'.

27) There is

some misund.erstand.ing among us in the house.
kept
quier
for t did not want
i"rt
mã¿. r r.t trrå* iãit
itI over *grg themselves (memberstõget
irr"conflict). I left and
went to a friends (friend in a neighbour house
l"""ej i" ""¿""
and _mõved to anotheî
pläáe to live-;;
::.-p-"rt"1-y,$Ser.
with (friend in
I,
tn
oit."
hrrrd
-l' ,
started to look llotler¡ouGJroup)-.
for another plale tð li-.u'with-(ispouse,j.
rery much and I *oïld not \rant her ro stay with
l:^":__
(members

in conflict).

22) The whole night_we did not sì.eep with
who cried and.
the house with_(fi.iend)=-. .I fr""ã-. ¡iä'-problem. I do not know how to teil my .o*p""i"ns that I am
breaking auray from them, especiálryi. aj;iir.ä f"i."¿l-. - Sî.
cried

cried. I *gq*:left
again.

as older than me by six years
so I ca[ed her ,Ate,
-ñ;.p";ua*
GespEaddress for elder
rr." lunch, washed
for her.
she u.as not doing"irt"")]
any work.- otr. time I sided with
-ui commented
on 'Ate'not contributin.q anv work. tAte'
Eõame 'estrangedt from Ãul- sn" refused-to täk.
the same
--- bus
-whome so I got mad and cried in the factory. on.;;t"g
with
home from work, I went to the comfort
and, there tike¿
the matter over with (friend). I was cryinganã
"oorri
she *as
consoling me to remove my anger. Theä '.Æte' ásked me to
bu¡ srlpelfor-her but pét thiew a dolrar biII at me so I
refused. she 'banged'ihe door and I be.amË-irrfuriated
and followed her into the room. she .h"ri;;;"ã me so I
suddenly grabbed the scissors she was usin;:- A, I was
about to stab her I saw the crucifix wit}- thãîhrist looking
at me (house altar). At the same time my companions took hold
-- -of me . The following d ay I u¡ent to churäh to
that my
i""y
madness

?Ð

towards

would d.isappear.

2!). \" played badminton and afterwards (boat group member)
picked
us. up__and brought us ro the park f"" (i"iãrrdi?;; ;
'blow out'. w'e -were ñ.ppy but now and than I felt sad...we
again played badmintot
my whole body was aching due to
playing. It was already"+d
d-a,rhwhen .we stäpped playiJg. It
was as if we were in the philippines becariöe it'wãs vãry hot.

-
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2Ð "I went to the factory to see if I'11 be able to start
tonight for a night shift work. But they told me to come
back tomorrow night".
26) "I found a nlghJ shift work upstairs and I start tonight.
go^home at l-0:30 p.m.
picks me (chaperone grou:p)
up. She brings her car. I'm r.ery happy thiã night'{
'We

my finger, then the end of a need,le inside my
V.7) "I saw
(.hactory group member) and my supervisor didnot
finger.
know what to do. I didn't cry but my tears fell down...I

\rent to the General Hospital together with (boat group
member) to go to the d.octor. Then when we we"Jthere the
d-octor said that he was not able to put med.icine on my finger
because he is a throat specialist".

28) I was five minutes late at \rork. \Mhy should. this happen
now that I am even nearer the factory (first time in eight
months). I could not sleep the whole night and the sarñe the
following night.

2Ð

"We have been to the U.S. Embassy. '\tr/'e.got visas for
a visit to the U. B-. _T mailed my package- to my p'arents and
relatives in the Philippines.It èontaiãed teri cbsmetics,
perfume for men, soap , etc. "

30) "Vfe are very brr"y preparing our clothes because we will
be going to the United States. Fòur girls are leaving tomorrow

night".

31) "We left Winnípeg at 9:OO p.m. 'We
reached the boundary
of Canada atd America at 10:OO p.m. 'We were very excited
at that time. We arrived in Minneapolis at 1l_:00 p.m. It's
a little nicer than Winnipeg. 'We went in three big shopping
centres there. I bought a sweater for my father and mother.
And I also bought a souvenir from there. 'We all found a
motel in St. Cloud near the highway. 'We all slept together
therett.

This is my first ooverseas' (long distance call) to
Q2)
(boyfriend-). I spent very much, $B4.OO. 'We talked. for
twenty minutes. I am happy this day.

33) "Today is the most lonely day in my life because I
received a letter from my father that said. that he can't
walk because of sickness. I cried the whole day. I am
going home (from the factory) because I'm sick. I have a
head.ache , stomach ache. I vomited and got dízzy" .
34) Now I am here in the factory. I want to work now for I
don't v/ant to be alone at home..-.I teet very bad. tod.ay. I have
a. sto_mâÍh achç, he_ad ache, "and I'm always crying because
I'm thinking of my father". I don't know what tõ dõ.

35) I received a letter from my father and from

.My
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father is well nov. I'But the problem is he can,t wark
and walk".

36) "I received

one regislered_letter and a package. It
contained thirreen c.9mi9s (Tagalog illustrateä *.gãrirr"")
gd. 9ne newspaper"-. I receiîe¿ ä rran¿l"e Çii' itt.v táit
inside
coming from (sister)

37) "we went to the immigration office tod.ay, because
are all immigrants now. lûe are very h"ppííoday"

we

38) "I bousht a_tape^recorder;
-Js;it cost $93.00. I gave
$ 13 . 00 to õr.-iti." c ;;ã;;
"t ¡;"-ã;;;a5rment,, .
39)_ I bought a car flom (Filiptno professional).
$Z,6OO.OO
is
everythSge incruded. I took a test at the drivins
,
"the-value
sc\o3J
and passed-. Mv"compu.nio., is_
. H. Ëiöãa*åä"'*
and I learned how to drive
-y .u.". I amre;t"åà.ty excited.
40) _\Melt, I will no ronger beat around, the bush because I
need youl h=lp, rn¡r dear, because there is stilt no
hope
here in the Philippines. Even though it i" J.rr,eful,
I dare
ask you this since you know the life"here in trr" enirippi;,
very well. Your mother and mv mother talk about t"ï^ii"þ
to canada. \[/hat? wgwl Engiish
ðã.r..*i^g my
possibility of coming there , ifit ir "pot"rr!
possible that you courd
sponsor me or petition or do anything you could
tò h.þ
me come over there. It will be'up to you to make¿"out
u/ay. ..You know, imagine I am 29 yu.'""-ota,r"* U"t some
nothino
ventured, nothing gainèd. I will aä."pt .rry
,t.""
l"¡
provided it is not an immoral one.
address for etder) if it will be my luck to
f1ì
S,there (respect
reach
, I v/-ill not be as hard up as here _ -And t"rr.". *iir
be two of us to work. Both of us will end.o"". o,r"*"äiã"i-"J"'
parents. I long to reach there very much. I want to
lo
be "ql
of help to our pareãts. There is nob_oåy ;l;; earning
except you. That is why I arso want to finä work in ordËr
to

repay our parents.
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Tsble XVI. Letters Received (R) and'Writen (\Ð Uy a Filipino
Garment worker within the First sixteän Months in
Month

Oct.
Nov.
Dec.
Jan.

Feb.
March

April
M.y
June
J.rrly

Atg.
Sept.
Oct.
Dec.

Received
L
B

0

B
B

J
10
7

6
5

4

I6

Total

B

4

5
5

11

11

5
,)

a

0
6

2

1

1

4

2
2

Jan.

eig."

82

lqmily Relative Borrfriend Friends

ffi=TW-=

3 -2
L -3
4 -4
2 -L
2
r. -3
1
3 -3

4-2

L
1.

66

1B

20

\r¡-l--ffi-

1- 44.2
2
L
L

1.2-4
7 -4
9 2-4
2 4-2
\)-J
4-4
7-B
41
2-L
L-2
1-L
1-2
L-1

1-

a^

20 39

38

In summary, \re have selected. excerpts from a garment workerf
personal diary documenting the first sixteen months in the new place.
A table has been set up indicating the patteï,n of letter writing and
receiving. The immigrant wrote 66 letters and received 82. The
frequency of writing to the home country decreased with the length
of time in the new place untir the normal frequency .w.as reached-

with one letter written each month.

The 'house group' is a major integrative unit as wel as

an

adþstive response of the immigrant population in its unfamiliar new

world.

Through group 1iving much of the stress caused by the

movement

is reduced. The factors

involved. in the formation,

s
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expansion, and division of the house group may be gathered in the
following survey. Letters are used. in place of personal names and
the factories a¡d streets are put in cod.es. For brevit¡r
ness, the account is done in the historical present.
upon their arrival in the

first

vivid-

week of october, three

garment workers of 'flight'group one-l-968,
new house group at 125Md.

and.

A, B, ald c, form a

Atl three are co-u/orkers at the popular

factory in the Philippines Rty but they come from different ethnic
groups in the home country. A is from the visayas, gfrom the

Ilocos, and c from the Tagalog area. A and B belong to the same
factory group in the new place se while c belongs to another
factory group Re.

is the eld-est a'd. recognized. as the master of
purlo and takes the role of ina or mother. She is treated. with respect
and addressed as

.A'

'Ate' (respect address for elder sister).

She

sets up the cleaning and cooking schedule among the members of

the house group, tduty-duty'.

After a week a fourth member D joins. D belongs to the

same

Philippine ethnic group of c and to the same philippine factory
group of Å,

B,

and

C. For a week D joined another

since the Tmmigration Officer asked them (4., E,

9,

house group
and D) "not

to crowd" and D volunteered- to be separated. from the three. D
is a member of another factory group in the new place Fd. After
another week a fifth member E joins the house group. E belongs to
the same ethnic group of c and D . However, E is a member of

another 'flight' group two - 1968 and another factory group in the
new place Ps.
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For five months the house group of five members remains
constant, contributing equally to pay the $105.00 monthly rent of a
one bedroom apartment
tcommon grocery
a¡rd

($2r.00 per member) and maintaining

tabre'. However, A and. D rater

a

become

estranged from each other and maintain a 'separate grocery and

tablef with agreement from the othermembers A and E who are
tspouset friends. The
same frid.ge, table, stoves, and. kitchen
utensils are used but their contents are marked rso no one will
make a mistake'. The preferred practice is for the two eating
groups to cook sinmltaleously ras there are four stovesr but to
eat alternately ras there is only one table and. our cooking might not
be as good as the others'. All the members contribute to pay for

is acquired. in common.. The first important
property purchased is a used television set 'for we had. no other
whatever property

pastimer.
In March L969 a sixth member !'3oins. F engaged in a verbal
fight (nagsagotan) with a member of her original house group of nÍne
and she was tinvited int by

c as they both belong to the same factory
group in the new place Re. F also belongs to the same flight group
asÅ, E, C, and D andto the same ethnic group asC and.D.
After two weeks B and c reave. B joins with a member of her
'boat' group in another house group composed. of co-workers in the
home country residing

in another street wr. L or the other hand.,
joins a house group composed of co-villagers. As there has been
no conflict involved, åand c and their new house members continue
to be in friendly contact with their former house group:

,,'we

-
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inquire through the telephone or from a contact person thow everybod.y
is' and is there letter for me ?"
In

April

1969 the house group

is d.oubred with the joining of

four newmembers G, H, I, and.lwho have become involved. in the
verbal fight of two of their house members which sptit the eight_
member house group into two sid.ing

factions. The four 'friend.s'
suddenly left the other four'friends' without any notice. G is from
the same flight group as3[, B, c, ¿, *d F and" from the same
factory group as A and B who invited her. The other three (8., I,
andp vüere invited by Ç as they alI belong to the same flight group
two of L968. H,
weeks

! andlbelong to anew factory group Oc. A few
later another neu¡ member K, who belongs to the same flight

group as 4, E, C, Ð,

E, andg, is ad.mitted to the house group.

$ had a verbal conflict with one of her nine house members

and hinted

of her desire to live u¡ith her ! co-flight members' by relating her
conflict and the impossibility of remaining further in her house group.
K, however, remains in friend.ly rerationship with the other eight
members of her former house

group.

\Ãfith

their increased. number,

the house group has moved to a two bed-room apartment

and.

pays a

monthly rent of $165.00.

In May the large house group of nine moves to a ne.w street
Se and occupies the first floor of a resid.ential house where another
house group

is occupying the

second.

floor. A member of the second.

floor house group informed her factory group members of the
tvacalcy of their first floor' and.
a member of this factory group

D: "My friend told. me that their Daddy (house
told. them that the first floor of their house w-ill be vacated

the informarion to
owner)

gave
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at the end of the month. Daddy does not rive
in the house so nobody

is disturbed". 'Daddy', however, does not allow all
nine members
of the house group to occupy the first
decide that since H is estranged from

floor.

The house members then

H and $ are of the same
'boat' group, H and G shourd join the smarler house group
in the
second floor. However, since and G belong
J
to the s¿rme ,1oking,.
group, Q decides to join H after onry a month
J and

has elapsed so as not

to offend"J. Thus, two house groups of seven
members each occupy
the full house with a monthly rent of $250.00.
The house group

occupying the

first floor pays $110.00.

In September tu/o newly arrived- garment workers,
_L and M
from flight group ten - 1969 , join the house group.
L is a distant
blood relative or kama.qanak of E an. belongs
to a new.factory
group Ms. M is a friend of F and. was invitedby both c a',d E
to join their factory group Re. 'Dad{¡r' alows L
and M to join
the house group provided they eachp*y an additional
rent of $5.00
per neur member. In october another ne\r member
N joins who

is

a

chemist by profession an. was invited by since
they were
I
neighbours in the home country. Failing to get job
a
according

to her training, \ joins the factory group of C and
F. Thus, the
monthly rent rises to $125.00 and with'Daddy,s,
policy of $5.00
per additional member, one incentive for rinviting
in, more members

is removed since the rent

d.oes

not reduce.

tn November

Areaves the house group as a result of
'969
verbal fight \rith F and joins another house group at
To where she
has a

co-villager. In early January 1970 N leaves after engaging

in verbal conflict with I about who should best represent
the house
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group since they both rhad college education'.

I quits her factory

work and finds a job as a'd-ietician' at a d.owntown restaurant. In
Iury r97o K and L leave the house group after L verbally conflicts
\rith Fand Khas to leave with Lfor they are 'spouse'partners.
They join a house group of two Filipino nurses and their newly

arrived brothers, one of whom is Ks cousin's boyfriend.. In
December 1970 !, who is the eldest member of the house group,
leaves after she became estranged- from Fwho tries to take over
as master of the group because of her higher educational attain_

ment. D Ís invited- by a Fitipino 'Avon lady'to join her

house

group.
-A'lthough only three members, _E,

l,

and

!!r are reft of the

former large house group, 'Dad.d.yt refuses to reduce the monthly
rent from $125.00. Disgusred with their 'Dad.dy' and labelling him
as tmukhang pera' (money faced_), they move in March 1970 back to
the original street group at Md. They occupy the first floor of a
resid.ence house already being rented. by another house group,
some members of which

All furnitures

and appli€u..ces commonry acquired. by the

house group have been
house

are co-factory workers.

left with the remaining members of the

group. A.ty member who leaves the house group forfeits

ownership of any commonly owned. property
made for "we agreed to buy

it

and-

no refund-s are

and we are not send.ing you away".

ooly privately owned and paid property may be taken by the owner.
,t family-like relationship has d.eveloped between the remaining
members:

Fis referred to as the father or tatay while lis

mother or ina and

$,

who

the

is the youngest, is their child or anak.
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The former members of the house group, after residing
in
several house groups, are 'no'w finaily settled.' into
smarler kinship
or family house groups. upon the arrival of sponsored siblings

or

spouses, the common practice is for them to form
a separate house
group. An alternative practice is for the now increased. house
group to move into a tfull houser. There

is social pressure for

the

brother and sister to live separately or at least to occupy
one room
wÍthin the 'full house'.
now lives separatery with her sponsored. sister while
B
living with her 'rong time co-workers in the philippines, in

't

is still
a'full house'to which they moved. when two sponsored sisters of
two members of her house group arrived.. cnow rives
u,ith her
sponsored sister a'd spouse. E rives with her family
and. a

sponsored sister and brother. Hlives with her sponsored.
brother
in an apartment brock occupied. by former house group
members

who branched out into the different suites of the same
apartment

block upon the arrivar of their siblings and spouses.
G rives with
her two sponsored sisters. Dlives with her sponsored
sister
Ín

a spacious apartment for "ure are expecting the arrival
of one
brother and two sisters". I has her own family with one

sponsored.

sister living with them.

rives with her sponsored husband in
a house owned by the husband's co-worker. Lnow lives
with a
K

house group of seven white N has moved. out of the province
in
search for a 'professional jobr.
The membership of the factory group

is

much more stabre.

Even after the two years work contract has erapsed.,
the immigrants
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normally do not move to another factory 'in gratitude for taking us
firstf and 'it is hard to start jrr a new factory with new managers,.
Thus,

B still

$ is still at se during

the day and works at -b in the evening.
works at se during the d-ay and at 'wt in the evening. c is

still at Re during the day and works 'part-time' at &in

the evening.

E left Ps and moved to Re arrd Il&! but later transferred to wt where

.

D moved from & t" \I&. G is still at se during
the day and works at 'wt in the evening. H moved. from oc to
þ,
she now works

Mh,

finally to fJ ,where she presently works. I moved from
oc to Re and finally to \I&. K is still at fy. L rransferred from
and

Ms to Tr after the factory manager shouted at her

deportation.

and_

threatened

to 'Papa' (Immigration Officer) to inquire if
she could transfer to another factory even if she was still within the
tv/o year contract: "I was surprised. to hear from papa that I could
She went

transfer anytime to the factory of my choice provided. the factory
takes over the contract".
In summary, the house group has gone through three phases
in its three years of formation: (1) the expansion stage , (2) the
reduction of the members, and (3) the settling of the members into
stable family or kin house groups.

-r4tFollowing the usuar practice among the Firipinos,

I

appried.

for any work at a garment factory through the recom.mend.ation or
patronage of a Filipino tbundle boy' already working in the factory.
on the occasion of my giving him a haircut, I inquired. where I
could find work in a factory. orly when I told him that I worked.
before as a janitor, dishwasher, and.mail carrier did. he take me
seriously and revealed that his factory manager asked" him to look

for another bundle boy. A trained Filr.pino social worker

was

employed by the factory as a contact person with the immigrant

garment

workers. In the interview with the Filipino contact

social worker, I played down my educational qualifications

and,

emphasized rny previous manual work experiences as ad.vised- by

'patron'. After the interview,
immediately inquired

if

*y

my patron led- me to the manager who

me. My patron shyly replied "He
was my neighbour in the Philippines". The ma¡rager then turned.
he knew

to me and remarked-, "sre want aperma'.ent worker", to which I

replied, "Yes, if I

am happy here and" if you do not

kick me out,,.

After reading further my application paper he said, "Gone to
University, eh?" He then asked me if I could start work immediately.
when I told him that I wourd be available the following Monday he
dismissed me with: "O. K . $f . 50 an hour" .
The follouring Monday the manager introduced" me to the aging
floor lady who in turn introduced me to a training lady - all their

faces \¡ere serious, stern,

to

a young man and

and-

friend.Iess. The manager pointed.

said, "He will

show you what to

d.o".

The

-r4zyoung canadia' worker was much more friend.ly a'd.
exprained. my

work in soft reassuring word.s:
You will do qy work. I am going
train as a
'be with to
cutter. But do not.u/or-ry aJ t wTltupstairs
you for à *ãek.
Just see thar these bundräs are-ke_pt iufá""t" according
to their cut-number, sizes, and. shad.es'- all indicated.în
the attached ticket. you will be i¡r charge of this section

for the lining bundres. you pick them r"ËL rhe shoot
the other end. ag they a_re thrbwn do\rrn ¡v1rtu ;"it.";;;-ar
stairs. Load them in this truck and pusi them to thesJ
shelves near
rining joiners. Theï bring the SoinJ
lining ro thar Jhe
rady for ãémming and p_ire theñ to bå
ready
when the foreman carls for thä. t'h.; yã.,
the
-.t.h
ready lining and the ready. coat and their other parts
,
collar, hoods, zippers and then
trtåm up in u. .o-pr.tu
Lie
bundle ready for ihe finishers. This is your job; and
don't let yourself be pushed around r""-":"yrodyÇi[-iry
it on a new'worker.

,t bundle may contain material for as many as twelve heavy
winter coats. The truck is a wood. box four feet wid.e and two feet
r onto every corner of which is attached. a' iron wheel two
and a half inches in diameter. It can be pushed onry along
the
deep

main isle and the bundles have to be should.er carried. to arrd from
the different eighteen operations through which every bundle has
to go before it is made into a winter coat.
The factory dimensions are approximatery 230 feet by
76 feet.
The Filipino workers are crustered. in several corners within
the
factory. one of them has just been recently promoted. to ,office

worker'. Eight Filipino workers are clustered together at the
extreme right east corner and make hood-s and. collars on rpiece

workt salary. Ten other Filipino workers are scattered among the
other canadian workers although within conversational reach of

another. They are pocket makers, half of them on rtime work,
salary. Á't the mid-right section there are eight Filipino ,joiners,,
one

-tßmost of whom are newry arrived. sponsored_ siblings who
are in the
process of learning the trade. In smaller groups of
two or four
the other Filipino workers are spread throughout the factory.

The

age difference between the

Filipíno workers and the Canadian
workers is immediately striking to the ne\rcomer as
the latter
range in age from fifty and over while the former are
fromturenty
to thirty years old. Five elderly Japanese workers are
huddled
together at the extreme east corner. Most of the garment,factory
plants are concentrated. in five contiguous streets
and as many as
five different garment factories may be housed. in one old
brick
building - one factory for every floor although having oïr,e
common
entrari.ce and a coûLmon elevator system.

Like any garment worker I folow a dairy schedure. I get up
reluctantly at 7:oo a.m. , hurry breakfast, grab my baon or
food
provision prepared the night before, then run to the bus
stop (or
wait for the chaperone or sund.o driver). At the bus stop other
Filipino workers from the same street group join the cruster
of
waiting persons. The waiting period. is used. to exchange news
or
balita or to introduce newly arrived. immigrants. Exchange of
news

is continued inside the bus as more workers from other street
groups join at every co""-er stop, since one tstreet bus'passes

all three Fitipino residential concentrations from the North End
to the \[/est End.

\Ãlhen

the bus reaches the factory area the

workers get off the bus in smalr factory groups and join other
members of the same factory group that are arriving in chaperone

groups. Greetings and farewells are quickly

made as the workers
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split and regroup

and

hurry in the direction of their respective

factory buildings, repeating the refrain: ,,Dari at tayory mahuri,,
(quick or \¡e'11 be rate). At this time conversation

is discouraged

and often cut short ìv-ith

"lrll

phone you tonight,r.

The factory workers line up in front of the elevator with
other members of the different factory groups within the same

building. Most of the Filipino workers

do not wait

for the next

elevator shift but run up the stairs instead with the expranatory
remark: "I do not wa't to be red. (rate)'. By the factory entrance

wall the workers tpunch' their work card-s lÍned. up beside the
tpunch clock'. Red.
print means late and. the worker who is five
minutes late has a quarter of an hour's wage d.educted.. The
canadian workers cha'ge to their work crothes and. shoes.
The
Filipino workers, however, remain in their fresh clothes and.
proceed to the machine section conversing with other members
of
the factory group while readying their machines (wiping or oilÍng)
and wait

for the 'start bell'.

The regular bending and pushing of the machine operator is
reflected in the rhythmic roar that fills the factory and forces the
foremen and floor ladies to shout orders in ord.er to be heard..
As
the Filipino workers are seated together in small operation groups,

they 'steal' short conversations with one another. one of them
stands guard for the approach of the floor rady or forema'. one

forema'has become tDad.dy' to the Filipino workers ,,because he
talks with us and sides with us". There is a ten-minute rest after
every two hours of steady work. The Filipino workers utilize these

r45 short rest periods in travelling from one operation group
to another
in search of news and. to taste the meriend.a of others by ,exchange,.
The non-Filipino workers, on the other hand., normally
remain seated.
as they light a cigarette, drink coffee from their thermos

bottles

and

converse with the co-worker seated. nearby. There is a
one hour
lunch period from 1,2zoo to 1:00 during which time the Firipinos

form into

sma11

eating groups. unlike the non-Firipino workers

who tfinish their sand-w'ich in a momentr, the Filipinos
take their
time and remain in spirited conversation after lunch. They
eat

well out of sight of the non-Filipino workers and exchange food
items
among themselves. some excuse themselves from
their eating group
after lunch to visit other factory groups within the building. others
recline in some soft buncles as they join in the conversation waiting

for

'time

t

.

A few minutes before the 'dismissal, bell rings at
5:00 the
workers wash themselves and. form a queue in front of the punch
clock. The Filipinos are normarly at the front as the canadian
workers first change to their street crothes and shoes. After
'punching out' the Filipino workers rush d.own through the stairs,
again uttering the

refrain "euick or we'll be late".

¿tt the same

time the fifteen 'part-timers' arrive from other d.ay factory groups
to start their evening shift. ¿\t the common exit d.oor the factory

group splits and those who are working an evening shift join
their
respective factory groups waiting by the factory premises.
As I
was not work,ing in any evening shift I bid goodbye to my
dispers_
ing factory group members and headed for the bus stop. Always
ahead of me in the bus were some Filipino garment workers
who

-L4ehad no 'over time'

or who "were on schedule to cook in their

house

group".
In the course of bringing the bund.les to and from the various
operators I discovered the eth¡ic composition of the other factory
workers. 'wllen asked if I were Chinese I would. answer in the
affirmative and proceed to ask them if they were ukrainian or
Po1ish as the majority of them

are. other Northern European

countries heavily represented among the workers are Finland,

Lithuania, and HolLand-. .4. fair number come from ltaly

and

Portugal. Each ethnic worker group has its own English interpreter as most of them speak very little or no English. This fact
was both a surprise and an encouragemeïrt for the new Filipino

workers , as one informant related:
'\Ã/e

thoughr all white people knew how to speak English. \ÃIe
\¡/ere ashamed in the beginning to speak bui when rle heard.
them talk we found out that wJ were all the same if not better
so ure brought out_a11 the English we could.. when they first
saurus we heard tþ:- say,"Poor little ones, hope theSl can
understand English" and the foreman turned'to fhem aäd said
"Th"y spe_ak bettelEn_glish than you do". They often ask us
where we learned. English and wd proud-ly ansrtier that "'we
follow the American ùay and use Énglisli i¡r our schools".

My Filipino factory group was forced to make known to me
certain codes they were using. I came upon an important cod.e when

I asked, within hearing d.istance of the non-Filipino workers, where
some Filipinos "work part time". I was at once reprimand.ed- in
chorus and told to say "Bocaue" instead of "part time" as the factory
authorities are "cathing" those who work also in the evening. I often
heard. the word. 'Bocaue' ald. thought

all the while it was a street

name where a popular evening factory was located_

until it

was
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explained to me that the analogr comes from the philippine night
club
town where several ladies make much money during the nighti other
codes were introduced. to me such as mata (eye) for the supervisors,
tanda (old) for the aging co-workers.

I asked my factory group to make a comparison between their
new factory in the new place and the factories in which they
worked_
in the home country. Two remarks below give a rough comparison:
oh the factory in the p_hilippines is modern, not like this.
Not like here, wires arl overyou and. the machines are
d-irty and the benches dusty un¿ tt. floor furI ofd.irt. Here
'we sometimes do the
cleaning ourselves while at home there
are janitors and everything Is clean
'we
thought at first that this was þst the garbage place. we
expected a much more mode:n fac-tory
thañ in tnî Ërrirapines
because this is ¿tmerica. The
írting h..r" is the dollar.

"rrty

In the factory there are several rempty

to lacl<,of operators

and.

and_

id.le' machines due

now and. then a notice is posted. by the

entrance door that a reward of $15.00 will be given to any operator
who brings in another skilled worker who stays for at least
three

months. This lack of garment factory manpower has been noted in
studies of the industry in Manitoba. In a study by,trthur D. Littte,
Inc. (1955: 19) it was found that "the supply is rj.ot over plentiful
at

this time". In a follou/up study, Casson and Crane (L962: B) con_
cluded that "the overall emplo¡rment trend in the clothing industries
has been significantly downward- over the past ten years while for
all manufacturing for Manitoba has been upward". In the study by

Tarasoff , schultz, a''d Meyers (Lgro¿ 4L) it was found- that the
training of the native population (Indian and Metis) to solve the
shortage of garment workers "has not functioned. as intend.ed.". As

-L+Ba result of the mar.po\rer shortage the maïr.agers plead. with their

workers to work'over timet even on saturd.ays,

and. accept evening

'part time' workers. The Filipino workers , unlike canad.ian workers,
are eager to work "so long as there is work".
There is a regular number of both Canadian and Filipino trainee

applicants. The Filipino workers encourage the newly arrived
Filipino trainee, usually a sponsored sister who has still to learn

skill: "\tr/e ìvere also rike that in the beginning, you are learning
even faster". The trainee spend-s the first d.ays in learning
the
the

basic sewing operations on paper after which she is given re ject
cloth on which to repeat them. when the trainee can make lines,

curves, a'd stops on cloth she is given her first
proper procedure is explained.

bund.Ie and the

First cut the string binding the
_garments have and put your
work number on each bundrã u.t tÈ.
white materiar attached
for this purpose. Look for the ticket *hiah is pinned
the
first piece of the bundle. In the ticket is w.ritten the to
cut
nuqrber, size number, the bundlg number, the order number,
and finally the piece number. The same ínformati;" i;----'
reproduced. in small print at the bottom in as many columns
as there are operatiõns to finish the bund.le. Thä ticket
price is indicated- also in these columns. c.r.t ;;Iy;Ë-'
column that indicates- your operation. After d.oin!
the
pieces in the bundle bind them again and go on wiih aII
the next
bundle. Any repaÍrs w-il be
-"u."-i1y traceä to you a'd your
production will be known by the
nrimber of ticËets yo,r"".rr-*it.
some trainees are dismissed. for not making the 'quotar while others

leave after a fewmonths

and"

transfer to other factories for the

following common reason given by a trainee.
'we

trained only for a week and. we are d.oine full production
still we reðeive rhe salary ot a trãin;. ;f-$1.'30;ä;'h;;"
and this will last for six monihs

but
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A Filipino worker explained the lack of workers in the factory:
Many of our companions transferred to other factories after
their two years contract because the prices are going d.own.
The canadian long time workers gave similar and. other causes:

The u¡orkers left one by one when they (managers) reduced

prices. There was money before but now you have to push the
hard to make your moTr.ey. AII the money i! going to the Jews that is why they can carry out all the war in the nni¿¿te East.
The young canadians do not like to get stuck to a machine.
They \rant to be free and work outside where they can meet

people. They \rant to be secretaries, salesgirls, and. social
workers. Nowadays our child-ren get more e-ducation than us.
I think the foremen are rough and. do not treat the workers
They shout at you." Before there \rere twenty of us
\ind!y.
finishers, now we are nine. I want to quit but itrs ali the
s¿rme in the other factories and I don'tknow any other job.
Here there is no charity. You have to defend yoursetf .
There are no manners here. Don't kid yourseif for everyone is for himself .

The factory atrnosphere is one of harshness and aggressiveness.

There is constant shouting ôrrd name-calling by the supervisors either
¿rmong

themselves or tourards the

maÏrners

workers. The rudeness and. lack of
may be illustrated in a few cases that I witnessed. or

experienced:
1-)A newly

married worker told the foreman that she needed
the service of the factory mechanic. Thereupon the forem_an responded with "Why, is your husband no good.
already?"

2)rt workerwas hanging the finished. coats. The foreman was
passing by a¡rd cupped his palm on the worker's breast.
3)Withtn hearing d.istance of the other factory workers, the
foreman harshly beckoned to the sveating bundle boy with
"Hey, ¡rou stupid ass, herel "

in another department stopped me one morning
and
rudely
remarked:
"l sawyou downtown holding books.
'Wb.at,
are you a spy? What do you think you urar.tlo become,
a doctor?" On the same day as I was bringing him some
're-cut', the foreman shouted: "Hey, go õcréw yourself.
You know your country is too poor so you come here".

4) The foreman

-1505)one cutter on s-e_eingme bring him 're-cut' mad.e faces
at me and grumbred "Fuck offi. He did the re-cut and
with it struck me in the face. Infuriated I stro"k hi*back and ran. As I was
a foràmant¿ii¿à,-"ituy,
yo-yo, heret'.
'unning
Due to this harsh atmosphere the

Filipino workers do not w.ant their

brothers to work in the same factory for "I d.o not want him to be
humiliated". My patron bundle boy describes his pred_icament:

"This is no longer a halap buhay or livelihood. but a ha'ap sakit or
find-ing sickness. A commoïì. reason given by Filipino bundle boys

for moving to another factory is expressed. by an informant:
I quit before I am forced to retaliate and kill someone. I
would now be a murderer had I not controlled myself .
This harsh atmosphere and aggressiveness among the factory
workers is largely the result of certain characteristics of the garment
factory as an institution. The factory personnel is divided between
three conflicting interest groups: (1) the management , (2) the
Canadian 'old-timers' ,

ald (3) the Filipino 'newcomers'. I

immediately realized that the workers harbor negative attitudes
toward.s the management when an 'old.-timer, canad.ian worker (15

years) inquired about my \¡rage and remarked_:
Don't let them abuse you. They will kill you. you are still
roung and you can find work that is bettei outside. Here
they pay you p_e-anuts. With the work you are doing $Z-50
an hour should be easily given to you.
one major cause of conflict is the rshipping deadline'to be met by
management. In order to finish a certain order on time the ma¡ragers
pressure the supervisors who in turn keep pushing the operators,
as related by an informant:
'we
know when the foremen and the floorladies have been
shouted at for they do the same to ui. Every fault that
causes delay is passed on to us.

-15rAnother source of conflict is the practice of management of paying their
superwisors on a percentage basis per dollar from the transaction.

out of vested interest to 'make more moneyt the foremen and. floor
lad.ies 'push' their workers hard.er. Another main source of conflict

is the 'price reduction' . The operators feel strongly that they are
not being paid their labor's worth and. that the ma¡ragement is making
muchprofit. The 'piece work'is seen as a trick to speed.up the
workers for when "they see that you produce more they cut the
prices". rtnother source of irritation is the pointless regular
contribution to the 'union'. Each worker argues her case alone and_
counteracts any reduction of prices by refusing to work. Asked. why
the workers

d-o

not seek the help of the Union, a Canad.ian worker

retorted:
Let the union go to hell. It is bought by the management. It
is supposed to be working forus but they are ¡ustãfter our
contribution.
Other sources of conflict are certain management practices consid-ered.

unfair by the workers:
They deduct a half hour's pay

if you are late by þst five minutes.

'when

there is no more work they þst
care how much time we lose.

send.

us home

and. d_o

not

As soon as you make a mistake they shout at you and. throw
the bundles at you and call you narñes. rA.nd ãhey do not pay
youbr doing repairs even ilyou lose your time.
The foremen and floor ladies only allo\¡ us to smoke in the
washrooms r- Þrt they themselves -smoke any time ald anywhere they like in the factory.
The conflict between the Canad.ian workers and the Filipinos is
a result of several

factors. Unlike

the Caladian 'old.-timers' who

openly tfight and complain', the nevcomers are afraid to join in the

-tízprotest and merely complain 'for fear that they will remove us'.
-A.nother common source of conflict is the fact that the newcomers
accept rover-time' and 'part-timet work even at low prices thus making
the bargaining Po\rer of the old. time workers ineffective , as explained.
by an informant:
Now we cannot -bargain_ with the managers for there are always
F.rliein_os who cãn do the_work u.t i."y to*
$g
fr-ice, ãJirr.
Filipinos do not complain.
is yhy,tt"y c"í"";e;öì;-e
Jî"t
you here for yoq are cheap rabor. They do not cooperate.
They stick together by themselves.

Another source of conflict between the Filipino workers

and.

their noïr.-

Filipino co-employees is the cultural differences, especially in the
area of food. The Filipinos eat secluded from their non-Filipino
co-workers for the simple reason that "we d.o not want them to see
what \re are eating for they make faces on seeing our food. and. many
insulting remarks". The insulting remarks are:

"Your sandwich is bigger than you arel "
"How can you eat rice all the time'. "
"Can you eat

all of that?"

Among the operators themselves conflict flares up

easily.

In

order to meet the required quota the workers have to push themselves
harder and fight for the bundles 'that save time', i.e. , with the
smallest size

and.

greatest number of pieces. 'when tw.o operators

simultaneously grab the same choice bund.le they start to argue about

their rights. Ar.y delay in removing the finished bundles and replacing them with unfinished ones is enough cause for yelling arrd complaining. \Ã/hen the speeding operator's machine shuts off or when
he makes an

error he spends the time waiting for the mechanic or
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correcting his error in cursing and irritation. Finally, as
the workers
depend on the operations of other workers they goad
each set of
workers to work faster. Ary d.elay in one of the series of operations
is brought to the attention of the supervisors who in turn sta.rt
shouting a'd 'speeding up' the srow set of workers. A Filipino
worker remarked that she and. her factory group are getting
used.

to

this harsh work environment:
'we have
nothing erse to d-o. sometimes ure just cry. Many
have teft and many more witlreavÀ-;Ë; trrà íråri¿ãÉ.
A;'i""
us' \¡re are get_ting used to the shouting. some ofitre fore_
men and floor ladies are learning that"it hurts a Filipino
very much to be shouted at. Foithem shouting does'not
matter for after a few minutes shouting at-each"other yor,
them l.aughing together again, unrike uË *ht are hurt for "".
a
long time.

In summary, in this section we have ind.icated. factory workers,
practices and habits and the harsh and. aggressive environment
due to

certain characteristics of the factory plant itself . \f,/.e have pointed
out ho\r the Filipino workers have assimilated factory work
habits
and how they absorb and reduce stress and.

strain by maintaining

groups inside the factory as well as inter_factory groups.

C}IAPTER V

PINOY: CULTURE CONTENT
Introduction
Pino.v refers to the Filipino physical features when used in the

context of the commoïì. remark "May pinoy" (There's a F'ilipino). It
refers to the Filipino patterns of behaviour in the equally common
comment "¿tlam mo na ang Pinoy" (you alread-y know how the

Filipino

behaves). The word itself may have been derived in two .w.ays. It may
be related to the Filipino popular egg delicacy called penoy (boiled

infertile duck eggs) or it may have been formed from the last two
syllables of the word Filjpino. Thus, with its dual meaning the term
may be used- to refer to the sum of culture items or content of the.

Filipino immigrant working class under investigation.
The culture content may be crassified_ according to the four

adjustive mechanisms employed. by the immigrant garment workers:

(1) transplants, (2) assimilations , (3) reinterpretations , and
Ø) modifications. Transplants refer to the culture items brought

by

the immigrants to their new place from the home village while assimilations
refer to those which are acquired. from the larger host urestern society.
Reinterpretations refer to the culture items indigenous to both the
immigrant population and the larger host society, which bear a close
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similarity. Modifications are adjustive changes made on familiar
behaviour. The combination of these four sets of culture
items form the ethnic boundary of the Filipino garment workers in
Winnipeg. The historical setting and the social organization discussed

patterTrs of

in the two previous chapters may not differ significantly from those of
other immigrant groups. It is in the area of culture content that the
ethnicity of the Filipino immigrant garment workers may be effectively
demonstrated..

The setting and organization have been key factors in the ease

with which the immigrants have transplanted. a maximum number of their
village culture items. The assimilations have been limited to the
minimum urban requirement of factory work patterrrs and. a few urben

conveniences such as banking

habits. There is a minimum of reinter-

pretations and modifications, perhaps due to the maximal cultural
differences between the host society and the immigrant Filipino workers.
Five cultural transplants, four assimilations, two reinterpretations,
and four modifications

will

be

briefly described in this chapter (Figure V)

following a short discussion of the inevitable physical transplant, pinoy.

Fizure v. 44¡""tive Mechanisms and- curture ltems Found. Among the
Filipino Garment W'orkers in Winnipee. 1,972
Adjustive Mechanism

Transplantation

Culture ltems

Factors

l_. Salita

villagers,

-

Language
Food

2. Pagkain -

group behaviour,
host tolerance

1. English
2. Church

western influences,
Manila migration

3. Suki - Patron-Client
{. Utangna Loob-Recipg. Kamaganak - t#:tli
Assimilation

3. Fabríka - Factory
4. Banko
5.'Se¡y'
6. 'Society'
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,tdjustive Mechanism

Culture ltems

Factors

Reinterpretation

L. 'Free Love'-Kabit
2. PÍece Work-Kontrata

similarity

Modification

L. Hilot - Village' Doctor'
d-ifferences
2. Paluwagan -Credit Union
3. Bakbakan-Aggression
4. 'Canadian' -Filipino

Pinoy: Ph.vsical Features
Among the

Canadian cit¡r

first effects of the Filipino workers movement into

is the

a

sudden experience of becoming a minority not only

in the field of culture but also in physical features. To the host
population the newly arrived Filipino garment workers are id.entified

with early 'physicalr minority immigrant groups as the Chinese

and

Japanese. As one surprised informant remarked.: "Why the white does
not know when you tell them 'I am a Fitipino'; they only know the
Chinese and Japanese". There are several instances where a native
Ind-ian mistook the

Filipino as a fellow Indian or Eskimo.

.A.t

best the

Filipino garrnent workers may be identified. wíth the better known
Filipino immigrant nurses and d.octors - a fact which the former
obviously enjoy while the latter resen.t, as indicated in the following
remarks:
(Garment worker informant) They (host society) think arl
FilÍpinos are nurses a'd when tñey ask "You äre a nurse?"
ure ansv/er yes.
(From a 'professional') They (host society) should not allow
the coming here of uneducated Filipinos for it will þst destroy
our image as educated.

An informant referred. to his
he revealed- that

sud.d.en

minority tphysical' situation

"lt is only now that I have become

when

aware that I have a

1.57 -

different appearance". Another informant meant the same thing when
asked, "slhy are \¡re not all whites? There would. be no problem',.

he

Nydegger's description of the llocano villager's physical characteristics
may serve as an accurate portrait of the pinoy:
Rather short Qvoical male 5'3_"_; female 5'0"), light boned welland stocky, the¡ resemblã in this last respect their ,protoþyllt,
Malayan mounrain neighbouls qhan the Tagai"e iír"äliãrþ"r)
pop-ulation to the south. In body appearan-ce lîttle sexual "
difference is noticed, women uðingìrigntty shorter and broader
hipped; but both men and women dãveloip b"road shouldårs ,t"orrg,
,
well muscled arms and legs; heavy broïs and wide ¡aws in
maturity. ùly one resident of the barrio could. be iroperly
described as fat - a statement less tir¡e oT urban
..
moderately high, round heads r-tend.ency toward.s broad.
""åá"1noses,
medium thick lips, p_rominent cheek borie, broad
iã."",
pronounced jaws. Hair black, coarse, straight,"qrr.".
tittte body
h.1lr gygs dark brown, skin color
frorã light olive to dark-'
"uttgu
reddish brown, occasional epicanthic
fäld (1963 i egg, ag-g). --

tn their study of color and human nature and. personality in America,
'Warner,
Junker, and_ Adams (Lg+t, Lg4g) noted a relation between the
t¡rpe of social position within the Negro community and every shade of

Negroidness.

.A.mong

the Filipino immigrants and. as a result of

becoming a minority 'ph¡rsicalr population, bodily characteristics have
become a basis of social stratification. The Filipino enjoys a higher

social status and popularity within the communit¡r in proportion to his
possession of physical features approximating that of the larger
Caucasian host society. .A.tthough the immigrant labels himself as
colored or black (itim) when comparing himself to the 'white'he is

nevertheless sensitive to different shad-es of skin color, nose angle
and other features. The lighter skin is called 'whitef or puti while
the darker skin is labelled as black or itim and pejoratively referred
to as burned (sinunog) or as dung of a crow (tai ng uwak). The
immigrant with the flatter nose is despised as having a facebampled
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Another effect of being a minorit¡r 'physical, popuration
Ís the
facility of recognizing a fellow immigrant. Hence the almost
instinctive
remark upon spotting another immigrant Filipino, May pinoy.
And as
an informant expressed, "Here

it is easy to spot your

companions,,.

There are turo noticeable changes in the physicar appearance
of
the immigrants that are common topics of conversation: (1)
increase
in weight and (2) becoming fairer in skin. The former
change is
explained as a direct result of their newly acquired. ,rich,
status
implied in an informant's statement: "Hou¡ canyou not
become fat when
you can eat everything that only the rich can afford
in ouc place!,,
The latter change

is seen as a result of resid.ence in the new prace as

expressed by an immigrant's assuring remark to
a¡rother arriving
Filipino: "You will become whiter as you stay longer in
canada like

us";

And the departing immigrant going for home vacation
is told. that
"You will come back black".

The Filipino garment workers have brought with
them the popurar
home image of the 'white' person as expert, refined.,
and_

inteltigent.

As a result of their more intimate cori.tact with the ,whiter
majority
population this image is gradually seen in its true light,
as hinted in
an immigrantts comment: "There are also
'bobos' among the whites
and here eveTr. if he is a manager (factory) he writes
like a grad.e one,,.
Another informant remarked.: "At home there are only
very few ,whites,

ald they get your attention but here they are common,,. Not
onry has
the popular home image of the 'white'ma,, disappeared,
but it seems
to have been replaced by a negative image as can be gathered.

in the

following selected remarks

:
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They look beautifuI and handsome but they smell differently.

I prefer to eat near the washroom than near a white persoïr..
If that white urere my boyfriend I wourd pour ,Avon, on him.
They smell because they do not bathe daily, only once a week

to save water.

The educated Filipino immigrants are much more sensitive
and vocal than the non-educated

Filipino garment workers

regard_ing

'raciaf iliscrimination. The major explanation is perhaps the fact that
the educated Filipinos have been sensitized. to 'equality' in their ¡¡estern

training and they work in direct contact with the larger caucasian
society. And not infrequently does the Filipino 'professional' all too
easily attribute the effects of his 'professionalf mistakes to 'racial
discrimination'. The Fitipino garment workers, on the other hand.,

live and work in groups and have little or no d.irect contact w"ith the
larger host societ¡r. They view their situation from their village
experience as belonging to the bottom social stratum and. simply accept
that "so long asyou are colored, you are at a d.isad.vantage". This

fact is considered natural as contained in the following statement of
garment worker:

Naturally, whites first. \Ãle are just here to share with their
fortune. It is their luck to be born white. That is why they
get higher pay than us and- the foremen are stricter toward_à

us than to the whites

a
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Culture Transplalts
Salita-Lan.quage

The Filipino immigrant garment workers have formed- definite

attitudes toward-s the use of English, Taþalog, and their respective

dialects. English is reserved exclusivelyfor dealings with the host
society while Tagalog is used as the lingua franca among the multi-

Philippine ethnic composed immigrant comrnunigr members. The dialect

is used in dealings with one's alliance co-villagers. English remains
the status language as knowledge of it connotes educational attaÍnment.
The large majorit¡r of the members have reached the high school
educational bracketuil.rile only a very small percentage of them, often

the recently arrived sponsored siblings and husbands, have gone as

far as the college educational level. Due to this educational situation
ald. the uneven proficiency in English, the members discourage and

frown upoTr the use of the English language among themselves as to

d.o

so would be considered an inordinate shour of educational attainment
and would invite the following kinds of remarks:

Pa Inglis-lnglis pa, akala mo kung sinu.
(He evenuses Englishi you would wonder what big shot he
May naligao na puti.
(There's some misplaced white person.)

is.)

The major Philippine language and dialect groups are represented
in the garment worker community in 'Winnipeg although the overwhelming

majority of them come from the Tagalog areas representing minor
intonational Tagalog variet¡r groups. Unlike their non-Tagalog counter-

parts in the home country who resent learning Tagalog, the non-Tagalog
garment workers have a positive attitude towards the Tagalog language
as indicated

in a non-Tagalog immigrant's remark: "I Iearned- Tagalog
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in Manila and continue to rearn more of it here while my sponsored.
sister learned it here. I wilt teach my child. Tagalog so when he goes
home he won't be

lost". The Tagalog language is also used. as the formal

medium of communication with one's

conflict groups as well as with the

Filipino'profe ssionals' .
The use of the dialect presupposes the existence of a friendly

relationship. Different units of membership are d-rawn into a w-armer
relationship when members point out and. encourage the members of a
dialect group to "talk in your own d.ialect provided. you d-o not sell us,,.
Persons of the same dialect group but who are in some conflict units
confront each other formally not in the d.ialect but in Tagalog. As the
existence of a warm relationship is seld.om presumed., the use of
Tagalog is considered- the safest course of action

if

one is to avoid.

being 'shamed' which ,happens when a person attempts to befriend.
another by talking in the dialect but is responded to either in English

or Tagalog.
The educated Filipino immigrants communicate with each other

either in English, Taga1og, or the dialect
a preference to use

w-ith

ease, although there is

English. They teach their children English unlike

the non-educated immigrants who prefer their child.ren to learn
Tagalog first and leave the teaching of English to the schools. Unlike
the garment workers the tprofessionalsr write to the home country in

English. The main reason for this difference in language habits is
the educational factor. unlike the uneven proficiency in English
among the working class the educated

Filipinos are all equally

proficient in the English language. And the former are aware that
they have little or no chance of ever improving their knowledge of
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English when we always talk among ourselves and in the factory our
canadian co-workers and. foremen speak the same as we d.o,,.
Pagkain - Food
The Filipino meal is composed. of four invariable items: (l-) Kanin
or cooked rice, (Z) utam or relish, (3) matamis or sweet, and.
(4) inúmin or

drink.

The kanin may be boiled

The ulam may be cooked meat,
be further flavored with

or fried cooked rice.

fish, shelrs, and vegetables which may

salt, fish gravy and pepper

and taken with

or sabao. The matamis may be any sw.eet preparation a'd. the
inumin may be water or a soft drink (Figure VI). The pattern of
soup

eating can be described as follows: the cooked. rice is transported.
to the mouth either by spoon or by the finger tips (magkamay).
Immediately a piece of the ulam is detached, from the main d.ish either
by fork or with the fingers and soaked in some salt gravy before it is

transported to the mouth. Soup may be taken in between rice and. ulam
mouthfuls to make the chewing and. swallowing of the food. easier.
This pattern is repeated. untir one

is rfull'.

Then some sw.eet

preparation or fruit is eaten after which the meal is conclud.ed. with
a drink. Even in the factory the garment workers maintain this
pattern of eating. Much of the materials needed for the food.
preparations such as riee, pork Eood, noodles, gravy, coconut,
glutinous
and two

rice, are available

and.

at the chinese, ukrainian, portuguese,

Fillpino ethnic corner stores.
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Fizure VI. Filipino Meal Composition and Common Food Preparations
Composition
Common Food. preparations

L. Kanin

boiled or fried boiled rice

2. Ulam

gisa, prito, dinugu-an, menud.o, pancit,
adobo , lechon , paksiw, rilleno , ãrrozcald.o

, Flavor

3. Matamis

4. Inumin

.

patis, baggo-ong, aramang, suka, asin, sili.
sum¿uL, Ieche plan, bibingka, puto, halya,
palitaw, ginata-an , turon.
tubig (water), 'soft ,d.rink', gatas (milk),
kape (coffee), tsa-a (tea)

Much of the excitement upon the arrival of fellow immigrant
garment workers

is generated by the devious means taken to smuggle

unavailable delicacy foods into the new place as pasalubong or arrival

gifts. Most of these food smuggling

attempts are, however, unsuccess-

ful as the 'delicacies' are confiscated. at the port of entry, especially
the balut. The balut is a fertile duck egg which had been hibernated
for thirteen days and boiled until the embryo inside the shell is
cooked. The balut is taken with salt and rcoke'as a special'snack'.
A Filipino attempted to 'make balut' from chicken fertilized eggs as
duck eggs \rere unavailable and the experiment was a success as far

Filipino garment workers u/ere concerned. Two other
Filipino garment workers entered the tbalut business'. r\gents for
as the

the egg delicacy \rere assigned. from each factory group who in turn
assigned- sub-agents from resid.ence, house, and chaperone groups.

The d-elicacy sells rapidly at tu/enty-five cents per balut-egg. More
than any Filipino food preparation the balut has drawn horror and
shudder reactions and remarks from canad.ian co-workers:
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"You are cruel to animals. You nnrrderers should be reported
to the humane society".
"You are eating a pregnant eggl "
"Even if you pay me a million d.ollars I witl never eat that"

.

Thus, the immigrants respond to this shock exhibited- by their non-

Filipino co-workers by eating the delicacy well out of sight of them.

is done much more easily on an individual
basis - maalat or salt egg which is soaked for a few months in heavy

.A.nother egg prepardion

brine and eaten as ulam. rtnother native

food.

preparation is the

fermented mustard or burro which is obtained by soaking fresh
mustard vegetable in 'rice water' for a few weeks after which

it is

cut in small pieces boiled with egg and bitter melon and eaten as ulam.
Other food preparations are similar to Chinese food preparations

and.

often the immigrants either eat in these Chinese restauraï.ts or ord.er
food from them.

The Filipino working class immigrants are proficient in the

preparation of Filipino dishes - a statement less true of the educated

Filipino immigrants who come from middle-class families with paid
cooks and house he1p. Unlike the non-educated.inmigrants who bring
meals to their work place r(Filipino prepared. meals), the educated.
immigrants are tashamed' to bring cooked. rice and_ instead take

their work place. As one 'professional' explained:
"I want to bring rice but I am ashamed- for all of my co-workers take
sandwiches to

sandwiches and I would be

alone". There is little or no pred.icted

change in the food habits of the Fitipino immigrant garment workers
even

if

many of them are learning to cook 'Canadian

from two informants:

food', as gathered
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'we know

how to cook canadian food.s but we don't like the
them when we have canad.ian visitors

taste. we prepare

I cannot last long if I do not eat kanin. It is surprising
how the white can last the whole day with only breaa añ¿
a stick of cigarettes for lunch.
Suki - Patron-Client D.yad

suki is

patron-client relationship established between a
person providing some service and a person in need of it, and. ad.d-ressa

ing one a¡rother as

suki.

The patron gives discount prices

and.

privilege loans in return for the clientrs regular, if not exclusive,
patronage. Through this culture transplant the garment workers
drastically limit their contact with the host society by dealing only
with certain familiar persons. This transplant has favored. the flourishing of all kinds of business patron-client relationships (Figure VII).

-L66Fi.kr,lrei¡Vll Patron-Client Relationships Formed by the Fitipino Garment
Workers in'Winnipes

Service

Patron

sponsorship,
job placement

Officers (Papa

Contact

two lmmigration
& Daddy)

host society
(Canad-ian)

migration papers,

travel tickets,
chartered fLights

CPAir Filipino agents
(2), two educated
Ftlipino and two garment
worker sub-agents

'profe s sionall

furniture

one Canad.ian agent, two

host society
tprofe s sional'

and

applialces , trad.e -

in, moving

Filipino'profe s sionals'

chaperone transporta- 'professionals' as well as
tion (sundo), babygarment workers with cars,
sitting
garment workers with
children
Filipino food-,
two rprofessionals', three
eggs, meat
garment workers, rChina
Tow-n', ethnic stores
(Ukrainian, Portugue se),

'professional'
fellow workers

'profe s sional'
fellow workers
inter-ethnic

'Dad.dy' caretaker

hairdressing,

haircut, photography
medical services
and consultations

one professional, three

garment workers (hairdressing), two garment
workers (photography)
four Filipino doctors
and

their Canadian

associates
religious services
four rethnic' Catholic
and spiritual directionrpriests (one Polish, one

letters of recommend-a- French,

tion

cosmetics, cookware
and ttupperware'

one
Portugue se)

Metis,

rprofessionalt
fellow workers

'professional'
inter-ethnic

one

five'professionals' and
their fifteen garment
worker sub-agents

'professional'
fellow workers

five Filipino insurance
agents and. seven Filipino

rprofessional'

(cosmetics), five
Canadians and ten
garment worker subagents (cookware)
insurance services,
income tax report,
purchase of a house

teachers and accountants,
one Filipino realtor
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The suki or patron-client relationship that is observed to be

flourishing among the garment workers is almost absent among the
Filipino educated immigrants of 'professionals', due evidently to their

ability to secure or perform the services they need by themselves.
'A'mong the garment workers the system will d.ecrease when they attain
the sophistication to communicate and understand the different
business arld service trarrsactions. There is, however, little or no
enthusiasm ¿rmong them to learn and they prefer to employ the

services of familiar suki patrons ald agents as hinted- in the response
of two informants:
"You just pay them (suki agents)

and.

it's

d.one and. no

\rorry".

"'with a suki you will not be fooled as much as with others".
Thus r more and more garment workers tend. to

further concentrate

themselves in patronizing the reputedly honest

suki. There is one

Canadian agent that has become extremely popular from whom television,

stereo, sala, and dining sets are bought or trad-ed.. other common items
bought through him are tape record-ers, sewing machines, t¡rpewriters,

rad-io-alarm clocks, vacuum cleaners, md bed.s. In a personal
communication this popular agent revealed that he
house groups

every night

groups who keep 'phoning

and.

visits ten to twelve

stilr cannot ,service, the other

house

me'. one reason for his popularity is given

by a suki-client: "with himwe haggle with the price and he is jolly
Iike us. He is learning Tagarog and even eats balutl ,, on the other
hand, one popular Filipino insurance agent was sudd.enly rêlinquished
en masse when

explain well"

.

it

became known that "he was fooling

and_ d.oes

not

The large majority cut their insurance policies'and. to

this day they are hesitant and suspicious of insurance agents and.

-168perhaps of the insurance business itself

,

as an informant remarked.:

"We are fed up (asar na kami) already with insurance".

Balita - Comnmnication
.Balita refers to ar.y information which may either be d-estrrrctive
of a personts name or chismis or ind-icative of his good. behaviour or

puri . The complex communication system found. among the garment
workers is related to the behaviouralunits (see Figure IV, p.Lrz).
The news

is labelled as chismis or negative or puri/han.qa (praise/awe)

or posifive depending upon the nature of the behavioural units to which
the hearers, transmitters, and the person involved. may belong at the

time.

Those in the conflict units indulge in chismis while those in
the alliance units engage in puri with expected embellishment on

either side (dagd.g). The overtapping membership of the behavioural
units, however, is a limiting factor to the embellishments as among the
hearers there are either alliance or conflict unit co-members of the
person involved-. The balita is spread (kalat) in the following swíft

process: the members of the house group pass on any balita to their
chaperone groups who in turn transmit

it to their factory groups
within a few hours. Later in the evening the balita is spread to
therpart-timer factory groups and passed on to the evening chaperone
groups

and"

then finally brought to their respective house groups. By

the weekend the pool of the week's balita is brought out again in the
several accumulated celebrations to which the garment workers rush

in the same evening. This intense com.munication system has the effect
of bringing the garment workers towards intimate knowledge of one
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another and of pressuring the members to behave within the community

values to gain

puri

and- avoid-

informants are revealing

chismis. The following remarks of four

:

Even in this far place the news has wings.

My God"! This is rlrorse than in the Philippines. Here you
cannot hid-e anything. Everyone tries to get into the business
of the other.

Terrible here. Even what:,,you still are planning to do in
your mind is already spread far and wide and even with embellish-

ments.

You alread-y know the

Pinoy.

He cannot

live without chismisl

The ease with which a balita gets spread depends on the type of

information. Non-personal balita is

passed. on without any

restraint,

i.e. current prices of food items in the home country, the present
rate of exchange between the US dollar and the Philippine peso, the
occurrence of a t¡rphoon in the home country, the need. of workers and
the kind.ness or cruelty of a factory supervisor. Personal but non-

i.e. theft in a resid.ence
or losing of it, change of

behavioural balita are also spread with ease,
by unknown persons, putting on of weight

street, house, or factory groups, death, sickness,

and-

hospitalization

of parents or siblings r and. accid.ents.
The balita ind-icative of a person's futlfilment of the social values

is passed on by onets alliance unit members as puri or hanga. Examples
of this are the sponsorship of a sibling and spouse, the sending of
money to the family

in the home country, vacation to the home country

or to the 'States' (See Image of Americar p. 53), speed at work,
marriage, birth of a child., acquisition of house, or car,

any

celebrations such as birthd.ays and anniversaries. A final type of
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balita indicative of a personts deviation from the social values and
thus destructive of his name is spread. by conflict unit members. Some
of the outstand-ing chismis are listed below:
got 'fooled' by the travel agents and. then
twashed themselves' to escape
pregnancy.

1) The immigrants who

2) The immigrants who had white boyfriend"s and later rlrere
abandoned by them after 'they did everythingl.

her vagina seurn back in the hospital
after having intercourse with a white man and afterward"s
named. as tahi or the seu/lr. up one.

3) The immigrant who had

her Filipino boyfriend and
then refused. to marry him to live with a Canad.ian and. later
a Pakistal 'because they have penis bigger than the Filipinor.

4) The immigrant who spon sored

5) The immigrant u¡ho entered a com.mon -law union with a
married- Canadian and. had t\ro twin children, tone white and
one blackt.

price tag
with costly merchand.ise which caused
the tgarment workersr
to boycott the department store tout of deep shame'.

6) The immigrant who rüas caught exchanging a cheap

7) The immigrant who was caught cheating at the factory by
have 'void tickets' signed. with the rprice tickets' in ord-er

to get double pay which d.rew the common comment rit is
sharneful to the white and if I were the one I would get aurayr.

B)ttre immigrants who pulled each other's hair and. clawed at
each other's faces in front of Canadian factory co-workers.
9) The immigrant who got arrested. by the police for driving
without a licence and leaving the scene of an accident but
and. convicted for destroying another
immigrant's house and,rpossession of deadly weapons.

Iater got arrested.

l0)The immigrants who send 'very little' money to their family
at home wh,ile they enjoy 'all the luxuries here'.
The educated Filipino immigrants do not have this intensive
communication system as they
each

live

and work

in relative isolation from

other. Even if they work in the same institution,

in one hospital, the rule

among

such as nurses

this is to mind only one's business,

as
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in a nurse's remark: "Here everyoïÌe keeps to herself and.
prefers to be with white company". The intimate communication among
hinted.

the garment workers will likely continue due to their common experience,
history, and willage values and due to their group liwing ald working
habits which have brought them to resid-e close to one another near
the factory area.
Utang na loob

- Reciprocitv

utarg na loob is a benefactor - beneficiary relationship
established on the basis of one person's act benefitting another. The
beneficiary is placed in a situation of lasting internal (loob) debt
(utang) towards the benefactor who expects constant recognition

and-

reciprocation. charles Kaut calls this relationship a rsystem of
contractual obligationr

(1) the gift

(kaloob)

and-

, (2)

indicates the four principles involved.:

acceptance (pagtanegap), (J) repa¡rment

(pagbayad), (/+) need and surplus (kakulangan at sagana). He points
out the three stages of possible development of the system:
1)An initial prestation through which an obligation relationship
is activated, utang na loobl

2)A relatively unstable phase. wherein indebtedness alternates
back and forth through reciprocal giving and repzgrment and
f
3)Ço¡,nnlgte-reciprocigr of mutual support and aid so that two
individuals become complementary ùtang na loob p""t"L"".

Finally, Kaut concludes his study with a description of the importance
of this culture item among a philippine Tagalog communit¡r (Lg6g: 2SB,
266,272):
. ¡.plang na loob in all its ramifications is a fundamental tool
gf tþe highly segmented. Tagalgsociety. Behaviour, shaped
by this system of contractuãl olligatiðn, defines
between individuals-and provides ih.
".í.tior-.tip"
for o"garrizi.jthese into a hierarchy of rerationship -.u.ns
for social ac"tion anä
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interaction. lt provides the reference from which the
individual can deterrnine his behaviour in each social
situation and establishes a network of relationships
which can be manipulated in each crisis facing the
individual or the group to which he belongs.
Much of the garment workers communit¡r behaviour
utang na loob transplant and \rith

it other culture

is shaped by this

items intimately

connected with the system are also transplanted. and are flourishing,
such as handa

or celebrations, intermediary or contact persons,

religiousity, and ritual kinship.
The garment workers attribute their gift of migration in the

following order: (1) Awa

n.q

Dios or Mercy of God , (2) Family, and

(3) Host Canadian society towards

whom an utang na loob has thereby

been established ald

given shape

their recognition and reciprocation of it has
to their community behaviour. Among the members of

the community themselves arr utang na loob has been established.
between those who welcomed and guid-ed. the

arriving immigrants,
between those who sponsored or secured acceptance letters and..the
beneficiaries of these acts.
Reciprocity of the immigrants' utang no loob to thespernatural

is the main reason for their intense religiousigr: attend.ing Sund.ay
services, setting up house altars, carrying rosary beads, having
novenas

and-

pamisa or commemoration masses celebrated.,

and.

sending monetary contributions to the home parish church.

Reciprocity of the utang na loob towards parents and siblings is at
the root of the immigrants' intense family preoccupation: send.ing

third or more of the annual income of roughly $5,000.00 to the
family, sponsorship of siblings to the new place, regurar home
one

r73 vacation to the home

country. The only act, however, which

approximates any 'repà¡rmentf of the parental d-ebt of the gift of life

is the similar act itself of giving life or birth to a child and- this is
the main reason for the enthusiasm in the sponsorship of spouse
and the practice

using birth

of 'having at least one child immediately before

control'.

The utang na loob towards the host Canadian

society rfor letting us in' is basic and overrid.es arry negative
expenience from members of the host society and any negative

criticism by an immigrant is toned d-own with: "Anyway, it is
through them that we are here and for that we remain

is their luck to be white

and that they share

grateful. It

their luck with us is

reason for us to be thankfuI". Any misbehaving immigrant is
reprìmanded with the word.s "'we are here in a d.ifferent country
and should. not bring in here our bad practices
and shows no sense of utang na

for it is

shameful

loob". Reciprocity of this utan.q na

loob towards the host society is related to the immigrantsr practices
such as adopting the two immigration officers as well as the house

caretaker or owners as their parents calling them with the parental

or 'Mommy', giving gifts to the factory
supervisors, willingness to do over-time work, and refusing to

add-ress 'Dad-dy', 'Papa',

complain with the Canad-ian co-workers.

Reciprocity of utan.q na loob toward-s the early Filipino educated
immigrants is limited to the first 1968 f1ight groups. This relationship
has

, however, gradually

weakened

for reasons indicated in the follow-

ing remarks of informants:
They don't invite us to their parties and. are ashamed- to mix
with us who have no education. \tr/'e have invited them a lot
to our parties.
They just u/ant us to cook and- baby-sit for them.
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Their welcome speeches qnd h31p yele not tme for they
profited on the furniture they boüght
from us and_ they {rst
wanted us to join their associatioñ and bu.y and sett ãicteis.
They wanted us to buy their used. .u."" arrå nrrrriture.-- -Reciprocity of utang na roob toward.s fellow garment workers
established on the b4sis of helping the new immigrants, sponsoring
them, securing job accept¿rïrce retters, rend.ing them money or
furniture is at the root of the proliferation of all kinds of celebrations

or

handa to which benefactors are

invited..

Common events celebrated.

are anniversaries, which may include the d.ate of arrival of the new
place, a parentts death, or wed-d.ing anniversary, purchase of a
car
or house, departure or arrival of immigrants from home vacation,
shower and stag, baby shower, baptism, wedding, and birthdays.
The celebrations are accunmlated. on the two weekend. d.ays
and. are
normally extended throughout the whole night. The guests come
and

to give room for other arriving guests a'd. may attend as many as
five different celebrations. Most of the celebrations are birthd_ays
go

(Table

xIIi). In one case an immigra't

garment worker received_

over sixty gifts on her birthday party representing sixty house groups
totalling approximately three hundred guests. The visitors \¡/ere
entertained in a two-bedroom apartment from saturd.ay afternoon

until sunday evening. The members of the celebrantts house group
cooked for the arriving guests. The celebralt spent ,over a month's
salary of $350.00' but received. "it back by reciprocating several
utang na loob". Reciprocity tou¡ard.s a fellow immigrant benefactor
involves such practices as add.ressing the benefactor as
'Mommy, a'd.
the beneficiary as 'Anak' or child, the adopting of as many pairs of

ritual sponsors r parents and siblings as an act of reciprocating

an

-L75utang na loob, the use of an intermed_iary or contact who will be favorable to the person to be contacted. due to an existing utang na loob

relationship between them .
Table XVrlt Birthday Celebration and Distribution of L66 Filipino
Garment Workers in utang na loob Relationship,
'Winni
L97L

Month

Dav and Distribution (in parentheses)

Jan.

3,7,
4,9,

April
M.y

L5, L6, LB(2),2L, 2g,30
1o(3), L4, 18,26, 27(2)
3(3), 7, L3Q), !5, 1,6(2), lg, 2L, 23, 24, 27,
L, 2, 3(3), 6, 13, L4, Lg, 20, 22(2), 25, 29
g, ro(2), 13(3), r4(2), 16,2L,23,24,3L

June

2,3(2),6, B,9, L9,2L, So

Feb.

March

July
Arrg.

Sept.
Oct.
Nov.
Dec.

Total
L0
10

29

21.

L4
13

9

L, 2, 6(2), B, L3, LB, 23, 24, 26(2), 27, 2g
5, 6(2), 7 , LO(2), 13 , Lg , 22, 28 , 29 , 3r
L, 2, 3, B, Lr(2), 1,2(3), 1"6(2), 1.8(2), 26, 27, 28, 29 __
3, 5, 7, LO, 16, 22, 23(2), 24, 25, 2B(2>,, 30
2(2), 6, 7(2), LO, L!, !2, L4, 15, 20, 22, 24, 27, 29
4, 5(2), B, L3(2), 16, L7 , LB, tg(z),22, 25, zS,3I

13
1.2

19
13

15

t7
1.66

The system of utang na loob is much less operative,
among the educated immigrants

if at all,

for they feel their migration more

as

the result of their educational qualifications than anything else.
Furthermore, they come from the mid.d.le-income families and therefore
do not feel themselves in the position of family breadwinner and financier.

This makes them less family conscious.
Magkakamaganak

-

Kinship

There are three t¡rpes of kinship groups found among the garment

workers in Winnipeg: (1) quasi-kin groups , (2) ritual kin,

and
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(3)

blood

ktn.

The quasi-kin group is formed. by members of the

behavioural alliance units who consid.er each other as paran.q

or sibling-like. This quasi-kin group is also formed
by members of the house group and age is the basis of the quasi-kin
formation. The eldest member assumes the role of mother or ina
magkakapatid

and the second eldest takes the

role of first born child. or

while the youngest becomes the bunso or the youngest

pan.ganay

child.

Although

this t¡rpe of kinship is the most widespread, it is, however, the
least stable as conflict may easily snap the kinship-like formation.
The ritual kin group or compadrasgo is composed_ of those who

are related to each other as parents or siblings on the occasion of
religious ritual such as church wedding, baptism, confirmation

a

There are as many pairs of a child.rs ritual parents or Nino(a)ng as
possible - in one case, for instance, twelve. pair. Two or more

pair of ritual parents and as many as seven pair of ritual siblings
or abay (chaperone) may be involved in a wedd-ing ceremony. There

is a general

sense of being

ritualry related to one another as the

ritual kinships are extended easily

and

this explains why many

address each other as 'Paret or co-father and. 'Mare'or co-mother
even

if

they have not been d.irectly related. in a ritual event. In

other words, the ritual kin of one's ritual kin by a different ritual
event is also by extension of, one's ritual

is the most widespread

and-

kin. This t¡rpe of kinship

may be as stable as the blood. kin.

$/ith the arrival of sponsored siblings and spouses the blood
kin groups start to increase. The membership of a consanguinal group

is small and. such a house group is formed with a tighter organization
since the eldest sibling assumes full responsibility as the father and
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mother. The younger siblings normally entnrst their earnings to the
eldest who takes charge of all house bills , groceries, and. the send.ing
of money to the family in the home

country. This is the most stable

t¡rpe

of kin group as conflict is unlikery to split the group and 'siblings

remain siblings even

if there is conflict'.

These tJæes of kinship groups are much less operative among

the Filipino educated immigrants. Their weddings and baptism ceremony

are limited to their small group of Filipino and Ca¡radian peers. The
first ritual parents of the garment.workers \rere educated Filipino
immigrants and factory supervisors. but as there was no reciprocation
the garment workers later shifted their preference of ritual kin to

their fellow garment workers. The .pponsored siblings of the
educated immigrants normally

live in a different resid.ence. In one

case a 'professionaf immigrant brought to court his sponsored.

sibling who lived separately from his sponsoring sibling made the

remark: "'why should I give my salary to my sister. she d.oes not
care for me and does not wash my clothes". perhaps the main factor
in the difference is the \¡restern educational training of the 'professionals'
which makes them sensitive to the ideal of individual responsibility

ald maximum privacy.
.A.ssimilations

plrglis, Simba, Pabrica, Banko, Sexv. Societv
The term Englis refers not only to the English language but to

the whole body of western education acquired- in the home country's
American oriented schools which includes reading, writing,

arithmetic, democratic government, and a 'modern' or 'civilized' *ry

-L7Bof life. The term si*Þg refers to the whole body of catholic church
doctrines including its wealth of material and. ritual content. pabrica

refers to the bo4y of factory work and habits which is also referred
to by its most significant characteristics, kaJrud. or uninterrupted- hard.

work.

Banko refers to the urban monetary habits and- systems a¡rd in
the home country the term connotes wealth. The garment workers
have been initiated into this monetary system in the home country

where a part of their salary assisted. them to set up a bank account
into which a part of their salary would be regularly d.educted and

deposited. sexy refers to the world of mod.ern.w.estern fashion,
clothing, and physical make-up which, to armjority of the new
immigrants , is a sudd.enly new and available experience. The term
does not have any negative connotation but rather means loveþ,

beautiful,

, fitting, and attractive , approximating the physical
caucasian ideal. It is this assimilation that explains the popularity
handsome

among them of cosmetic

agents. Societlr refers to the world of
present day western sociat life which includ.es d.ance parties,
excursions , park picnics

,

sports

,

and.

tours.

The educated Filipino immigrants have made this assimilation in

the home country

and-

thus to them there is

in contrast to the garment workers

little or no exciting novelty

among whom the excitement is

obvious. It must be emphasized, however, that the assimilation
of the garment workers in these areas is relative

and-

in some areas

there are counter forces that prevent total assimilation. For instance,
the immigrant gannent workers still prefer to keep large amounts of
cash and maintain their own 'piggr banks! instead. of using personal
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chequing accounts. And. in the area of Society the activities connoted.
by it are considered- as 'proper to the whites' and. overd.oing them would.
mean 'trying to be white'.

Reinterpretations

Kabit -"Free Love": PakJrawan - "Fiece 'Work"
Aside from the general impression that some ethnic immigrant
groups are magkahawi.q or similar such as the ltalians, ukrainians,

Spanish, and French in the area of famity solid.arity

and_

religious

practices, the garment workers consider the values and behaviour
patterns of the host society as d-ifferent altogether or magkaiba
and thus there are few reinterpretations possible.

Two minor reinterpretations may be mentioned: (1) 'free love'
among the host society

is reinterpreted as similar to the kabit,,_or

mistress system familiar to the new immigrants. This 'free love'
found

in the new place is referred to in the play of words on the

term Canadian as cana in Tagalog means sexual íntercourse
d.ian me¿rns

'there'.

and.

Due to the great disproportion in the sexual

ratio the kabit system is flourishing

among the new

immigrants.

The

popular Canadian furniture agent remarked on this situation: "The
Filipino boys here are very lucky as they are livíng in a parad.ise of
'women"

. (2)

The factory practice of giwing 'piece work' and- being

paid accordingly to one's production is identified- with the familiar
home village practice of pakyawan

or contract work. This

reinterpretation is perhaps an important factor in the high
efficiency of the majority of the garment workers as 'piece workers'.
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Mo¿ifications

Hilot. Paluwagan. Bakbakan, Canadian
The

hilot is the village faith healer

and medicine

practitioner

is normally an elderly person with either of three areas of
speciaì.ization: (1) pregnancy, birth, and child care , (2) muscles,

who

veins, bones, and (3) expulsion of foreign bod_ies (often fish bones)
from the throat. Among the garment workers there are three grandchildren of known hilot in the home country who were pressured- into
assuming the role of a hilot although they were veryyoung. the d.emand

for

hilot was largely because of the 'snour fal1s' for which the check
up of a hilot was sought. The demand. increased- whenrrjmore babies u¡ere
a

born whose crying might indicate some dislocation or pilay and need
the check up of a hilot. In a conversation with one hilot l gathered.

this information:
Where did you get your hilot power?

"'[ just feel God is close to me and cures through me and.
so I do not refuse as there are no hilots here"l
How did you know you could heal?
'lMan¡1" kno,w
grandmother is a hilot in our place and
they thought Sy
that I must have learned from her and asked.
me to hilot them. I tried and many were cured. and- it
became known".

But are you not too young to be a hilot?

"This is Canada and there are no hilots here".
The child deliveries are done in the hospitals and. thus there is
no demand for the 'mid-wife'hilot.

orly the common hilot

ad.vice to

the expectant mother is circulated:

sit on stairs so you won't be hard- up in giving birth
to the child -

Do not

-181Do not eat anything
for the chird
and thus find it hard_sweet
to come out.

wilr grow very big

Any menstruating^ lady must_,not step on the mat used by a
pregnant woman for this will cause hardship in giving-birth.
An-y visitor_must

not stop by the d-oor where you are as this

will block the exit of tne ctrit¿.
The paluwagan

or credit union is

based- on the

village practice

of the work gang or tulung-tulun.qan formed by a group of villagers to
accomplish alternately each member's work w-ith swiftn-ess as well as

company. The garment workers similarly form a cash pool by
regularly contributing a part of the week's salary and. then d.rawing
Iots as to who would get the 'big cash,. The paluwagan w.as started
in the home factory although the paruwagan as practiced. in the new
place is much more extensive

and- may

involve workers from

different factory groups, usually from one's alliance unit members.

A general paluwagan is understood to exist

among the garment

workers so that in extreme necessity due to serious illness,
accidents, or emergency vacation (due to the sud.d.en d.eath of

a

parent) a collettion is mad.e or tulun.q (fretp¡ from the general member_

ship.

The popularity of the paluwagan is explained by an informant:

If you _borrow money from the bank you are turned. around. and.
around with many questions and if,5iou go to the ntt.-ployment
insura'c9 you _are given so many cárds-and you look like" a
beggar although they regularly d-educt ,tn.*ilo¡.-ent insurance
premiums from your salary.
Bakbakan means aggression and. refers to the violentaction-

filled western 'cowboy' movies popular

among the

Filipino villagers.

Among the garment workers one cannot overstate the overwhelming

interest and involvement in the wrestling programs. As one
immigrant remarked: "It is the only recreation or liban.qanof the

-IB2They are deepry concerned- in the fate of the 'good guys,
or their handsome (pgsl) sweetheart or bata and offer novenas a'd

þuJ.".

prayers for them. They watch

and-

cheer in groups

and.

curse the

'cheatguys'as@ortheshameless.Thenewarriva1
is at first amused at the intense involvement among the early immigrants
in this form of bakbakan but later find,s himself similarly concerned.
\l/atching wrestling matches in the 'actuaf is reserved. for the males
although a few females have started to go with the men as well.

This Íntense interest in the wrestling progr¿rms is observed. much
less among the educated Filipi.no immigrants and. then only among
the males. The involvement of the garment workers in this sort of
program is not unrelated to the harsh, aggressive, and_ competitive
atmosphere of the garment

factory. In the wrestling programs they

find satisfaction in vicarious aggression.
A much more significant modification among the Filipino
garment workers is their feeling of being canad.ian as well as

Filipino . As far as they are concerned , they are not only Filipinos
like those in the home country, but they are also canad.ians. Their
parents, siblings and friends in the home country refer to them in
their writings as Americano. This general feeling of being a
Filipino-canadian is expressed s¡rmbolically in the immigrants,
practice of always carrying the passport booklet on one's person.
The reason for doing this is explained_ by .tt informant:

"I bring

my passport wherever

I go for it is the only proof that I am
Canadian and I do not tnrst it to be left at home". other remarks

from Filipino-canadians coming from their home vacation are
revealing:
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When I tanded at the airport (philippines) everybod.y
appeared to me as thieves and picÈ-pockets so-I heid on
to my purse as.they 'were surely thinking that here is
someone from America.

After

a time you get tired of having no mon-ey and. so you
want to come back. Your relativeõ think yot are ric-h
because_you are norlr arr American. They"just d.on't
realize how we work here night and dayl

I want to become a canad-ian citizen so I vill not have to
pay alot of taxes whenever I go home for vacation.
Indeed, the groups of 1968 and l-969 become immensely excited at the
approach of the fifth year when they would qualify to apply for Canadian

citizenship: "It is only just a matter of two years". This feeling of
being Canadian may be present among the Fitipino educated- immigrônts
but the overwhelming desire is evidently to migrate to the united

states and become u. s. citizens. The difference, perhaps, is
explained by the fact that the garment workers are aware that

their occupation limits their mobility to places where garment
factories are concentrated. a¡rd- frourishing, such as winnipeg.
In summary, u'e have briefly mentioned- the major d.istinguishing
culture items and classified them accord-ing to the alternative ad.justive
mecha¡risms used by the immigrant communit¡r. we have attempted a

comparison in terms of these culture items of the two cLasses of

Filipino immigrants in \Minnipeg, the 'professional' ald. the garment

workers. Each culture item mentioned- above would be a relevant
starting point for future follow up studies.

CHAPTER VI

CONCLUSION: ¡TN URBAN VILLAGE
Introduction
Urban Vüage is perhaps the best summary phrase of this

migration study. The Filipino immigrant garment workers in

virtue of their total assimÍlation of factory
work habits and relative assimilation of certain urban systems such
W'innipeg are Urban by

as banking. They remain Villagers by virtue of the transplantation

of their home village systems, values and patterns of behaviour.
This concluding chapter has three brief recapitulating sections:

(1) Process in Ethniciqr, Q) Models in Migration stud.ies,
(3) Towards a Theory of Migration.

and"

Process in Ethnicitv
Four periods may be distinguished in the process of ethlic
formation of the garment workers in winnipeg: (1) the migration
from Manila home vitlage to urban work

, (2)

the initiation in the

Filipino 'professional' immigrants and by the
host ethnic immigrant population, (3) withdrawal and. class ethnic
new place by the early

formation, and Ø) class ethnic socialization.
In the first period, the villagers moved to the home country's

_tB4_
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most urban area to

train in the garment factory

operated. mostly by

Americal Jews. Also in this period, they had_ some initiation into
urban life. This period was the major preparation for their later
migration to a Canadian mid-west city. They carried with them certain
adþstive mechanisms which they effectively used in their first,
although less d-isruptive, migration - such as group tiving or'house'
group and paluwagan or credit union. The second. period. is

characterized by intense contact with the early educated Filipino

immigralts as well as with the host ethnic immigrant groups,
mostly of northern Europe, with whom they worked. and. not
infrequently lived as tenants. This was an important period- of
stabilization for the displaced immigrants who suddenly found. themselves a'physical' as well as cultural minority group in the new
place. The third period is characterized by a gradual withdrawal,
both from the educated Filipinos as well as from their European co-

factory workers, due mainly to the significant d.ifference in
educational attainment with the former and. cultural d.ifferences as
well as work competition with the latter. 'With this educational and.

cultural diversit¡r, the garment workers,

enmeshed.

in values and

patterns of behaviour of their home villages, .were unable to
maintain a meaningful contact with the Filipino 'professionalst or with
the host society. In the fourth period., the garment workers organizedthemselves into three sets of network units in which each garment

worker is involved in intimate personal contact

and-

socialization

\rith fellow immigrant workers. urith a minimum of western
educational training, they found the transplantation of familiar

_tB6_
village values and culture items the better course of adjustive

direction. Several of these culture transplants were effective in
limiting contact with 'outsiders' to the minimum necessi$r such as
suki or patron-client relationship

.

The urban village formed by the garment workers
and become even more intense as there

is little or

ïLo

will

remain

predicted change

in the level of educational training or occupational mobility. However,
the assimilations , reinterpretations,

and.

mod-ifications of the urbar

village combine to make it a variant of the home village

and.

culture

analogous perhaps to the feeling of being not just an ordinary Filipino

but a Canadian-Filipino.
Models in Migration Studies

This study was made with four models of migration studies as

guidelines: (1) disorganization

model

, (2) assimilation

mod.el,

(3) reinterpretation model, and (/,,) ethnicit¡r model. Underlying
the research is the hypothesis that these models, around which

traditional investigators have tended to form into exclusivistic
schools of thought, are related to the adjustÍve mecha¡risms open to
an immigrant population. The focus of

this study has been to deter-

mine the factors by means of which one adjustive mechanism

is

em-

phasized rather than another.

The Fili.pino garment workers were observed- to have
experienced. a minimum of social d.isorganization as they reorganized,

themselves within a short

period.

The main reasons

for this \¡ere:

(1) their broad preparation in the home country in terms of western
influences, notably the school and the church; (2) their intensive

-tB7training in the factory and initiation into urban life prior to their
movement to Calada; (3) their initiation in the new place by the
early Filipino educated immigrants as well as by their Canadian
factory co-workers; (Ð their manner of group recruitment, flight,
and group

living in the new place; and. (5) their new role of being

their family's financiers

and breadwinners.

The garment workers have been observed. to have thoroughly
assimilated. the minimum urban requirement of factory work habits
and relatively assimilated other

urbal conveniences. Significantly

they tend to duplicate certain urban systems such as transportation,

credit union and social services. In other areas, however, they
transplant the more familiar village systems. Due to the intense
degree of cultural diversity with the host society there are few

reinterpretations as few analogies can be made. Thus , the
ethnicity model is best exemplified in this study as they form

a

variant culture both of the home country and of the host ethnic
immigrant populations

owards a Theo

.

of Mieration

Two rel-ated statements have served as the hypothesis of this

study: (1) lVligration invariably results in displacement, thereby
initiating stress and disorganization among the migrating population;
and (2) The intensity of the stress and disorganization is inversely
proportional to the degree of diversity of the immigrants' culture
and the host population and the need

for adþstment is directly

proportional to their similarity. There are four adþstive
mechanisms open to the immigrants:

(1) culture transplantation,
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(2) culture assimilation, (3) culture reinterpretation, and (4) culture
modification. culture transplantation appears to be the likely option
where extreme diversity is present while assimilation seems to be
limited to the minimum necessity. Reinterpretation

and.

mod.ification,

on the other hand, appear to be the

is present. Thus,

among

tikely options where similarity
the Filipino garment workers, the m4jor

adjustive respor-se in the new situation is to transplant familiar
culture items and to assimilate the minimum urban requÍrement of

factory work habits. As there is an extreme diversity of culture
values and patterns of behavioúr between the garment workers and.
their host society, very few, and- only minor, cases of reinterpretation and modification could be found.

Á.PPENDICE S

APPENDIX I
Tulâ or Poem
by Bennie Laqui (my translation)
NAWALA S4 PANINGIN
(Disappeared From View)
musmu.s pg qko'¡r inyong mahal
P+p"t |g
(since
I was trrl Þrby í rrãi. bË;
ñ;r tove)
"

+ Aj :,*Uy l¿Ë"
Ëiif,î : #îåT*:tir
g lrap on"b"go ;r.o rr,rminray
"' "ï.,
lj(and: Ievery
Iy- afternoon before I fell

u."i"up)
Ay iginawad n'nyo ang mga pangaral
(you imptanred ii. me itiï*ãt""1ti">

sabi, bago ako matulos.
Ily" ¿rng ma{
w\o
saÍd be-fo"u r
lilJi.:_{o1
"rãpl)

-s a Ö ryo s'
F""Ëi:*ål
,,_iö1Ë3* !.ä"'i.1:,
,q1T. qrq,habilin ng ina-kong irog
(that
is the sujdanée oj *_y"belov-ed mother)

äî*f, Hf rn+;Ft*."",t1i:"6i¡'{""t-"
X*^
soon
\as Tigk"isip

na

qlae-ine

a.r.g.

-al
as I could
think ãnd began
Ay naghanap buhqf t"-fo"g ,.- irm to turn into a lady)
(I looked for worË to herf *'ott")
M^akaganti lamang utang ko sa kaaya
(to repay at least my debt to her)

di sasapat tänit
L{gunit
dusa
(but a million Ëacrifice","ify""g
*itt .rË-.u" suffice)
Palibhas_ay bukid ang aking tirahan

\stnce I live in the field)

Á.y hindi sasapat at malaking kulang
(my help was insufficient and we

were in great want)
ko
tulay
lumuwas
U"jun
),atsin
(thereupon I thoug-ht of goiãg
"j Jut of town)
At_ baka s akalin g_ ãoon m"agt"-*Ãn""
"I
(whe

re

pe

rhaps

.""1d ;;i;å;äi
-1Bg -
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nga nagtagal at ako'y napasok
$i"_di
(indeed it did not take long anã I was ad.mitted)
panaþian ako ay å"g1ì"gkod. -------"-*'
!a isang
a
garment
factqry I worke"d) "
\in
nanSala¡_P1A.Ersa P-ilipinaé ay bantog
fle
(the name PAE in rbe philippines is famoîs)
maganda daqing riåglilingkod_ -- --'
|apagkat
(ror many of us there found good work)

Pagkat hindi lasap sa aking sarili
(because I was not contentãd with myself)
At hindi nagtagal umalis sa F,tE
(not
_waiting any longer I left pAE)
'Pagkat nakakita, mãgand.a at mabuti
(for I found
*o"¿u"fol and good)
"o-eihinf
palagay
ko'y
higit
kay sa pAE "
Iq
:q in
(rvrtlch
my judgement is far better than p¿tE)
ako-'y umuwi sa mahal king ina
)q
(when I went home to my beloîed mother)
mamaalam paglis-an sa kanya
9p*g
(to
inform

her of my=going far frðm her)
Mata ko'y may luhá ai naã.eunzulila
(my eyes flooded with tears .ãd b"..*e
mournfull)
sa_rili na minamahal niya
f1S
,"Uu"g
(oh the piriful sight of this brokeñ chird she
roves)
Sa pagsasabi ko na ako'v lalavo
(when I told that I *u., gäirre fär)
Luha ng^ina ko a-y biglaäg türnrri"
\ïears ol.my mother_suddenly rolled down)
:unang (tl malg.man kung tutol ang puso

rears whetherór not her hearr agrees)
\rears or Joy or tears of sorrow)
*î".:"I1i1_?V_^hf" o luhang pagsuyo
Luhang
lagagalak
'Wala

ng nasabi ang ina kong hirang
\no orner words were uttered by my beloved mother)
Kundi magbabait sa patutunguhaï
(except that I should remain devoted wherever I go)
tMaaring magtagal bago
ka matanawl
*"y
be
a
long
time
before
I see you)
Sll
ang
plyo
ko'y
laging
magd.arásal'
LK"y"
(nence
my advice that you constantly pray)

* PAE, Philippine
American Embroidery.
1

-L9tNg ako'y ihatid. sa aking sasakyan
(when she accompanied me to my flight)
Malamlam ang mata at parang aayar/
(her eyes sank and seemed. to protest)
Baharyang naitaas ang kamay bago Íkinaway
(weakened, she reluctantly raised a hand before waving)
Tanda ng pagsuyo sa a¡r¿ikniyang hirang
(symbol of concern for the child she loves)
Habang lumalayo sa aking paningin
(as she was going far from my sight)
Ang ina kong hirang at aking butihin
(my beloved mother r my good devoted- mother)
Ay parang sasabog ang dibdib ko giliw
(my breast seemed to burst out to its love)
Magpahanggang ngayon qy nasa isip pa rin
(even now she is still in my thoughts)

Marami ang arav na d"i ko nakita
(many days now have I not seen)
Ang mahal sa buhay na nagpaligaya
(the love of my life, the source of my joy)
At sa liham lamang kami nagbabad.ya
(and- only through letters rlre see each other)
Pang-ali\r sa lungkot sa pusong may dusa
(to soothe a lonely and suffering heart)
Kung malapit ka lamms sa anak mo dito
(if onty you \¡rere here near your child)
Ikaw ang papqhid- luha sa mata ko
(it would be you to u/ipe the tears in my eyes)
Sapol ng dumating laging ginugulo
(sínce my arrival, always worrying)
Naglalakbay isip sa pagiisa ko
(my thoughts traveling to you because of my isolation)
Kong kayoty may lungkot at may agam-agam
(if you likewise are sad and- worried)
Sunnrlyap po kayo sa aking larawan
(take a glance at my picture)
At issisip rnyong nasa kandungan
(and remèmber that I am in your arms)
Pang-aliw panglunas sa pusong sugatan
(to comfort and cure a wound-ed heart)

itay sa inyong sinabi
you dear father for what you said)
Na ako'y bayani na isang babae
Salamat po

(ttrant<

(thatlamaheroine)

Lalong lulubusin aking pagsisilbi
(the more I am encouraged- to surpass my service)
Hindi matitinag at mananatili
(my service will not cease nor d.ecrease)

-192Ang masabi ko po sa inyo itay
(what I can say to you dear father)
Idulot na lahat ang inyong pagmamahal
(direct all your love and care)
Sa isang nilalang sa inyo ay gabqy
(to the only person who can help you)
\tr/alang iba kundi ang mahal kong inay
(no other than my d.ear mother)
Kung sa pagmamahal sa akin ay timbang
(regarding my love, it is equallyfor both of you)
Unawain ninyo ang aking salaysay
(understand well my situation)
Ako ang babae na anak mo itay
CI am the girl you fathered)
Na malaking hirap bago n'nyo nabuhay
(for whom you labored. hard. before she could live)
Kong may aura ng Diyos rkoty babalik

(it

Go¿

is merciful I will return)

Dalay katibayan biyaya ng langit
(bringing with me the sign of heaven's graces)
Na pinagsikapang magunat ng bisig
(patiently earrred through the flexing of muscles)
Na isang babaing galing sa Winnipeg
(of one girl coming from \ÃIinnipeg)

Bilans oahimakas bati ko sa lahat
(as m! iarewell, my greetings to all of you)
Magulang, kapatid", at mga kaanak
(parents, siblings, and relatives)
Maraming kumusta at higpit ng yakap
(many regard.s and a tight embrace)
Diyos ay sumaatin sa lahat ng oras
(may God be on our sid-e every hour)
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